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Dissertation Summary

Theobald Wolfe Tone continues to occupy a hugely significant place in Irish history as the widely recognised founder of the modern republican movement. Yet his political ideas have largely been dismissed as inconsistent and ill-formed, insofar as they have been properly assessed at all.

The aim of this thesis is to provide new insights into Tone’s ideas through textual analysis of his written works, both in published and in manuscript form. It begins by contextualising Tone’s early life, including his time studying in London, considering his early pamphlets and essays. Chapter Two argues that his understanding of Irish identity was based not on early romantic ideas about nations, but a more archetypal republican interpretation of citizen-state relations. Chapter Three offers the first full analysis of his engagement with Thomas Jefferson’s Democratic-Republicanism during his spell in the new American republic, while also addressing similarities between his arguments and those of the American colonists against the British government. Chapter Four then addresses one of the most common historiographical arguments, that Tone was a child of the French Revolution and radical Enlightenment. It argues that many of the ideas he ostensibly took from his time in France in fact corresponded closely with wider republican ideas about political virtue. Finally, Chapter Five tackles his relationship with the 1798 rebellion against British rule, the main reason for his enduring legacy. It details which elements of the rebellion strayed from his original intentions, such as its descent into violence.

This thesis provides the most in-depth analysis to date of Tone’s political thought and argues that classical republicanism was one of the most significant influences on his political philosophy.
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Textual Conventions and Abbreviations

Texts

In my use of primary sources, I have used a combination of manuscript sources and published copies. The latter is especially regarding Tone’s pamphlets, such as *An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland*, and *Spanish War! An Enquiry How far Ireland is Bound, of Right, to Embark in the Impending Contest on the Side of Great Britain*. Any differences between these versions are acknowledged in the dissertation. Where an original edition has not been accessible, I have used more recent editions. In these cases, I have provided the text’s original date of publication in brackets in the relevant footnote and in the bibliography. I have used the authoritative translations for most non-English language texts, such as those provided by Moody, McDowell and Woods for French-language manuscripts.

Conventions

I have retained the original spelling of texts, including errors, written by Tone. This is indicated with the use of [sic].

The date of publication has been provided in brackets upon the first mention. In later uses, the date has sometimes been reiterated for clarity.

Referencing

Chicago referencing has been used throughout the dissertation. Page numbers refer to the particular edition used. In the case of Tone’s *Life* collection, of which there are several versions, the original put together by his son William has mainly been used, except in cases where quotations were removed by the author and can only be found in later, unabridged versions. Attention is drawn to such exceptions when relevant in the text.

Abbreviations

Below are the abbreviations I have adopted throughout the dissertation for referencing certain primary texts:

*Edmund Burke*:

Reflections – *Reflections on the Revolution in France*
Thomas Paine:

Rights of Man - The Rights of Man: Being an Answer to Mr Burke's Attack on the French Revolution

Wolfe Tone:

Argument – An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland

Review – A Review of the Conduct of Administration during the Seventh Session of Parliament-Addressed to the Constitutional Electors and Free People of Ireland, on the Approaching Dissolution

Spanish War! - Spanish War! An Enquiry How far Ireland is Bound, of Right, to Embark in the Impending Contest on the Side of Great Britain
Introduction

In the last two centuries, Theobald Wolfe Tone, a founder member of the Society of United Irishmen, has become a symbol of Irish national resistance to British rule. The United Irishmen began as a small radical circle who agitated for parliamentary reform, before gradually moving towards seeking full political independence from Britain. The culmination of these efforts, the 1798 rebellion, has been viewed as a starting point for modern republicanism – in the sense of physical-force nationalist separatism – in Ireland. Tone’s status as a national hero derives from the idea that he was, as Thomas Bartlett puts it, the “first Irish separatist”, or in the words of Marianne Elliott in her ground-breaking biography of Tone, a “prophet of independence”. Consequently, his life has been well-documented by historians, thanks largely to the plethora of pamphlets, memoirs, and letters he left behind. The manuscripts of his personal writings, together with copies of his published works, were kept by his wife Matilda (1769-1849) and later passed onto their son, William (1791-1828), who compiled them in an edited collection entitled The Life of Theobald Wolfe Tone in 1826. While previous scholars have tended to tackle his life biographically, such a wealth of resources also allows for a more comprehensive discussion of Tone’s ideas than has yet been attempted.

Born in Dublin on 20 June 1763, Tone’s family were part of the middling, land owning, ranks of Irish society, without significant political influence. Educated at Trinity College Dublin and Middle Temple, London, like many contemporaries of his background he became involved in writing political pamphlets towards the end of his formal education. Back in Dublin by the end of 1788, he began to support growing parliamentary opposition to the Irish government’s willingness to facilitate British influence in Ireland. This was evident in his writings and attendance in the gallery in the House of Commons. After becoming frustrated with what he perceived as a lack of tangible progress in the area of parliamentary reform, Tone later played a key role in founding the United Irishmen in 1791 and campaigned initially for increased legislative independence for the Dublin parliament, before turning his attention to Catholic rights. By the mid-1790s, he had become convinced of the merits of total separation of the Kingdom of Ireland and the Kingdom of Great Britain. Upon his return to Ireland at

---


2 Wolfe Tone, The Life of Theobald Wolfe Tone - Written by Himself, ed. William Theobald Wolfe Tone (Hunt and Clarke, 1826).
the end of that year, he was arrested for his role in the insurrection. Tone died on 19 November 1798, a week after slitting his own throat rather than face execution.³

In terms of his political ideas, Tone has often been portrayed as a child of the French radical Enlightenment and the French Revolution (from 1789-late 1790s).⁴ This is partly because he was most active politically in the 1790s and partly due to his negotiations with French army officials and members of the Directory, the post-Revolutionary government of November 1795 to November 1799. For example, Sean Cronin and Richard Roche state explicitly that “Wolfe Tone was a product of the Enlightenment and the concept of progress is explicit in his writings”.⁵ Similarly, Richard Kearney notes that it was “the idea of a French revolutionary republic” that “initially inspired Tone and the United Irishmen”, referencing the universalism of the Declaration of the Rights of Man, as opposed to the more inward-looking English Bill of Rights of 1689 or the American Bill of Rights of 1789.⁶ However, in the 1980s, Thomas Dunne acknowledged that Tone’s radicalism “was of domestic rather than foreign origin, grounded in Irish Whig tradition rather than of revolutionary America or France”.⁷ Elliott’s work, which remains the leading authority on Tone, supports Dunne’s idea that Ireland’s domestic context helps us to understand Tone’s radicalism. Her 1989 biography represented the first text to diverge from a reliance on the Life collection and to utilise a range of different sources, from his personal letters to his writings in the Northern Star, the United Irishmen’s newspaper.⁸

Those historians who have approached him biographically, such as Elliott and Henry Boylan, have debated what turned him from a relatively conventional reformist into a revolutionary advocating full political independence.⁹ These accounts provide a useful backdrop for further discussion of key elements of his thought.¹⁰ For instance, Elliott was the first historian to suggest links between the United Irish ideology and classical republicanism, though she depicts an organisation beginning as typical Whigs influenced by classical republicanism and moving away from this because of a

---

⁴ The exact dates are, of course, contestable, but for Tone, the significance of the Revolution lay in the initial move towards a constitutional monarchy and the subsequent rise of the republic and its implications for direct democracy.
⁸ Elliott, Wolfe Tone.
frustration at the lack of progress regarding parliamentary reform.\textsuperscript{11} While Elliott does portray Tone as a classical republican, one fascinated with ancient Rome and fixated with the military and its values, the extent of his engagement with these ideas is not her primary focus.\textsuperscript{12} Although much has been written about Tone, there is yet to be a sustained analysis which focuses specifically on his ideas and a number of assumptions have therefore been made about his political philosophy.

This thesis will explore the intellectual roots of Tone’s ideas by weighing up five different elements: His engagement with British politics, the Irish political backdrop, his interest in American republican thought during his exile there, his views on Revolutionary France, and finally, looking at how his ideas were illuminated by his final years up to and including the 1798 rebellion. As a secondary purpose, the study will point readers to his major, most significant works, as well as paying attention to lesser-known texts, such as several of his shorter essays written in 1790 and addresses from 1796.\textsuperscript{13} There is undoubtedly some truth in Tone’s own assumption that he was primarily a practical man – one “buried in matter” – and indeed this dissertation will build upon arguments that as he took in contemporary discourse about democracy and rights, it was not primarily the ideas themselves that were of interest to him, but how they could be implemented in Ireland.\textsuperscript{14} Yet, it is important to afford his ideas due attention and assess the philosophical foundations of his arguments, rather than assume a lack of coherence, or even sincerity, on his part. It is of both interest and significance in the field of eighteenth-century Irish historiography to determine the nature of his ideas more precisely, given his profound influence on Irish republican ideology. While he is not associated with his own set of ideas in the way that, for example, Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1772-1778) or Thomas Paine (1737-1809) were, Tone was able to bring together different strands of political thought, from the classical to contemporary eighteenth-century republican arguments, and adapt them for a peculiarly Irish situation. The remainder of this introduction will focus on providing an outline of Tone’s early life and background and a summary of relevant secondary literature. The approach and structure of the


\textsuperscript{12} Elliott, \textit{Wolfe Tone}, 56.


\textsuperscript{14} Tone, \textit{Life}, 359.
thesis will then be discussed. The PhD has been structured to best navigate the various developments in Tone’s political thought.

Background, Early Life, and Education

In order to fully understand Tone’s political ideas, his interest in the causes of Catholic relief and parliamentary reform, it is helpful to begin by considering his life, and political developments, in the period before he became politically active. Factors such as his reading of republican literature and the political climate he grew up in are key to understanding Tone as an individual, before moving on to evaluating whether the way he has been historicised is accurate. He was the son of a Catholic mother who converted to Protestantism and a father who was a member of the Church of Ireland. Peter Tone worked as a coachmaker and provided a reasonable living for the family, before selling much of his property due to an injury and eventually suffering bankruptcy following a land dispute with his brother. Though comfortable, the Tones were not significantly wealthy and were not involved in politics, though it is possible that Peter Tone would have been able to vote by virtue of the amount of land he did own.\(^{15}\) In county constituencies, Protestants who owned a freehold valued at 40s or more, or who had been nominated as a freeman by someone in office such as the mayor, were eligible.\(^{16}\) Voting rights varied considerably in each constituency and changed significantly over the course of the eighteenth century. The majority of people in Ireland were not able to vote. For instance, only around 2,000-3,000 were estimated to be eligible to vote in county Dublin during Tone’s early life.\(^{17}\) Meanwhile all Catholics – who made up two-thirds of the population – were prevented from voting by law.\(^{18}\)

Since 1692, the Irish parliament had been a wholly Protestant assembly, which due to the complexities of the representative system could be controlled by a small, influential number of MPs on whom the Irish executive could rely on to support government measures. The restrictions on Catholic voting and the perceived elitism of the representative system were what initially inspired Tone’s plans for reform.

Tone’s family background has often been highlighted in the historiography, because it seemingly accounts for his hopes to unite the various religious denominations into one ‘United Irish’

\(^{15}\) Elliott, Wolfe Tone, 69.
\(^{17}\) Ibid. 164–93.
movement. It is needless to speculate at what age he became aware of the unequal status of Catholics and Protestants, but it almost seems inconceivable that his mixed religious background would not have been a major feature of his early life. In any case, his initial aspirations were not for a career in politics, but the military. Before entering university, he showed his early fascination with the army by declaring “classical learning as nonsense”, Trinity College “a pitiful establishment”, and “an ensign in a marching regiment … the happiest creature living”. Thanks to his father’s intervention, he did enrol in law at Trinity in February 1781, the broader curriculum at that time giving Tone his first exposure to debates about how the state and its citizens ought to function alongside one another. Among the compulsory texts were Cicero’s De Officiis (On Duties), but also John Locke’s Two Treatises of Government and his Essay on Human Understanding; Tone would also have studied Demosthenes’ Oration. Thus, his early grounding in republican ideas about the legitimacy of governments and popular consent came not from the European turmoil sparked by the French Revolution, but before that, in his education.

The information available regarding specific academics he studied under is minimal, though the university’s entry records name a ‘Mr Craig’ as his tutor, who it has not been possible to trace. The records show other students having been assigned a specific tutor, so this was not unusual or indicative of his academic credentials. In his second year, Tone was threatened with expulsion, and only narrowly avoided that fate, for being a second in a duel alongside a student who was shot and killed. He was instead given a suspension, during which he found work as a tutor in Dangan in County Galway, at the family home of the Protestant MP Richard Martin, who employed him to teach his younger half-brothers Anthony and Robert. Given Tone’s disinterest in much of his academic work, this tutoring may well have been in his preferred subjects of Latin and Greek.

In any case, it seems likely that it was there Tone sharpened his awareness of the disparity between the different religious denominations in Ireland. During his time sitting in the Irish House of Commons, Martin was a keen advocate of Catholic relief, a campaign which had gathered momentum over the preceding century and which resulted in a series of acts dismantling some of the restrictions of the penal laws.

---

20 Tone, Life, 19.
24 His enjoyment of and aptitude for these subjects is discussed in: Tone, Life, 17–18.
When Tone returned to Trinity in 1783, prepared for much more vigorous study than in his first attempt, he joined the college’s prestigious Historical Society. This was the first year in which he could be admitted, in his third year of study, per the regulations of the club. ‘The Hist.’, as it had become known, was founded by one of the university’s most eminent alumni, the politician and theorist Edmund Burke (1729-1797). Indeed, an important part of the debating club’s purpose was to train its members towards a life in politics, focusing on oratory skills, an area in which Tone gained increasing confidence. The Historical Society set weekly reading assignments, recommending histories of David Hume and William Robertson, two of the most prominent figures to engage in debates about British constitutionalism in the Scottish Enlightenment. That Tone would have encountered these texts as a member of the Historical Society helps to better understand the role his education played in developing his views. It has also been suggested that Tone’s participation in the group was equally important for social reasons. The Society, or at least many of its more pragmatic and ambitious members, regarded it as a space for networking. It was in these meetings that Tone first befriend a number of like-minded students including Thomas Addis Emmet, who would join the United Irishmen in 1795, having been loosely involved in an advisory capacity with them previously. Tone’s time in Trinity reached an end in 1786 when he graduated. He then went to Middle Temple, London, in 1787, to study law. Having shown intellectual promise in his early education, Tone later admitted that he did not fulfil his potential. It appears his learning did make at least a superficial impression on him, as he regretted not having studied more diligently. He had instead been preoccupied with joining the British army to serve in America in the aftermath of the War of Independence, a state of mind which he acknowledged had made him “inadvertently idle, partly owing to my passion for a military life”.

27 He notes that he won three medals, which were given as prizes for oration in: Tone, *Life*, 22. Wolfe Tone, “Speech to the Historical Society of Trinity College, Dublin,” July 1, 1789, Journals of the Historical Society of Trinity College, vi, 135-41, Trinity College Dublin.
32 Ibid.
In addition to his formal education, classical republicanism was also a growing influence in Ireland due to the prominence of the Volunteers of the 1770s and 1780s.\(^{33}\) Having formed the theoretical basis of the Volunteer movement, these ideas gained renewed prominence in these decades, in turn laying some of the ideological foundations for the United Irish movement.\(^{34}\) Indeed, one prominent figure who championed the Volunteer movement, the radical William Drennan, would go on to become a United Irish leader and one of Tone’s close associates. It is easy to imagine how these ideas infused these earlier movements, the Volunteer an obvious symbol of civic virtue, embodying vigilance against elements which had the potential to corrupt the nation, including against unjust rulers. As the Volunteers drew their strength from ordinary citizens, they also overcame the perceived threat of the standing army. Their presence in late eighteenth-century Ireland made these classical republican concepts most pertinent.

Qualifying as a barrister at the age of 26, Tone had therefore reached adulthood as a number of important political developments were taking place within Ireland. The 1770s had seen the rise of the Irish Patriots, a movement pursuing legislative and political reform, and agitating for legislative independence for Ireland.\(^{35}\) The biggest achievement for the Patriot interest in the Irish House of Commons came in the form of the ‘1782 constitution’, which saw two major restrictions on the independence of the Irish parliament rescinded. First came the removal of the Declaratory Act of 1720. Prior to the law’s introduction, Westminster’s ability to legislate for Ireland had been a grey area, although many English MPs believed it was their right to do so. The Declaratory Act had formalised that position, also undermining the position of the Irish House of Lords by repudiating appellate jurisdiction.\(^{36}\) The 1782 constitution also modified Poynings’s Law, a statute that had been in place since 1494, which for most of the eighteenth century, meant that draft bills prepared by the Irish parliament had to receive approval by the British privy council prior to being approved or rejected.\(^{37}\) From the point of view of some contemporaries, such as Tone, while the 1782 constitution

---


\(^{36}\) The question of jurisdiction was long-running and attracted considerable attention with a number of cases in the late seventeenth-century. See: Hayton, *Ruling Ireland*, 222. McGrath, *Ireland and Empire*, 1692-1770, 49.

had purported to right these wrongs, it did not solve many of Ireland’s problems. Power still lay with a small minority who were unaccountable to the people – indeed, even to the majority of Protestants, because voting rights were partly dependent on land ownership. This situation was exacerbated by the number of closed, or ‘rotten’ boroughs, where patrons could rely on a very small electorate and could use the power vested in them by these boroughs to wield unrepresentative levels of influence in parliament.\textsuperscript{38} The Irish Parliament had some control over domestic policy but could be easily overruled by the Crown on matters such as foreign policy, particularly regarding declarations of war.\textsuperscript{39} There had been notable, earlier literary opposition to these measures within Ireland, particularly from writers such as Jonathan Swift (1667-1745) and William Molyneux (1656-1698). Yet by the mid-1790s, in view of the continuation of this strained political relationship between Britain and Ireland, many Patriots, like Tone, turned towards more radical measures.

The ambiguities of Ireland’s relationship with Britain had been further exposed by the 1788 regency crisis, sparked by the madness of George III, the monarch representing the only concrete link between the two kingdoms. With the king’s health in decline, it was assumed his son, George, Prince of Wales, would take over as regent. The Dublin parliament was now constitutionally able to appoint the Prince of Wales as regent for Ireland regardless of what happened at Westminster, but in Britain, one of the most pertinent questions was whether MPs would be able to exploit the situation of the new monarch to gain more power for parliament.\textsuperscript{40} There were divisions within parliament regarding support for the Prince of Wales. Charles James Fox (1749-1806), the opposition Whig leader, and his supporters gave their backing to the Prince regent, but others, such as Prime Minister William Pitt (1759-1806), argued the monarch’s powers should be restricted. Part of Fox’s motivation lay in his belief that the Prince of Wales would appoint him to office. Indeed, what made the respective stances of Fox and Pitt so noteworthy was that they appeared to contradict the political philosophies of both men, Fox having campaigned consistently for increased parliamentary power against the monarch, a stance he ignored on this occasion because of personal connections. Pitt, in contrast, had previously warned against putting restrictions on the king’s power, believing it set a dangerous precedent. In Ireland, the way in which parliament would respond to such developments in light of its new-found legislative independence was fiercely debated by Patriot leader Henry Grattan (1746-1820), who supported

\textsuperscript{38} Bartlett, Ireland: A History, 191.
Fox’s Whigs, and John Fitzgibbon (1749-1802), the latter representing the British administration in Ireland and inevitably supporting Pitt.  

Whether Irish MPs would stray from the wishes of the executive, as they had in the case of the regency crisis, was initially uncertain. Even after 1782, there was a tendency to follow the demands of the British and Irish governments, rather than Irish MPs serving with autonomy, just as MPs in Britain were becoming less likely to vote independently against government measures. In view of this trend, campaigners continued to argue for wider reform of the parliamentary system to reduce the influence of this small, select elite, following the efforts of previous campaigns which had emerged from the 1760s onwards. In both Britain and Ireland, the battle between loyalism, reformism and radicalism hinged on the extent to which government authority rested on traditional understandings of political legitimacy, and whether this could be determined by abstract ideas about rights. This concept had been popularised in British political discourse by Locke (1632-1704) in the late seventeenth century. Indeed, not only did Locke’s ideas form the basis of British Whig constitutionalist arguments in the 1780s and 1790s, the same was true of one of his disciples, Molyneux, in Ireland, with British and Irish Whigs taking inspiration from many of the same sources. Where some British Whigs based their arguments on Lockean ideas about individual rights, moving away from the classical emphasis on civic duty, other reformers looked for inspiration in the English republicans of the seventeenth century. The likes of Marchamont Nedham (1620-1678), James Harrington (1611-1677), John Milton (1608-1674), and Algernon Sidney (1623-1683), had laid the foundations for agitating against the sovereignty of the Crown and had argued for increased parliamentary power. By the late 1780s, other Whig elements, epitomised by Burke, believed eighteenth-century reform should not be based on ideas of ‘rights’, but should be gradual and based on ancient constitutions. Hence, Tone found himself entering into this political culture at a key moment in the development of eighteenth-century republican political discourse.

42 John Locke, Two Treatises of Government (1689) (London: Whitmore and Fenn, 1821), 7, 75, 306.
It was at the end of the 1780s that Tone began to first harness his interest in political affairs, shaped by his education at Trinity and an Irish political scene where the primary question still concerned Ireland’s constitutional relationship with Britain. His initial interest was in the causes of Catholic relief and parliamentary reform which formed the basis of his initial opposition to the way the Irish government functioned. While his ideas did not drift towards republicanism until the mid-1790s, it was in these earlier stages of his life that he received his initial familiarisation with both classical and more recent seventeenth- and eighteenth-century forms of republicanism.

**Literature Review**

In order to better understand Tone’s political thought, it is necessary to outline the relevant literature in the field. First, the progression of work on Tone over the past two centuries will be examined, before moving into a discussion of wider Irish radicalism. Finally, the literature review will weigh up other fields which have informed this research, looking at Irish political thought in the eighteenth century, and then focusing on the existing views on the classical republican revival in the period.

Interest in Tone as an individual has often intensified at significant moments in republican history. For example, Bulmer Hobson, member of the Irish Republican Brotherhood, who went on to work in the government of the Irish Free State, published a version of Tone’s writings in the contentious era of the War of Independence [1919-1921]. Many years later, in 1963, the Marxist historian C. Desmond Greaves tackled *Theobald Wolfe Tone and the Irish Nation* by imposing an arguably anachronistic class-based interpretation upon his ideas. However, there are relatively few in-depth works on Tone, the bulk of recent writings on him as an individual restricted to shorter essays and chapters within other studies.

---


The first biography, *Theobald Wolfe Tone and his Times*, which drew extensively from *Life*, was published by lawyer and politician Frank MacDermot in 1939, and was the first to point out that Tone had not always been an advocate of full political independence. MacDermot’s study was among the more revisionist attempts of the early twentieth century, the majority of which were keen to extol Tone as a republican hero. In terms of its focus on his political ideas, another important landmark for the topic was Dunne’s *Colonial Outsider*, published in 1982. However, unlike this research, Dunne’s essay pays much more attention to Tone’s personal characteristics, as opposed to his writings and the role played by a variety of different political scenes in shaping his development. The Tone which Dunne portrays was a man consumed by frustrated political ambition, characterised by “alienation and despair”, and who turned to radicalism once he had failed to carve out a more conventional career. Elliott herself considered this text as an important milestone in the scholarship on Tone, not least because it stood out from the “unhelpful and unquestioning reverence of most of the works on Tone”.

In fact, the ammunition for Dunne’s unpicking of Tone’s character had already been provided many years beforehand, though he comes to his hypothesis in a much more nuanced fashion than earlier commentaries. One nineteenth-century review of *Life* described a man “too lazy to work” who, by his marriage to Matilda before he was really capable of providing for her, left himself “under the pressure of difficulties which he possessed no legitimate means to overcome”. Such scathing assessments of Tone’s character are likely one reason why his ideas have not usually been taken seriously. Curtin has described him as “no political theorist”. Indeed, James Quinn contends that his writings “contain surprisingly little political theorising” and that “intellectual speculation and abstract thought were not for Tone – he was a practical man, concerned with summarising political problems briefly and sketching out workable solutions”. Even Elliott, in an assessment of the impact of his time in America on his radicalism, contends that he became an advocate of republicanism as “an accident of character as much as of timing”. The consensus has been, therefore, that Tone’s political trajectory was less dictated by ideas and convictions than by his character and biographical circumstances.

49 MacDermot, *Theobald Wolfe Tone and His Times*.
51 Dunne, *Colonial Outsider*.
52 Ibid, 50.
54 *The Quarterly Review, XXXVI* (John Murray, 1827), 78.
57 Elliott, *Wolfe Tone*, 36.
The historian Thomas Bartlett, as well as the literary scholar Declan Kiberd, have taken steps towards considering Tone’s legacy in a different light. The former has weighed up the different historical arguments regarding the point at which he became a republican demanding full independence, suggesting his earlier ideas ought to have an impact on how he has been historicised.  

Kiberd, meanwhile, in his survey of great works of Irish literature, pays close attention to the material nature of Tone’s journal, though his analysis of Tone’s writing style ultimately leads him to the conclusion that “although a man of the Enlightenment, Tone was born late enough in the eighteenth century to be an early romantic”.

One thing which those who have debated Tone’s ideas can agree on is that few of his musings were innovative. Yet Bartlett has once again opened up the possibility for new interpretations with his suggestion that Tone’s claims “to novelty as well as consistency are rather stronger than Elliott or Dunne maintain”. This research seeks to take up that challenge, building on some significant developments in the relatively recent scholarship. In the twentieth century, two anniversaries introduced a new appetite for discussing Tone and the United Irishmen. The first, in 1963, two-hundred years on from his birth, related chiefly to the sphere of public memory. Several committees, formed by Sinn Féin, were established hoping to use the landmark to reinvigorate the republican movement. Yet, from a historiographical perspective, the second – the bicentenary of 1798 – was of much greater significance, sparking a wave of new interest in the subject. This was facilitated by the end of ‘the Troubles’ (1969-1998), the attempted healing of old wounds allowing for republican heroes to be rehabilitated somewhat, away from the heightened emotion of paramilitary violence.

The bicentenary prompted the most considered debates to date about how historians ought to commemorate the rebellion and its architects. Arguably, this had hitherto not been seriously attempted, with Tone tending to polarise first nationalist, and later revisionist, scholars. Louis Cullen laid down a challenge by hailing the United Irishmen as “men of action”, referring to their active role in seeking Irish independence and suggesting that these figures perhaps even warranted greater recognition than essayists and writers. Kevin Whelan, meanwhile, had urged historians in his

---

60 Thomas Bartlett, Theobald Wolfe Tone (Historical Association of Ireland Life and Times Series No. 1) (Dublin: Dundalgan Press, 1997), 67.  
popular *Tree of Liberty* collection to consider their role in constructing collective memory surrounding 1798, portraying the United Irishmen essentially as Enlightenment era intellectuals.63

Historians consequently spent the early part of the twenty-first century grappling with the issue of commemoration. Most notably, Roy Foster opined that commemoration of 1798 was worth a discussion of its own, in addition to the event itself.64 Foster’s chapter attacked elements of the state-led bicentenary commemorations, suggesting that public memory had overtaken historiography, with the consequence that key elements of 1798 – such as sectarian atrocities – were seemingly erased from its legacy. At the same time, new emphasis was placed on the role of French intervention and how this had shaped the ideologies of the men involved in the Irish rebellion, particularly Tone. Thomas Bartlett’s response sought to counter the suggestion that historians had ostensibly whitewashed parts of the commemoration.65 It was against this backdrop that Dunne published his own memoir, with reference to his family history in Wexford in 1798.66

By examining whether the recording of Tone by historians has been entirely accurate, this thesis seeks to build on these disputes. The picture of the United Irishmen which emerged from the revisionist crisis in Irish history has allowed for a more nuanced examination of a number of important elements of the scholarship surrounding 1798, including Tone’s role in the rebellion, his individual ideas, and the legacy of the United Irishmen’s anti-sectarian vision. In posing the question of whether Tone was indeed the romantic national figure he has sometimes been portrayed as, this research may further shift him away from his representation in the accepted consensus.

The year 1998 also welcomed the most comprehensive collections of Tone’s works to date published by T.W. Moody, R.B. McDowell, and C.J. Woods, which they had begun compiling at Trinity College in 1963. The works were split into three volumes, providing the most meticulous details yet of previously unclear references to other individuals and events in Tone’s writings.67 In the same year, Bartlett’s unabridged version of *Life* was also released.68 The *Life* collection has been re-published several times since the end of the nineteenth century, but Bartlett’s edition was a significant milestone in its inclusion of the fuller manuscripts.69 The combined effect of Bartlett, Moody,

McDowell, and Woods’ work was that the censorship of William and Matilda Tone finally began to unravel. For the purpose of protecting family reputation, certain elements of the original Life memoirs and diaries had originally been removed before publication. For instance, William readily admitted he felt the need to “suppress a few passages relative to family affairs which concern nobody”.

The passages contained Tone’s relations with other women, his criticisms of his father in the land dispute with his uncle, and some of his more vitriolic remarks about the Catholic Church, including one suggestion that Napoleon ought to have taken the opportunity to kill the Pope during the French occupation of Rome in February 1798. William Tone’s supposition that these details would “concern nobody” did not hold water for long. Though the purpose of this study is not to build on Dunne’s character assessment, some of William’s omissions, particularly those relating to his father’s views on religion, are of wider interest in regard to his ideas. The 1998 editions were therefore key to revealing details which were previously not available to researchers. Only Elliott’s 2012 edition of her biography has been published since these were released, while Sylvie Kleinman has provided some of the most up-to-date perspectives on Tone’s links with France. Given that, with few exceptions, the bulk of existing literature on Tone was written prior to the 1998 editions, the new details, translations, and unabridged memoirs present new opportunities for altering the way Tone is perceived.

Now that a fuller picture of Tone’s writings has become available, Jim Smyth has sought to weigh up the different thinkers who may have influenced him in Wolfe Tone’s Library, the most recent attempt to assess his ideas. Smyth formulates his arguments based on who Tone does, or in some cases, does not, cite. For instance, it is noted in the article that throughout his writings, he only ever references Rousseau in passing. This is a useful way of measuring the impact of Enlightened thinkers, bearing in mind that Tone, like most writers of his time, did not always acknowledge his sources, and that influence is not necessarily a conscious process. Smyth describes the wider United Irish ideology as a “patchwork quilt” and not a coherent set of ideas, although it is hardly surprising that their ideas should have amalgamated different arguments and traditions of political thought. Yet Smyth’s
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analysis also displays an intriguing aspect of Tone’s character by highlighting his insistences that his political development had come as a consequence of life experience rather than from what he read.\textsuperscript{75}

All these works have provided a useful backdrop to this study, which aims to weigh up the validity of the existing consensus on Tone’s ideas. Studies of his life have gradually achieved more balance, though in 2013 he was still being dismissed as a “Protestant, an English officer, and a failure as a revolutionary”.\textsuperscript{76} Yet, at the very least, the more resounding criticisms of Leo McCabe and J. Chartres Molony have now been reassessed.\textsuperscript{77} In order to capitalise on the lesser studied aspects of his political thought, notably the classical roots of many of his ideas, scholars’ previous work on Tone will provide useful benchmarks for how he has been perceived until now.

**Irish radicalism**

Though Tone’s political thought has been largely glossed over in the literature, there is at least an abundance of studies concerning Irish radicalism which allows for a better understanding of the climate in which he was operating. For example, Ultan Gillen has framed the fundamental social and political changes Ireland experienced in the late eighteenth century within the context of the sceptical Enlightenment, providing a useful backdrop for understanding how radical ideas became commonplace and why they were taken up by men like Tone.\textsuperscript{78} Gillen has also provided a discussion of how an understanding of anti-Catholic persecution in the form of the penal laws, and how Ireland was being politically economically disadvantaged by its connection with Britain, took hold in the popular imagination in the long eighteenth century.\textsuperscript{79}

There is a large body of work on the United Irishmen, with some of it focusing on Tone specifically, though without much attempt to disentangle him from his fellow members. A key moment in the early discussion of the United Irishmen was the work of R.R. Madden, including his *Lives and Times* and

\textsuperscript{75} Ibid., 432.
his collection on the *Literary Remains of the United Irishmen*. Though Madden’s work was written in the mid-nineteenth century and should be seen in the context of his meetings with United Irish émigrés and his leaning towards a narrative of liberation against oppressive forces following their oral testimonies, his collections nevertheless proved an important step in gathering materials relating to different members of the Society. It should be noted too, that his study was not entirely comprehensive, focusing heavily on the north and Dublin and overlooking other geographical areas. While historians of the United Irish movement are in many ways indebted to Madden’s biographical leg-work, others such as Nancy Curtin have pointed out that it is important to avoid the trap he had fallen into – that is, the temptation to regard the literary accounts of republican figures, including Tone, as indisputable fact, or even a highly reliable account of events. It is also worth noting some of the unsubstantiated claims in the text, some of which are retrospectively difficult to prove, such as Madden’s assertions that Tone’s mother continued to practice Catholicism after marrying his father.

Curtin’s 1998 history is the definitive source on the United Irishmen for the modern reader and paints a clear picture of the organisation’s collective ideology, one which allows for the ideas of its individual members such as Tone to be narrowed down in studies such as this one. With an extensive account of the character of Presbyterian radicalism is provided and by focusing on Belfast and Dublin, Curtin is able to get to the crux of how a small, relatively insular group of radicals transformed into a mass movement. The text details United Irish attempts to mobilise public opinion and establish links with the Catholic Defender movement, an agrarian society noted for their role in sectarian incidents in Armagh and beyond, formed in opposition to the Protestant Peep o’Day Boys, who had taken it upon themselves to violently enforce the penal laws leading to a Catholic exodus in some areas of the north. Jim Smyth’s *Men of No Property*, also published in 1998, the title itself borrowed from one of Tone’s most famous quotations, is equally valuable in its analysis of the growth of popular Irish radicalism, which again allows for a useful background in which Tone’s development can be contextualised. Smyth broke new ground in considering the wider context behind radical
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84 Jim Smyth, “‘The Marats of Pill Lane’: United Irish Organisation Before the Rebellion,” in *The Men of No Property: Irish Radicals and Popular Politics in the Late Eighteenth Century* (London: Springer, 1998), 150–57. Tone’s quotation – “If the men of property will not support us, they must fall; we can support ourselves by
movements like the Catholic Defenders, moving away from the narrow emphasis on sectarianism and giving due thought to class and other social issues which ultimately held back these groups. As seen in these works, historiography in the latter half of the twentieth century had moved on from discussing parliamentary reform movements, such as the Patriot group, towards focusing on radical culture on the ground.

**Influences on Irish political thought**

As part of this shifting focus on radical culture, several historians have sought to pinpoint the intellectual influences behind these reformers and revolutionaries, Tone at the forefront by the end of the 1790s. Ian McBride has argued that radicals like Tone saw themselves as successors to Europe’s great thinkers regardless of the finer details. Much of the work undertaken on republicanism in late eighteenth-century Ireland has been dedicated to exploring Irish links with France. This is unsurprising, given the role of the French military in assisting the United Irishmen first in the botched invasion of 1796 and later, in 1798. French assistance was much more limited than Tone had envisaged and did not turn out to be as decisive as he might have hoped. For instance, in 1798 French forces aided the establishment of a republic in Connacht, which lasted just 12 days. Elliott’s *Partners in Revolution*, first published a year after her Tone biography, is comprehensive in detailing at length the diplomatic relations between the French military and the United Irishmen, utilising to good effect sources from the French side and shedding light on the varied reasons why the connection did not ultimately have its desired effect of independence. Crucially, Elliott paints a picture of a Catholic population which was not engaged with the same republican ideology as Tone himself, much to the disappointment of the French officers who arrived in Ireland over the course of five expeditions.
Elsewhere, Kearney, Graham Gargett and Geraldine Sheridan made their own contributions in the 1990s in the area of Irish radical links with France. Kearney depicts the older narrative of the French Revolution’s rights-based discourse taking hold in Ireland and, in particular, in the mind of Tone, pointing to his idea of a “common name of Irishman” as a typical “Enlightenment vision.” Put together, Gargett and Sheridan’s collection of essays gives a practical sense of how the ideas of the radical Enlightenment were transmitted in Ireland, with an emphasis on print culture. Perhaps it is natural that these studies have focused so heavily on the nexus with France, a by-product of a wider tendency to assume the overriding influence of French radical thought on republican movements elsewhere in Europe. It is crucial not to overstate such influence, however, as the historiography has been gradually moving away from such assumptions.

Allan Blackstock discusses the revival of Orangeism in the north and the foundation of the Orange Order in 1795, viewing loyalism not simply as a form of opposition to an emergent ‘nationalism’, but as having distinct cultural roots in Protestant songs and parading rituals. Likewise, Terrence Corrigan, in his chapter from 2009, helped to revise the accepted wisdom that a radical Ireland was keen to lap up the message of the French Revolution, again by exploring the growth of Loyalism in the period in Ireland and Britain. A nuanced study of the most prominent expounder of republican ideas in the period ought, therefore, to be a useful addition to this growing approach combining both domestic and international issues.

It is also worth considering links with British radicalism in the 1790s, partly because of geographical proximity but also because of Tone’s time in Britain and the acknowledged links between British and Irish radicals. A.W. Smith’s article from 1955 was one of the first attempts to properly link the two
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issues, characterising Irish radical groups not as inherently separate from British radicals, but interspersed and enjoying close personal links with their counterparts in England.\textsuperscript{95} In the same way, David Wilson provides an in-depth discussion of how the emigration of Irishmen to America shaped radicalism there, though not how the American Revolution influenced those still in Ireland.\textsuperscript{96} However, Maurice O’Connell and more recently, Vincent Morley, have commented on the Irish reception of the American Revolution.\textsuperscript{97} O’Connell charts the development of Irish separatist ideas in line with the period of the American revolutionary war (1775-1783), noting how the emergent Patriot group in the Irish Parliament drew parallels with their own demands for legislative rights. Morley looks back further to the first rumblings against British rule in America from the 1760s onwards and finds indications that the societal divisions which would threaten to define Ireland three decades later were already prevalent due to Catholic awareness of the revolution across the Atlantic and some of the issues, such as the colonies being taxed without representation, that were also applicable to Ireland. These studies have contributed to a better understanding of how ideas from America were spread in Ireland, both utilising to good effect a wealth of resources via the Dublin printing press.

Though largely focusing on Tone’s engagement with Irish, British, American, and French ideas, this dissertation attempts to contribute more generally to the field of eighteenth-century Irish radicalism. While it can be described as a work of intellectual history, it is not strictly confined to that field because Tone’s ideas are sometimes inextricable from his political aims and actions. This research nonetheless situates his thought within several different Enlightenment contexts, including that of Ireland - unavoidably so, given the importance of Enlightened ideas for late eighteenth-century European republicanism. In addition to commentaries on how the Enlightenment shaped ideas about sovereignty and individual rights across the continent, one of the pertinent questions regarding Tone’s philosophy is whether there was a specific ‘Irish Enlightenment’.\textsuperscript{98} The uniqueness of Irish

democratic thought has formed a relatively small sub-section of scholarship on ideas within Ireland in the period. Where many have emphasised the impact of a European-Atlantic Enlightenment, Michael Brown is one of the few to define an Irish Enlightenment in its own context, depicted not so much as a generic move towards progressive values, but due to the increasing prominence of reason. The role of all three churches, Catholic, Presbyterian, and Anglican, were central to how ideas were received in Ireland, as Brown argues. Máire Kennedy, who has written extensively on the introduction of Enlightened ideas from Europe in Ireland, does so by focusing on the reception of books. Stephen Small, meanwhile, notes that the new brand of French republicanism of the 1790s which inspired, but did not create on its own, Irish rebels “cannot be understood without recognising continuities with its Patriot and Whiggish roots”. These discussions have all aided our understanding of the intellectual environment in which Tone was operating.

**Classical republicanism**

Even a cursory reading of Tone’s biography makes it clear why he became associated with contemporary revolutionary ideas. However, as part of its attempt to reassess Tone’s views, this research will further draw on historiographical understandings of the resurgence of classical republicanism studies. These works having focused predominantly on the revival of these values in the Florentine republicanism of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, as well as in the French and British republican traditions of the seventeenth century, continuing into the eighteenth century. The
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revitalisation of these ideas has been found across Europe, including but not limited to seventeenth century English civil war republicanism, and to the philosophies of Fénelon, Montesquieu, and Rousseau in France.⑩⁴ Neo-republican thinkers looked to ancient city-states as examples of effective government which protected their people, but also as inherently unstable entities whose survival depended on the cultivation of political and military virtue, and ultimately on their citizens’ willingness to sacrifice themselves for the protection of the polis. Still in the eighteenth century, republicans stressed the importance of citizens being intrinsically linked to the state, rather than being at complete liberty from it, which may be best summarised by the English theorist Sidney’s Discourses Concerning Government: “The good which man naturally desires for himself, children, and friends, we find no place in the world where the inhabitants do not enter into some kind of society or government to restrain it.”⑩⁵

In spite of his persistent references to virtue, military bravery, and citizen duty, Tone has not been understood as an exponent of the type of classical republicanism that experienced a revival in early-modern Europe and later, in England, France, and America in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.⑩⁶ The writers most directly associated with the so-called classical republican tradition, such as Cicero and Polybius, held that, for a state to work effectively, it was vital for citizens to have a stake in society in order to be incentivised to defend the nation.⑩⁷ Interpretations of the relationship between citizens and the state began to shift in favour of the former’s needs, with theorists such as Locke and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, bringing to the fore debates about social contract theory and the merits of different forms of government. The ideological battles waged as part of the French Revolution would therefore combine classical ideas about citizen duty with eighteenth-century
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notions of rights of men. Such rhetoric consequently spread throughout Europe in the late 1780s and throughout the 1790s.\textsuperscript{108}

In Ireland, print culture played a pivotal role in disseminating this classical republican model to radicals eager to change the existing parliamentary system. Reformers like Tone also imbibed these ideas through the works of significant political figures such as the propagandist and politician Sir Edward Newenham (1732-1814), whose arguments for parliamentary reform were partly inspired by Charles Lucas’s (1713-1771) civic republican discourse from earlier in the century.\textsuperscript{109} The idea that Irish society could be based on the values of ancient Rome and Greece gained traction again as France veered towards revolution and such debates were being seized upon in numerous publications. These ideas were not limited to newspapers with a smaller reach, such as the Volunteer Evening Post.\textsuperscript{110} The rhetoric of civic republicanism, as a means of expressing grievances and ideals, could as easily be found in more readily available patriotic newspapers like the Hibernian Journal or the Freeman’s Journal.\textsuperscript{111} Moreover, it is conceivable that Tone would have had access to such ideas not only through reading these publications himself, but through mixing in the political clubs of which he was a member even prior to the United Irishmen, and through his associations both in Dublin and in the north.\textsuperscript{112} In this way, many contemporary debates were in fact shaped by classical republican ideas.

The seminal text in the scholarship dedicated to the revival of classical republicanism more widely across the world was J.G.A. Pocock’s \textit{Machiavellian Moment}.\textsuperscript{113} Pocock argued that Machiavelli’s use of ancient ideas in response to Florence’s problems held relevance for the American revolution – the ‘moment’ he refers to being the point at which new republics had to consider how their new system could be maintained long-term. Helpfully, by then, Hans Baron had coined the term ‘civic
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\textsuperscript{111} Jacqueline Hill has argued convincingly throughout her book that by the late eighteenth century Irish Patriotism, disseminated through print culture, was significantly influenced by Whiggish Protestant elements in Dublin society. It is contended here that this was another source from which Tone could have formulated his ideas: Jacqueline Hill, \textit{From Patriots to Unionists: Dublin Civic Politics and Irish Protestant Patriotism, 1660-1840} (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997).
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humanism’ to convey his interpretation of the importance of citizen character in shaping an otherwise chaotic society, this term specifically referring to that collection of ideas dating back to Rome and Greece. While Pocock’s book remains the staple reference for studies of classical republicanism, recent critics have started to re-assess whether this generic republican synthesis is the best method of explaining modern events, given the peculiarities of each nation’s development. This is particularly pertinent in the context of this research, given the various, and at times, contradictory influences on Tone.

Aims and Methods

Several gaps in the existing literature on Tone have therefore emerged. There has been a tendency to regard his ideas as unworthy of sufficient analysis, and as a consequence, he has been understood predominantly as having utilised French republican ideas for practical political aims, rather than weighing up the more complex intellectual roots of his political thought. A further by-product of the current consensus is that his engagement with classical republicanism, both direct and indirect, has not received due attention. Thus, this thesis will pay attention to the significance of classical republicanism and suggest it in fact played a more formative role in shaping Tone’s ideas than the French Enlightenment. Where the existing historiography has emphasised the French Enlightenment as not the sole inspiration, but the most significant intellectual influence behind Tone’s development, other political contexts will now be given proper consideration.

In order to address these gaps, the majority of the primary materials scrutinised will be taken from his pamphlets and personal correspondence, so that his own interpretations of his time in England, Ireland, America, and France, can be gauged. While the amount of autobiographical material is a benefit in that these documents provide huge insight, the pitfalls of relying on Tone’s own versions of events are acknowledged, especially in instances where he was attempting to garner support for a particular cause, whether that was Catholic relief or his planning of a rebellion. His private correspondence, such as his letters to his wife Matilda, and to other members of the United Irishmen, is nevertheless revealing. These papers are of particular value as it was never envisaged at the time of

114 Baron, The Crisis of the Early Italian Renaissance: Civic Humanism and Republican Liberty in an Age of Classicism and Tyranny. Baron’s work prompted further debate on the differences between civic humanism and liberalism, with the stricter characteristics of the former, and much of the subsequent literature on liberty, for example that of Philip Pettit, can be traced to these debates. Phillip Pettit, “Liberty as Non-Domination,” in Republicanism: A Theory of Freedom and Government (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997).

writing that they would be released for public consumption: they can therefore be usefully compared and contrasted with his political pamphlets.

The primary aim of this research is to evaluate whether Tone’s ideas have been fairly and accurately assessed. The thesis will give due weighting to previously neglected areas of his life, such as his classical education and his time in Britain. With much of the literature suggesting that his ideas were shaped by a combination of Irish Whig culture and radical influences from France and America, it is hoped this study will cast new light on how Tone is understood and argue that his political ideas developed not purely due to the radical Enlightenment, but at the contact of several different, though sometimes interlinked, political contexts.

The main method of inquiry used is a textual analysis of Tone’s writings. These works are explored in the context of the British, Irish, French, and American political scenes in the late 1780s and 1790s, through an approach inspired by the ‘linguistic turn’ and the concept that language is itself an insight into philosophy. Measuring what Quentin Skinner has called the "illocutionary force" behind Tone's works - that is, the intention behind Tone's writings and the reasons why he makes his statements – is central to understanding the intricacies of his ideas. Herein lies a key difference, as Annabel Brett points out, between intellectual and cultural history: critical thinking is applied beyond the wider social, economic, and political situations surrounding texts, to focus chiefly on the author’s meaning. If the motivation behind this research is to understand the ideological contexts behind Tone’s philosophy, then following Pocock’s strand of ‘Cambridge School’ intellectual history, these writings cannot be understood as part of an eighteenth-century ‘political thought’ in its abstract entirety: rather, each individual text is revealing of its own context. This re-evaluation of intellectual history from the 1970s holds particular relevance in Chapter Four, in light of Tone’s misinformation in his writings to French government and military officials. Yet what is most pertinent for his legacy is Skinner’s contention that modern ideas and concepts cannot be imposed onto past discourses. Instead, writings such as Tone’s must be placed firmly in the ideological contexts of the
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time they were written, undermining as inherently anachronistic the idea that Tone should be seen as a ‘foreboder’ of nationalist sentiment, at least not in the eighteenth century sense. Where he did engage with ideas about the ‘nation’, he interpreted them in a civic sense and so he should not be seen as a romantic nationalist.

In order for this method to be used to best effect, part of the research process has involved consulting and comparing both unpublished and published variants of the same texts. The three volumes of Moody, McDowell, and Woods detail the vast majority of the discrepancies between the different versions and they are, on the whole, minor. These volumes are also acknowledged to provide accurate translations of non-English sources, such as some of Tone’s correspondence in France. However, to ensure the highest possible level of accuracy, the manuscript forms, which are largely held at Trinity College, have also been studied. The microfilms of the original copies of Tone’s diaries, in particular, are invaluable not least because they contain further notes and jottings which have been lost or overlooked in publication. From the various publications of Tone’s Life which are available, the original, edited by William Tone, is cited because it has shaped many of the historical interpretations which are being addressed. This is the case except where the passages have been removed; in these cases, Bartlett’s longer version is used.

Achieving these aims has inevitably presented a number of challenges. At a material level, some of Tone’s original papers were lost, presumably through ignorance of how significant they would become, by United Irishman Dr James Reynolds when they were left in his care in America by Matilda Tone. The remaining documents, of which there is an abundance must be read with the caveat that some were undoubtedly written with the recipients in mind, notably Tone’s correspondence with French officials and his early Whig pamphlets. Several of his pamphlets are written under pseudonyms, which have previously been identified by Moody, McDowell, and Woods, who have also attributed several articles in the United Irish newspaper, The Northern Star, to Tone.
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Texts by ‘John Hutton’, ‘John Smith’, ‘a Liberty Boy’, and an ‘Independent Irish Whig’ have all been attributed to him and no evidence has been unearthed by this study to contradict that judgement.

Another difficulty in assessing Tone’s ideas is the need to separate them from those of the United Irishmen. Writing about the assumption that he was the sole founder of the Society, Elliott has commented that he was “just one of the founding team” and what is more “was no great initiator of ideas”. Elliott does, however, note that “he coined the Society’s name and proclaimed its principles with the clarity which gave them such effectiveness”. Without wishing to overlook the role played by the likes of co-founder William Drennan (1754-1820), who was appointed chief scribe at their meetings, it is possible to assert that there are linguistic parallels between Tone’s writings and the early documents of the United Irishmen. Apart from the obvious suggestion that as a founder member and leader, Tone would have had played a crucial role in directing the Society’s ideas, their Declarations and Resolutions, which can be found in the Royal Irish Academy, bear striking similarity to his wording elsewhere. For example, it describes no reform as “practicable, efficacious or just, which shall not include Irishmen of every religious persuasion”. Tone’s Argument makes the same case, that “no reform is honourable, practicable, efficacious or just, which does not include as a fundamental principle, the extension of elective franchise to the Roman Catholics”. Thus, the United Irishmen’s Declarations and Resolutions are a good indication of Tone’s input into the Society’s early programme, gearing towards increased legislative independence, particularly as the document was not initially published, instead circulated privately among the Belfast radicals who agreed to its principles.

Tone’s political philosophy is perhaps best approached through his pamphlets and longer writings. The first of these came in 1788, with his memorandum on the Sandwich Islands. The document, sent to Prime Minister William Pitt, outlined Tone’s plans for a military colony and represented his first attempt at constructing a work of utopia in the republican tradition. This would be redrafted in...
1790, around the time when he was most literarily active. Between 1790-91, he wrote the majority of his most regularly cited works, including his *Review of the Conduct of Administration during the Seventh Session of Parliament*, a commentary on Irish Whig MPs who were attempting to earn the Dublin parliament greater power, a move he supported.\(^{130}\) In the same year he mounted his first attack on the shortcomings of the 1782 constitution, with *Spanish War! An Enquiry How far Ireland is Bound, of Right, to Embark in the Impending Contest on the Side of Great Britain*.\(^{131}\) It argued that the Dublin parliament could not truly claim to enjoy any meaningful legislative independence if Ireland were forced to go to war with Spain alongside Great Britain over the Nootka crisis. Britain had refused to apologise for its ships encroaching on Spanish territory at Nootka in north America and was on the brink of war. Arguably Tone’s most famous pamphlet came in 1791, with *An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland*.\(^{132}\) Tone’s Argument has attracted much attention, even informing on occasion the tendency to overstate his role in securing later Catholic emancipation.\(^{133}\) While other works, such as his personal correspondence, have been discussed in lesser detail, it is imperative to view his writings in their entirety, rather than in isolation, as only then can the progression of his ideas be understood. For a full list of Tone’s published and unpublished political works, see Appendix A.

**Organisation of the Thesis**

This research will take a thematic approach to examining five separate but interlinked periods of Tone’s life - the influences of the political scenes in Britain, Ireland, America, France, and in his final two years. The first two chapters will address Tone’s early political career, first in his time in England, studying at Middle Temple, and upon his return to Ireland at the end of 1788, where he took up the campaign for increased Catholic representation and a dismantling of the penal laws, through petitioning for Catholic Relief Acts. It is worth reiterating at the outset that ‘nationalism’, the patriotic sentiment inspired by the organic growth of shared language and culture and inherited from German understandings of ethnic identity, as it would be understood in the nineteenth century, did not exist in
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the same form during Tone’s life. Rather, he was operating in the era of a more embryonic national sentiment, shaped by more than a century of debates about Ireland’s political destiny.

Chapter One will consider the ambiguities in the relationship between Britain and Ireland, particularly following the 1782 constitution and its moves towards legislative independence, and how this shaped Tone’s early views. It will explore Tone’s arguments for reforming the representative system to admit Catholics to the franchise, and to reduce British influence in Ireland by reducing the power of the Irish executive, thereby weakening the British executive given the intricate but complex relationship between the two. Moving into the 1790s, Tone’s keen interest in the pamphlet wars between Edmund Burke and Paine, elucidating their contrasting responses to the French Revolution, will also be examined.

Chapter Two will address Tone’s interpretation of Irish identity through an exploration of his ideas on the relationship between citizens and the nation. This will take into account his views on the paradox of Ireland’s Catholics, the majority of the population, being excluded from voting in parliamentary elections or sitting in parliament and assess how this informed his arguments about the Irish government lacking legitimacy. It will also discuss Tone’s early views on sectarianism and his travels to the north.

The middle section of the thesis, beginning with Chapter Three, will move into Tone’s time in exile in America following his implication in the treason case against the radical Reverend William Jackson (1737-1795), who had travelled to Ireland to measure the people’s appetite for revolution. It will seek to demonstrate that Tone’s shift towards radicalism was rooted in intellectual influences rather than because of the circumstances of that affair. The parallel paths taken by the republican ideas of Tone and Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826) – one of the United States’ founding fathers – are yet to be navigated. Tone’s time in Philadelphia is also of interest because of the influence of Locke in the early politics of the new United States, contrary to Elliott’s assertion that relatively early on, he had “rejected Locke” and tacit consent as “essentially undemocratic”. A more sustained discussion of Tone’s borrowings from Locke, particularly regarding property rights, is required. In the same way, it will be considered whether Tone was engrossed in financial debates, in spite of his lack of an overt economic programme, not least because of the financial revolution and the ongoing eighteenth-
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century discussions about state debt. Whereas Irish Patriots before him had been very much concerned with economic issues, Tone did not begin to properly articulate these ideas until his time in America, as the focus of his writings while in Ireland and Britain was on reform of the representative system and Catholic relief.

Chapter Four will then focus on his relationship with France, where he headed in 1796 after his time in America. This will be separated into his understanding of the ideas of the French Revolution, before discussing his reception of the events of 1789 onwards, and finally noting his personal links with members of the Directory and French military. The final chapter will focus on the final two years of his life prior to his suicide in Provost’s Prison, Dublin, in November 1798, paying particular attention to the rebellion of that year. Given that he spent so little of that year in Ireland, and he was not directly involved in much of the rebellion itself, it is curious that he has become so readily associated with the insurrection. In their discussion of the events of 1798 in Ireland, scholars have focused largely on the rebellion itself, rather than the ideas behind it.137 Tone’s isolation from the rebellion as it unfolded has meant his interpretation of events has largely been gauged from his final speech at his trial, despite other resources and considerations providing room for further discussion on the subject.138

With Tone continuing to occupy such an important place in Irish national history, it is vital to pay close attention to his political ideas. This dissertation strives to highlight elements of his thinking that have been overlooked or given insufficient attention. At the same time, it provides a window into the nuances of eighteenth-century republicanism, both in Ireland and in the circles Tone mixed in farther afield. Despite the propensity to categorise him as an intellectual product of the French Revolution or, in the case of more nuanced approaches, a combined product of the French and Irish political scenes, the reality was more complex. It is this imbalance that this thesis seeks to address.

138 “Tone’s Address to the Court Martial,” November 10, 1798, HO 100/79, ff 96-97, Public Record Office.
Chapter One: Wolfe Tone, Britain, and Parliamentary Reform

The early years of Tone’s political development were shaped by debates surrounding the complex constitutional relationship between Ireland and Great Britain. To better understand Britain’s political culture at the time Tone arrived in London in 1787, it is necessary to explore how the events of the preceding century had defined relations between Britain and Ireland. In the eighteenth century, British politics was largely understood through the prism of the 1688 Glorious Revolution. The overthrow of James II, the Catholic king of England, and his replacement by his Protestant daughter Mary and her husband William of Orange, had important ramifications for the status of the English parliament. MPs seized the opportunity presented by the vacancy on the throne following James II fleeing London to curtail the powers of the monarch, offering William and Mary the chance to rule as joint sovereigns under the 1689 Bill of Rights. Its impact was still felt in the late eighteenth century, as the Glorious Revolution had prompted debates about sovereignty and contract theories of government. These debates about the relationship between the Crown and parliament continued for decades.

The Glorious Revolution was also an important reference point in late eighteenth-century debates in Ireland. Shaped by the Williamite-Jacobite War of 1689–91, the Irish experience of the Revolution was markedly different to that of Britain. William’s succession had proved a crucial step towards securing Protestant interests in Ireland, the decisive moment of the war coming at the Battle of
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Aughrim on July 12, 1691. A series of notable milestones followed which served to crush the Catholic interest. Catholics were no longer allowed to sit in the Irish parliament and Williamite power was consolidated by seizing the land of Jacobites who had fled for France following the end of the war, in accordance with the Treaty of Limerick. The relationship between England and Ireland also changed from a constitutional point of view. In the aftermath of the war, the Westminster parliament sought to assert more authority over its Irish counterpart. This was partly the result of the increased influence English MPs came to have over the composition of the English Privy Council in the wake of the Revolution, and in turn the more important role they now possessed in appointing members of the Irish executive, controlling crucial ministerial appointments such as that of the Irish Lord Lieutenant.

In the 1690s, Irish MPs also sought to expand their influence, particularly their role in preparing supply legislation. As a result, they clashed with the English privy council and Westminster assembly on a number of issues relating to Poyning’s Law. The legislation had proved a point of contention on numerous occasions, not least in the 1692 standoff when the Commons had tried to claim the ‘sole right’ to prepare supply bills for raising money. There was significant discomfort among Irish MPs over Westminster’s attempts to legislate directly for the kingdom, having witnessed a series of restrictions on Irish trade, including bans on the import of Irish cattle in the 1660s and, after the consequent rise of the Irish wool trade, the prohibition of Irish wool exports in 1699. It was in this climate that an Irish ‘patriot’ interest began to emerge, whose key concerns were removing restrictions which had been placed on the Irish parliament by measures such as Poyning’s Law and the Declaratory Act. Earlier in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Protestant patriot authors such as William Molyneux, Jonathan Swift, and Charles Lucas had all criticised the unfair relationship between the two parliaments at Westminster and Dublin.

By the early 1780s, the Patriot movement had gathered sufficient momentum to engineer the events of ‘Grattan’s Parliament’ and its biggest achievement, the 1782 Constitution, which had achieved a

degree of legislative independence for Ireland. Grattan’s parliament saw the repeal of the Declaratory act and modification of Poynings’s Law. However, other grievances remained, notably concerns about the representative system (who should have the right to vote and how constituencies were distributed) and remaining elements of anti-Catholic legislation.\textsuperscript{147} Irish Whigs were generally advocating self-government within the structure of the British Empire, yet an increasingly radical minority took issue with the limitations of the new ‘constitution’. Mirroring similar reform movements in Britain who were debating the level of parliament’s power, these issues became the focus of a number of extra-parliamentary reform groups, such as the Catholic Committees, from the 1760s onwards. As Tone’s early pamphlets will show, he continued a literary tradition of ‘patriot’ opposition to restrictions on the Irish parliament, a sentiment found in the works of prominent Protestant writers Molyneux, Swift, and Lucas, who had opposed measures such as the Wool Act (1699) and the introduction of Wood’s half-pence (1722), as will be discussed later in the chapter in relation to the 1782 Constitution.\textsuperscript{148} Tone’s pamphlets also showed that he was not content with the 1782 Constitution or its failure to properly address Catholic Ireland’s lack of political representation, something which had not been rectified by the recent changes to both the British and Irish constitutional relationship.

The various strands of Irish thought with which Tone was engaging in these pamphlets can be split broadly, as Small has done, into ‘patriotism’, ‘radicalism’, and ‘republicanism’.\textsuperscript{149} At different points of his life, Tone himself could be cast into all three of those categories as his views evolved. Small suggests that patriotism, radicalism, and republicanism, all ultimately stemmed from the five issues of “Protestant superiority, ancient constitutionalism, commercial grievance, classical republicanism, and natural rights”.\textsuperscript{150} That is to say, that opposition to the political status quo was borne of historical examples of republican models, as well as the Whig myth of the gothic constitution and more contemporary debates around individual liberty.\textsuperscript{151} The appeal of these ideas was heightened by
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economic and social issues, in particular the disproportionate influence of Protestants in land
ownership and law-making, and gained new momentum after 1789 and the advent of the French
Revolution. This was reflected in the respective arguments of Burke and Paine, as will be discussed
towards the end of the chapter.\footnote{Burke, \textit{Reflections on the Revolution in France}; Paine, \textit{The Rights of Man: Being an Answer to Mr Burke’s Attack on the French Revolution}.}

Despite the likely impact of his formative years on Tone’s later development, few historians have
discussed the time he spent studying in Britain in much detail. Elliott approaches the matter from a
biographical perspective, giving a lengthy account of how he spent his time there – drinking, and
otherwise struggling with boredom.\footnote{Ibid. 45.} Yet, intriguingly, this account also suggests that “he had little
interest in English affairs”, while also recognising that he made regular visits to the House of
Commons.\footnote{Record of Tone’s admission to the Middle Temple, 3 February 1787 - Middle Temple, London, Admissions
Register, i, 338. T.W Moody, R.B McDowell, and C.J Woods, eds., \textit{The Writings of Theobald Wolfe Tone, 1763-98: Tone’s Career in Ireland to June 1795}, vol. I, 5.} It is a point of interest, and indeed importance in understanding Tone’s early years,
whether he truly lacked interest in British politics. As this chapter will demonstrate, he regularly
engaged with British debates and was well-informed about the country’s political culture, even if this
was chiefly borne of an interest in how these matters affected Ireland.

The purpose of this chapter is firstly, to contextualise Tone’s two years in London between 1787-89
where we first find evidence of his developing political ideas and secondly, to examine his views on
parliamentary and constitutional reform. This will be achieved by looking at his writings during and
shortly after his studies in England. Tone’s writings addressed matters such as whether Irishmen were
being adequately represented in the Dublin parliament, if Ireland should have more control over its
foreign policy, and whether the Irish government embodied the necessary republican characteristics of
virtue and wisdom. The chapter will also consider Tone’s hopes for reform in Ireland based on the
shortcomings of the 1782 Constitution. It will weigh up the elements of ancient republican thinking in
his writings against seventeenth- and eighteenth-century British influences, from Locke to the debates
of Paine and Burke in the 1790s. The overall focus will be the period of 1788-1792, though later
events, such as his dealings with Paine in Paris in 1797, will be discussed where relevant.

Tone’s early career

According to records at Middle Temple, Tone spent almost two years in London, from 1787 until the
end of 1788, initially training as a lawyer.\footnote{Elliott, \textit{Wolfe Tone}, 42–91.} This period included trips back to Dublin, where he

\footnote{152 Burke, \textit{Reflections on the Revolution in France}; Paine, \textit{The Rights of Man: Being an Answer to Mr Burke’s Attack on the French Revolution}.}
attended engagements at the university. Biographical accounts have remarked that on a personal level, this was a tumultuous time for Tone. His father, Peter Tone, suffered bankruptcy, while his own marriage to Matilda and the arrival of their first daughter all spurred his career ambitions. These very human factors shaped his time in Britain. However, it has been less often remarked that Tone’s time in London was also marked by important political developments. Britain was readjusting to a new landscape following the American War of Independence and was no longer able to utilise its North American colonies. Then, from October 1788-February of the next year, the deteriorating health of George III had opened the door to new debates about the extent to which parliament could intervene when the regent appeared unable to rule. The crisis heavily affected British political culture and reignited discussion about the power of Westminster. The following year would bring even greater challenges, with 1789 defined by Europe-wide uncertainty brought about by the early, but dramatic, stages of the French Revolution. All these events raised important constitutional issues in Britain. For an Irishman living in London, these constitutional questions were not taking place in a vacuum – Tone was also keenly aware of their implications for Irish political affairs. It should therefore not come as a surprise that they shaped his early political writings.

The first of his writings which is dated to his time in England was a chapter in a burlesque novel, written alongside Richard Jebb and John Radcliffe, two of his friends from Trinity College Dublin. Entitled ‘Belmont Castle; or suffering sensibility’, the text was written in 1788 but was not published until 1790, when it was printed by Patrick Byrne. While its content does not suggest any tangible political involvement from Tone at this stage, Byrne would go on to print some of Tone’s radical works, himself becoming part of the Dublin Society of United Irishmen. In 1788, Tone also wrote to British Prime Minister William Pitt, proposing a military colony in the Sandwich Islands, perhaps in the hopes of ingratiating himself with the British political establishment, or even carving out a career; this text is illuminative of his views on national identity and as such, will be explored in the next chapter.

While he was yet to publish anything on political affairs, during his time in England Tone was already beginning to make a direct link between British government policy and social conditions in Ireland. In 1789 after his return to Ireland, he had written what Moody, McDowell, and Woods identify as a ‘Short Memoranda on Legal Matters’, though the manuscript comprises handwritten notes and did not
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consist of a complete text. These notes are valuable nonetheless, as his foray into writing about land law, discussing the relations between landlords and tenants in Ireland, saw him move further towards publishing his views on political matters. He was quickly becoming disenchanted with his prospective career in law, which may explain why he was drawn towards the political sphere. This was certainly not an unusual move for a man of his background and status. “As the law grew every day more and more disgusting, to which my want of success contributed,” he later reflected in his memoirs, “I turned my attention to politics, and, as one or two of my friends had written pamphlets with success, I determined to try my hand on a pamphlet”. The pamphlet in question, which he hoped would be well-received in high-profile political circles, was *A Review of the Conduct of Administration during the Seventh Session of Parliament* (1790), which focused on the alarming activities of the Irish parliament. In it, he argued that under the current system, Irish MPs were failing to legislate in a balanced way and were wrongly aligning themselves with the faction of British Whigs led by Charles James Fox. Many of these MPs viewed Foxite Whigs as the most similar to themselves in terms of broader philosophy. Tone, however, felt they would have been better served reflecting the public interest in Ireland as demand for increased legislative freedom grew, instead of siding with either divide in Britain - hence, he identified himself by signing off the document as an ‘independent’ Whig.

Tone returned to Dublin at the end of 1788 and began to follow the Irish Whigs closely, attending the public gallery in parliament. They attracted his interest as the first real tangible opposition that had emerged since 1782 to the way the Irish executive was dominating the Irish House of Commons and exploiting the deficiencies of the representative system. Upon his return, Tone would write several works in which he further developed his political ideas. His next significant publication on political matters from the period examined in this chapter was *Spanish War! An Enquiry How far Ireland is Bound, of Right, to Embark in the Impending Contest on the Side of Great Britain* (1790), prompted by a dispute between Britain and Spain over the strategically important Nootka Sound a month earlier. He argued against Ireland participating in the conflict on the basis that 1782 had supposedly achieved legislative independence, and that it was not in Ireland’s interests because of the financial burden and potential loss of life.

A year later, he would publish one of his most well-known pieces, *An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland*, shortly before joining the Catholic Committee to campaign for further Catholic
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Relief bills. The organisation had been established several decades earlier with the aim of rescinding some of the restrictions on Catholic rights, such as the prohibition on Catholics inheriting property. Tone’s pamphlet picked apart Protestant arguments against giving Catholics the vote, such as their lack of education or unwillingness to keep oaths, combining Patriot arguments about the Irish deserving more of a political voice with a Paineite emphasis on individual rights. The latter strand of thought is also evident in his lengthy but unpublished 1792 Reply to the Protestant Interest in Ireland Ascertained. In an attempt to address disproportionate Protestant power, he again reflected on the common justifications for denying Catholics their part in the franchise. He notes a “prejudice against recent opinions” from the unknown author of the original pamphlet (The Protestant Interest in Ireland Ascertained), who seemed hesitant of “universal, unrestricted liberty, toleration and the rights of man”.167

In the writings briefly outlined above, the predominant theme is his questioning of British influence over Irish affairs and the authority of the British legislature over Ireland. This was inspired by a number of factors, particularly the regency crisis, the government’s patronage in the Irish House of Commons, and the lack of progress in Irish parliamentary reform that might have addressed problems with the representative system. He noted that in the wake of 1782, Ireland could not establish its own foreign policy, did not have sufficient freedom in economic policy, and was yet to improve Catholic representation. Tone’s analysis of British and Irish politics, as found in A Review and Spanish War!, outlined how the Irish parliament might address these problems, using classical republican themes of virtue and common good to explain how the Irish parliament could, at least in theory, serve the interests of its people. Having established the primary materials that can be traced to Tone in the period of 1788-92 the remainder of the chapter will delve further into the republican ideas in these texts, and how these ideas were informed by debates on parliamentary reform in Britain and Ireland.

The constitutional question (1789-91): Tone’s Review of the Conduct of the Administration (1790)

Tone first began to examine the inherent problems of the connection between Britain and Ireland in his ‘Review of the Conduct of Administration’.168 This document analyses links between Britain and
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Ireland, arguing against the Irish government promoting a legislative programme that reflected British interests, and against Irish MPs cooperating with such a system by supporting government bills. Not only were MPs susceptible to bribery, the excessive patronage in the hands of the executive and the Crown meant a small, select interest was maintained in the Dublin parliament and it became difficult to displace long-standing politicians who were easily swayed to follow British interests even after 1782. The Irish government was able to ensure support for its measures by granting influential MPs important positions and financial incentives. Meanwhile, Dublin Castle aimed to increase its influence by inventing new peerages and offices to deal with domestic issues, but the opening of these new positions had further fed corruption. Tone’s publication supported Irish Whig attempts to secure greater power for the Dublin parliament to sign off their own bills, giving one of the first indications of a combination of civic humanist and Lockean influence on Tone’s thinking. For instance, he argued the Irish population could not consent to the existing structures of government, he argued, when their measures did not reflect “national wisdom” or the “national spirit”, republican values which were based on the Roman model of a collective who shaped the nation via positive characteristics.

The Irish parliament had tried to reaffirm its position as at least a partially independent body in light of the regency crisis. As the health of George III worsened from November 1788, the out-of-power Whigs – particularly in the wing of the party led by Fox – sensed the chance to cash in on their links to the king’s eldest son, George, Prince of Wales, who it was presumed would take over in the event of abdication. Fox was, at this time, Prime Minister William Pitt’s leading rival and hoped to use the crisis both to gain power and exploit constitutional questions. In a stark contravention of his wider political philosophy, Fox defended the right of the regent to take power, with Pitt arguing on the contrary that this could only take place if parliament laid out specific conditions, and that the Prince should have strictly restricted powers. In *A Review*, Tone quoted long passages from the seventh
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session of the parliament in early 1790. The colourful debates of the seventh session had centred on
the regency crisis, Ireland’s politicians meeting at a time when a bill was passing through the
Westminster parliament to make the Prince of Wales regent of Great Britain - though the issue of the
regent of Ireland remained a separate matter. The debates resulted in a new impetus for the Irish
Whigs, who wanted the Prince of Wales installed, and led to the Irish parliament moving to inform
British MPs of their support for the prince regent.

It was in this climate that Tone questioned existing legislation that had placed limitations on the Irish
parliament during the regency crisis, asking whether the Great Seal could still be used to rubberstamp
legislation in the king’s absence. Tone also questioned the Chief Baron’s Act, a law which had
stipulated that bills must be passed by both Irish houses of parliament before reaching England for
approval. This Act had renewed significance amidst the regency crisis. With the king believed to be
unfit to rule, the Attorney General of Britain had pointed out in the Westminster parliament that under
normal circumstances, bills could not be passed without the Great Seal of England, which was used to
affirm the monarch’s approval. In this case, the Westminster Parliament was “affixing the Great Seal
to a Bill determining who should be Regent”, thus undermining the entire system. Tone agreed
with the Attorney General that the Great Seal was safe in the hands of the King, but “in any other
[hands] a poisonous viper to the constitution”, making little attempt to veil his attack on the
Westminster parliament. He acknowledged in the same publication that the Great Seal “appears to me
not to be a thing but a sign” – it was “not the supreme power” itself, but “merely an instrument
used”. Only the king ought to have been allowed to approve legislation affecting Ireland, not
Westminster, as the seal did not hold any power itself and was simply an instrument used to signify
royal approval. Defending the king’s powers was therefore a means of restating Dublin’s freedom of
action from Westminster, similar to the position of the Irish Whigs.

It was not the king’s health in itself which concerned Tone, but the British parliament’s response to it.
He notes, for instance, a “total and utter difference of sentiment … between the two Houses of
Parliament and the Marquis of Buckingham”, the latter executive having been appointed in Britain by
Pitt and was therefore not necessarily in tune with the legislature. George Nugent-Temple-
Grenville, the first Marquis of Buckingham, had been Lord Lieutenant of Ireland since the mid-1780s
and was unpopular among many Irish MPs because of well-known corrupt practices which he used to
consolidate his position. This “difference of sentiments”, and the fact the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland
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had such control over appointing ministers, was a widespread problem dating back decades that inspired many Patriots to demand reform. Amidst the debates over the king’s status in the Irish parliament, Buckingham prompted outrage – as voiced by Grattan – by refusing to give Westminster an address on behalf of the Irish Houses of Parliament which made it known that they supported the Prince of Wales becoming regent.\textsuperscript{177} While Tone had not agreed with Irish MPs actively aligning themselves with Fox’s Whigs, that was more as a matter of principle against their allegiance with British political figures, rather than because he opposed their views in favour of the Prince of Wales.

The Marquis of Buckingham’s refusal to voice the views of the Irish Parliament was a further reminder that the British administration viewed their relationship with Dublin as a one-way system of control. The Irish parliament had sent a delegation to London with the aim of asking the prince to become regent of Ireland, though the mission proved too late as the king had by then recovered his health. Buckingham’s decision to act against the wishes of the Irish parliament, and his attitude towards what he called the ‘regency rats’, created resentment and further fuelled calls for political reform, particularly as he occupied such a powerful position.\textsuperscript{178} At the same time, it led to concerns among British MPs about the state of the connection with Ireland if the Irish parliament felt they were able to contradict Westminster’s wishes, the formal position of Pitt’s government having been that at most, the parliament would oversee the transition of power to the new regent and the monarch would subsequently have limits placed on his powers.\textsuperscript{179} Thus, Tone’s responses to the regency crisis provided an insight into his motives behind demanding increased political independence for Ireland. While the existing systems could work in theory, the reality was that corruption and more importantly, the complexities of the king’s relationship with parliament meant Dublin could not work effectively alongside Westminster to resolve the issue.

The regency crisis had triggered passionate debates about the very principles of Britain’s system of government. It also prompted the foundation of the Whig Club of Ireland in 1789, a group that advocated moderate reform of the parliamentary system to allow greater legislative freedom for the Dublin parliament. Much to Tone’s frustration, they aligned themselves with Fox in English politics, in an attempt to gain greater legislative freedom in line with Foxite views on parliamentary power.\textsuperscript{180} Tone’s opposition to this alignment, however, should not be taken to mean that he was entirely against Fox’s ideas, which included favouring the rapid change of the French Revolution (which Fox
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believed was an imitation of the Glorious Revolution), advocating an entirely new constitution, or supporting the Prince of Wales to become regent. Instead, Tone disapproved of the Whig club relying on “remote and contingent and suspicious aid from abroad” in the form of their “attachment to Charles James Fox”, which he considered a “great error”. This positions Tone’s thinking as relatively unusual compared to large elements of the Irish Whigs, who saw the regency crisis as an opportunity to assert the newfound authority of the Irish parliament. Tone, on the contrary, maintained the stance of many earlier eighteenth century Patriot writers, believing Irish politicians should only willingly connect themselves to British parties if it was an “indispensable necessity”, when in reality “whether it be essential, or even necessary, to a party here to be connected with a party in England is a point much to be doubted”. By the late 1780s and early 1790s, this was in contradiction with the political programme of a significant portion of Whigs in Ireland.

If 1782 had ostensibly brought limited legislative independence, it also exposed the ambiguities that characterized Ireland’s relationship with Britain. The prevalence and prominence of English ministers who could sit in the Dublin parliament to maintain political and economic interests in Ireland, as well as the corruption of some Irish MPs who engaged in bribery to maintain their positions, all meant that the power of the Irish parliament was still very limited. Even in the king’s absence, British influence was still felt through the arm of the Lord Lieutenant, who served as his representative, and who had been appointed by the British administration, in turn controlling many of the appointments to the Irish parliament. Tone’s Review addressed confusion over who held ultimate authority in both Britain and Ireland “when the vast machine of Government was in pieces”. The Irish parliament could not simply act independently of what was happening in Britain due to legislation such as the Chief Baron’s Act, or Yelverton’s Act, which had modified Poynings’s Law so that only bills passed by both Irish houses of parliament would be sent to England to be approved; the likelihood of both houses passing legislation contrary to the British interest in Ireland was limited because so many
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members were either in the pay of, or at least under the influence of, the Lord Lieutenant and thereby the British executive.

The inevitable consequence of this system was that the Irish government was less inclined to pass legislation in the interests of the Irish people, as opposed to the interests of the British executive. As Westminster did not have to operate around this added obstacle of outside influence, Tone described England as a country “where, if anywhere, constitutional liberty is studied and known, where the influence of the Crown is, comparatively, much weaker than with us, and where there is, out of doors, a jealous vigilance, a fund of knowledge, and a spirit of resistance not yet to be found in Ireland.”

The republican expectations of citizen “jealous vigilance” and “spirit of resistance” were seen in England, he alleges, but not in Ireland, as a by-product of the lingering seventeenth-century republican challenges to the Crown dating back to the Civil War. By arguing these attributes were also to be found “out of doors” in Britain suggests that the wider public, and those outside of parliament, were more in tune with political matters because the representative system did not hamper such a significant portion of the population as it did with Catholics in Ireland. This is his second mention of “constitutional liberty” in his Review, stating that if “constitutional liberty be no longer an object worthy of exertion, let men consult their senses”. The concept of liberty was so entrenched in the British constitution, though unwritten, that it was a commonly held view that this ‘liberty’ was what distinguished Britain’s governance from arbitrary rule elsewhere. In some cases, British concepts of “constitutional liberty” would be used in arguments against the state in the same way that Tone does here, such as in the wake of the Massachusetts Government Act, when colonists had protested against the power of a royally-appointed governor.

In the above passage, Tone associates “constitutional liberty” with less monarchical influence and freer and more open elections, a comment on his hopes for increased representative democracy in Ireland – he suggests only that such liberty is “not yet to be found in Ireland”. Thus, his comments on the “influence of the Crown” position him in line with Whig thinking in opposition to the level of the British ministry’s influence in Ireland, which went beyond the individual person of the monarch. However, this was particularly true amid confusion surrounding the position of the monarchy. In the Glorious Revolution, the king had lost some of his influence over appointing government ministers - once the monarch’s power had been reduced, this meant that British MPs subsequently wielded more power than ever, and the British executive was able to appoint the Irish executive. It is in the light of this situation that Tone calls for reform, which suggests that his grievance is specifically with the relationship between the British executive and the Irish executive. While the British government
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could appoint members of the Irish executive, the latter’s majority in the Irish House of Commons allowed them to pass whichever legislation they chose. The situation was exacerbated by the shortcomings of the representative system, as those MPs with significant wealth and land power could also influence the outcome of elections in various constituencies across Ireland, not just the ones over which they had direct control. If the representative system were reformed, as Tone suggested, more people would have access to voting rights and there would be a greater chance of electing MPs who would act in Ireland’s interest.

As has been demonstrated, Tone’s chief political grievance was with the flawed constitutional relationship between Britain and Ireland. However, his Review also addressed more fundamental philosophical questions about the relationship between governments and their citizens, borrowing ideas from a variety of sources – initially from Locke, and in the latter parts of the document, from classical republican ideas of virtue. There are clear echoes of social contract theory in the idea that “every man renounces his natural right to legislate for himself and vests it in another”. Yet rather than seeing government as a Leviathan from whom power could not be withdrawn, Tone relied on an interpretation of Lockean theory, pioneered by early eighteenth century Whigs, that suggested the people had a right to bring about change and that this went beyond cases of political tyranny.188 “When Governments makes [sic] an ostentatious exhibition of their strength,” Tone insisted, “it is time for the people to examine their own resources, and a thorough conviction of their relative powers is the best security for the peace of the land”. Tone’s use of Lockean language may also be attributed to his engagement with Irish Patriot writings, particularly those of Molyneux, a close friend and follower of Locke, though this concept of active citizenship – in this case, the people opposing government – was also prevalent in ancient republicanism.189 Indeed, Locke’s influence on the Irish Whigs was also significant. Tone chose to take these seventeenth-century ideas further than the Whig club, whom he admired but did not join because he did not see their demands for overhaul of the existing system as going far enough. McBride contends that Locke’s impact on Irish Whiggism was especially important following the American Revolution and the subsequent widespread circulation of


Two Treatises in Ireland. At this point, at the beginning of the 1790s, Tone’s views on the people’s right to revolution ranged from relatively moderate ideas to more seditious suggestions, neither initially attracting significant attention due to the prevalence of this kind of rhetoric in late eighteenth century Ireland. For example, he warned MPs who did not adhere to the wishes of their constituents:

There is no more fatal degree of delusion in politics than to mistake a state of lethargy in a kingdom for a state of rest. The fermentation will begin. The people will not always be defied.

Thus, echoing Locke’s contract theory arguments, A Review argued that public consent was, in fact, a government’s “strongest pillar”, without which it could be brought down. The Review was written against the backdrop of the general election of April-May 1790, an opportunity, in theory, to return power “to the hands that bestowed it”. Pitt’s victory over Fox appeared to affirm public trust in the Prime Minister, yet Tone again doubted whether the British government was really able to demonstrate the necessary characteristics, crucially republican virtue and wisdom, to enjoy such an influence in Ireland, which would have such a significant impact on the interests of the Irish people: “What is a strong Government? Is it something distinct and differing from a virtuous Government, or a wise Government?” Pitt’s position had been consolidated but that did not ensure that his government would serve the common good. While it was important for citizens to be politically virtuous, it was equally key for governments to embody civic virtue. Without wisdom or virtue, they could not secure the “only true strength of Government”, which was “the confidence of the people, a confidence not lightly bestowed, nor lightly withdrawn”.

As has been widely acknowledged by historians of the period, the fact that the British constitution was unwritten allowed significant room for manoeuvre in debates about its legitimacy, even within
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particular political affiliations such as the Whigs.196 Fundamental to certain Whig concepts of English identity was the notion that their mixed constitution, and its combining of the authority of the monarchy and the parliament, was innovative and advanced compared to other countries - even if there was still room for further reform. Yet whereas Foxites understood 1688 as being based on Lockean ideas of justified revolution against the ‘tyrannical’ James II – as well as Locke’s discourse on rights – Burke saw the Glorious Revolution as simply a return to ancient principles.197 Thus, the Whig party in Britain harboured members who adhered to both the Lockean and Burkean interpretations of the Glorious Revolution.

While it is Lockean thought which is more tangible in Tone’s Review, the pamphlet also contains ideas which can likely be attributed to the widespread influence of Burke in Ireland, though ideological links between the two men have not been considered. Burke and his followers within the Whig party were at the forefront of arguing for the restoration of Britain’s ancient constitution. Rather than advocating new reforms, Burke believed the Glorious Revolution had simply re-established the principles of the Gothic constitution.198 The system had been described by Montesquieu as “the best kind of government men have been able to devise”.199 Moreover, looking to the constitution’s supposed Germanic origins provided an example of government which Burke upheld as a sacred history. In a popular passage of Reflections on the Revolution in France, Burke told his readers that for Britain to maintain law and order, as well as individual freedoms, it needed to look to its history, as the Glorious Revolution “was made to preserve our antient indisputable laws and liberties, and that ancient constitution of government which is our only security for law and liberty”.200
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Burke looked to history to explain how things had reached their present stage, particularly regarding religious divisions in Ireland.\(^{201}\) Similarly, Tone would later argue in his role as agent to the Catholics in Belfast that the task of reformers was “to remove … the abuses which the lapse of many years” had allowed “rulers to invade and plunder them of their rights”.\(^{202}\) The consequence was that Ireland had lost its “beautiful system of government, so admirably suited to our situation, our habits, and our wishes”.\(^{203}\) Echoing Burke and defending reform as merely a restoration of ancient rights, perhaps to avoid accusations of radicalism, he added: “We have not to innovate, but to restore. The just prerogatives of our monarch we respect and will maintain.” In this discussion of Catholic participation in the nation, it is likely the “beautiful system of government” he is alluding to dates prior to 1692, when Catholics were still able to sit in parliament, rather than discussing ancient constitutionalism.\(^{204}\) This provides an intriguing insight into Tone’s understanding of Catholic rights; as will be analysed in further detail in Chapter Two, prior to 1692 the fact that Catholics could sit in parliament did not mean they were, in any meaningful sense, part of the political nation, since they were still burdened by civil and economic disadvantages. That Tone defined this as a superior system of government suggests he was advocating only gradual reforms at this stage to ensure Catholics were represented in parliament.

The interpretation of history by looking to ancient examples was not unique to Burke, with Montesquieu also espousing the myth of an idealised past constitution in relation to the English system. Nevertheless, Burke was the most prominent contemporary voice making these arguments in Britain and Ireland.\(^{205}\) Scholars have increasingly addressed the nuances of Burke’s philosophy, no longer casting him in the reactionary light in which he was once depicted, but instead acknowledging his progressive views on Britain’s mismanagement of America and India, his hopes for more Irish Catholic rights, and his work against slavery.\(^{206}\) He was a politician cautious of sweeping or revolutionary reforms, preferring change to be gradual. Richard Bourke’s 2015 biography has been
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crucial to reassessing historical understandings of Burke, encouraging readers not to view his different conservative and reformist ideas as contradictory, but to appreciate how he attempted to reconcile these contrasting stances.\(^{207}\) Bourke makes this argument primarily because of Burke’s views on Britain’s activities in its colonies, but it also reflects his programme demanding increased political rights for Catholics and dissenters.\(^{208}\) Indeed, Tone would have likely thought of Burke as an advocate of reform, as many others did on account of his early support for America’s revolutionaries.\(^{209}\) From this perspective, it is not surprising that Tone would have borrowed a number of views and arguments from Burke on constitutional matters.

Tone’s *Review* ultimately provides several useful insights into the mechanisms of his political development. Some of its key arguments stem from Lockean discourse about individual liberty. Specifically, this informed Tone’s stance on tacit consent and the right of the people to bring about political change. It is also evident that his thinking was affected by divisions in the Whig party and related debates on the constitution. Yet Tone found common ground with both Fox and Burke as he advocated change, all the while recognising the merits of the latter’s ancient constitutionalism. He was chiefly concerned with how reform of the Westminster parliament would impact Ireland, like many others using the British political scene – defined at that point by the regency crisis and the ongoing impact of the Glorious Revolution – to challenge accepted ideas about the legislative power of the British and Irish parliaments. British ideas about the constitution were therefore subverted against the government at Westminster to explain why Irish MPs should have greater freedom.

**Lessons from the 1782 Constitution: Spanish War! (1790) and An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland (1791)**

Tone’s chief grievance with the 1782 Constitution was its inability to grant Ireland political independence, as evidenced by British control over crucial matters such as Irish foreign policy. In addition, he believed Grattan’s Parliament had not done enough to include Catholics in the political nation. Tone expressed these criticisms in a number of publications. Notably, his 1790 pamphlet *Spanish War!* argued for the Dublin parliament to play a much greater role in Ireland’s foreign policy, a view also echoed in *On the Threatened War with Spain*, a text also written by Tone but purporting to be an anonymous reply to his initial pamphlet of the same year.\(^{210}\) Similar questions about the so-
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called “co-equal and co-ordinate” relationship between Britain and Ireland were raised too, in his 1790 essay, *On the English Connection*.\(^{211}\) Subsequently, in 1791, he would argue for more tangible reform in the area of Catholic Relief by reiterating his views on individual rights in *An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland*.\(^{212}\) At the heart of this range of works lay a deep-seated and persistent frustration at Britain’s interference in the proceedings of the Irish parliament, a sentiment that would manifest itself in the formation of the United Irishmen that year. In order to appreciate Tone’s role in the organisation’s founding more fully, this section will also consider the Society’s *Declarations and Resolutions*.\(^{213}\)

**Ireland’s foreign policy:**

By the time he wrote *Spanish War!* in 1790, Tone had consolidated his views on how Britain and Ireland ought to function alongside one another.\(^{214}\) At the time of writing, Britain was on the verge of war with Spain following the Nootka crisis.\(^{215}\) Tension was sparked by a number of British ships veering into Spanish territory to practice the fur trade at Nootka in north America. Despite the ships being seized by Spain, Britain refused to recognise that country’s authority over the area and threatened war, hoping to capitalise on Spain’s reduced naval power by the end of the eighteenth century. In *Spanish War!* Tone considered Ireland’s role in relation to foreign policy. As it stood, Ireland would be required to participate in the threatened conflict if Britain chose to declare war; this was, in fact, the prerogative of the monarch. As Tone put it, the Irish parliament ought to be “no further bound to support a war than the English Parliament is ... the King of Ireland may declare the war, but it is the Parliament only which can carry it on” by agreeing to raise taxes.\(^{216}\) The pamphlet therefore argued that the 1782 Constitution, hailed for allowing the Irish parliament greater freedom from British decision-making, was “waste paper” if this freedom did not stretch to Ireland deciding its own foreign policy, rather than being forced to participate in a war with Spain to benefit Britain’s commercial interests.

Tone instead suggested that Ireland should be able to direct its own foreign affairs, which would have fundamentally changed the existing and longstanding relationship between Britain and Ireland. This was a relatively original line of argument, clearly articulating the uncommon view that Ireland could
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and should conduct its own foreign policy. Nevertheless, it falls in line with the ancient republican view that states must be able to defend themselves militarily, and that citizens should be prepared to defend their own state – rather than another state, as fighting on Britain’s behalf would entail. The pamphlet also demonstrated Tone’s willingness to contradict the English Whigs on the issue of war with Spain. The text prompted one of Tone’s first mentions of the “independence” of Ireland, although at this stage, he did not use ‘independence’ to mean a republic, but simply more autonomy for the Irish Parliament, just as many Irish Whigs demanded. The crux of Tone’s argument is found within the first few pages of his pamphlet:

To speak of the independence of a country, and yet deny her a negative voice in a question of no less import to her well-being than that of peace or war, is impudent nonsense.217

The idea that countries had their own ‘well-being’ reflected republican ideas about the happiness of the nation.218 Such discussions were popular in Dutch political thought and famous in many parts of Europe, particularly thanks to Pieter de la Court, who took inspiration from the Hebrew republic and based his assertions on biblical interpretations of divine power.219 Britain damaging such ‘happiness’ was one of several pitfalls Tone saw as a consequence of Ireland maintaining these political ties, contrary to Grattan, who was satisfied with his achievements in 1782 and subsequently made a “fixed, steady, and unalterable resolution to stand or fall with Great Britain”.220 Instead, Tone believed that constitution should be seen as a “most bungling, imperfect business”, as he would reiterate in his 1791 Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland in which he claimed “no Irishman of rank could become a member or supporter of Government, without at once renouncing all pretensions to common decency, honesty or honour” – all, in themselves, key components of civic virtue which Irish MPs were not abiding by as long as they sided with Britain for personal advancement.221
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Chapter Two will explore in greater detail how Tone looked to Ancient Rome as a positive example of a republican society, as shown in his Sandwich Islands memoranda (1788 and 1790), but his admiration for Roman militarism was also evident in Spanish War! On this occasion, he urged Britain and Ireland to hesitate before following “the example that Caesar shewed” – Caesar often blamed for bringing down the Roman republic by becoming a corrupted, imperial leader - in spite of their “native valour” and tendency to be “impatient of peace and prompt for battle”. Tone suggested, therefore, in a clear attempt to influence Irish MPs, that their Parliament hamper Britain’s war effort as it was “their privilege to grant or withhold supplies”. With Irish MPs having the ability to do so, the main obstacle was that a majority within the Parliament who would defy Britain in this way was still lacking. This may further explain Tone’s stance in favour of reform of the representative system to weed out corruption. It was not simply a problem of Irish MPs’ personal links to British MPs, but the way the entire system operated, allowing the Irish House of Commons to be controlled by the executive.

If the Irish Parliament were to defy Britain, it would force the British government to reassess “how an army is to be paid or governed”, a persisting debate among Tone’s eighteenth-century contemporaries and one he therefore hoped could be exploited. At the heart of these debates was a fear that standing armies had the potential to overthrow existing power structures and that paying soldiers would encourage mercenarism. In Ireland, the issue of standing armies’ power was all the more pertinent following legislation in 1769 which meant Ireland was obliged to provide permanent financial support to thousands of soldiers in British overseas regiments. Augmentation had long
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been a contentious issue in the Irish parliament. New Acts simply formalised and increased Ireland’s obligations, when in fact its contributions to British military regiments in the empire had been made since the 1690s. In the following decades, augmentation remained at the forefront of Irish politics, not least because of the fears of the minority, Protestant ruling classes, enhanced by a further clause which ensured that Irish foot regiments would be brought up to the same strength as overseas regiments.\footnote{\textsuperscript{227} In light of these fears, the Incitement to Mutiny Act was eventually passed in 1797.} The purpose of these Irish regiments was essentially to defend Britain and to serve British interests overseas and especially to provide further strength in numbers after the expansions of the Seven Years’ War. The Patriot writer, Charles Lucas, helped to bring attention to these issues and their constitutional implications, though it should be acknowledged that augmentation was a divisive issue among Irish MPs and many viewed it as necessary.\footnote{\textsuperscript{228} Neal Garnham, \textit{The Militia in Eighteenth-Century Ireland: In Defence of the Protestant Interest} (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2012), 83.}

In his essay \textit{On the Threatened War with Spain} a month after the publication of \textit{Spanish War!} Tone reiterated the idea of Ireland separating militarily from Britain. First, he admitted that Irishmen would be predisposed to engage in the conflict, as “a brave and fighting people” – once again, republican characteristics – but that the King nevertheless had the prerogative to prevent Ireland going to war.\footnote{\textsuperscript{229} Tone, “On the Threatened War with Spain,” 64.} As highlighted, Ireland was dependent on both the British parliament and the Crown to make these decisions, as “I never had a doubt but that Ireland must of necessity be involved in every war which any minister of England should think fit to make”\footnote{\textsuperscript{230} Tone, \textit{Life}, 560.}. Ireland could be involved in British wars by default and in the existing climate, Irish MPs would cooperate with British requests to fund these conflicts. While the Glorious Revolution had succeeded in granting Westminster greater legislative freedom, Ireland was still left relying on the King’s intervention to prevent involvement in war and all Irish MPs could do was implore him to act on their behalf:

\begin{quote}
Our King has a right to make terms of \textit{neutrality} for us during the approaching war, and if it be practicable for him to do so, whether it would be advisable for our two Houses of Parliament to address him to do so.\footnote{\textsuperscript{231} Tone, “On the Threatened War with Spain,” 65.}
\end{quote}

\textbf{The impact on Ireland’s economy:}

In reality, the slim likelihood of the king intervening in such a way meant Tone would have been aware that while his point was legitimate, it was not a practical suggestion. The war with Spain had therefore served as a reminder that Britain’s political apparatus retained much of the same power,
specifically in terms of foreign policy, over the Irish parliament as it had enjoyed prior to 1782. Before that year, Tone supposes that “it was of very little moment what were the opinions of Irishmen on any public question”, yet oppressive laws which predated 1782 had not been fixed by the new constitution. For instance, the series of Navigation Acts which had been introduced in the seventeenth century had regulated England’s commerce with other countries and prompted resistance in Ireland, particularly among the Irish Volunteers, local militias many of whom would later join the United Irishmen. English goods could be exported to Ireland without tariffs, but Irish imports into Britain had taxes attached to them. Amidst the prospect of naval conflict with Spain over British imperial interests at sea, these laws gained new relevance.

Tone’s 1790 essay, On the English Connection, drew further attention to English laws limiting Irish trade. The essay was written for an unnamed Dublin political club which contained some of the same members as the future United Irishmen, including William Drennan and Thomas Russell (1763-1803). Tone cited the Wool Act of 1699, a law which prohibited Irish woollen exports as they were regarded as a threat to England’s wool trade and which was still in place and effective at the time of his writing. Since the Irish woollen industry had been very profitable, this measure had served as a hammer blow to the economy. Moreover, it effectively confirmed the suspicion – the same one that would spur on America’s revolutionaries many decades later – that Britain viewed Ireland as just one of its many colonies. Thus, Tone expressed his belief that the population of Ireland, “four millions of people”, required “the recovery of their rights from a foreign usurpation”. In doing so, he appealed to the Irish MPs who did not think Westminster had jurisdiction to legislate for them, rather than corrupt members of the Irish government who were content to follow Britain’s lead. Tone noted how “our woollen manufacture was demolished by a single vote of the English Commons”. His comment highlights not merely his opposition to this particular piece of legislation, which was less of an issue after 1782 having been introduced almost a century prior, but his wider concerns about the fact that the Irish parliament would not repeal such restrictions on trade that had been passed in Westminster.
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Tone was reiterating the arguments of other literary critics of the political ties between the two countries. For example, William Molyneux’s *The Case of Ireland* (1698) had dealt with similar constitutional issues, and especially the English parliament’s suppression of the Irish wool trade. Molyneux’s work, greatly shaped by his personal and intellectual links with Locke, became the leading case for Ireland managing its own laws. *The Case of Ireland* may itself have been inspired by *A Disquisition*, an unpublished piece written in 1660 by Molyneux’s father-in-law Sir William Domville. Swift also addressed these issues in *Drapier’s Letters* (1724), defending the Irish economy amidst the Wood’s half-pence controversy, when Britain had granted manufacturer William Wood a patent for a private copper coinage that many within Ireland feared was inferior in quality. Swift had stressed the need for Irishmen to support Irish manufacturers, inspiring the protests of generations of tradesmen in Ireland. More recently, patriot sentiment was evident in efforts to revive the Irish economy, for example by trying to increase domestic corn-growing and limits on British imports through the course of the 1780s. From 1698 onwards, Britain had banned Irish wool and cloth being exported to anywhere but England. In the 1780s, this damaged the prospect of trade with newly independent America. While these were more contemporary issues, it is evident that Tone was most familiar with the arguments of Molyneux and Swift, which were still among the most prominent despite having been expressed decades before. While Tone attempted to take credit for formulating his own ideas on the back of “a closer examination into the situation of my native country”, he acknowledged he might have found “in Swift or Molyneux, that the influence of England was the radical vice of our Government”. Hence, though he claims to have come to this conclusion himself, he was aware that his arguments are very similar to those of previous Irish writers. As will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter, later eighteenth-century reformers owed a great deal to these early Irish Patriots, who set a precedent for criticising Westminster’s dominance of the Dublin parliament.

However, Tone also highlighted other concerns regarding the relationship between Britain and Ireland after 1782. He argued that later legislation had failed to improve the situation. The 1789 Pension Bill, for example, had been intended to stop pensioners from sitting in parliament to limit the number of
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MPs beholden to Dublin Castle, and also to limit the cost of these pensions. It was deemed by many reformers a positive step towards changing the parliamentary system, but it was felt by the Irish executive to be a blow to their power as it limited the number of people in the Irish House of Commons who were receiving an income from the government. Tabled by John Forbes, MP for Drogheda and second to Grattan, the most prominent Patriot voice in the Irish parliament, it was modelled on similar legislation which had already been introduced in England. For Tone, the fact it had not been enforced in Ireland properly meant that the British Crown still had “general power over the public money”, an unreasonable state of affairs for “a country professing to be independent of England”.

He further warned that “the nation is loaded with a debt under which she staggers to raise the purchase money of her own slavery”. On this issue, it is noteworthy that classical republican anti-debt arguments had recently experienced a revival in the writings of the Scottish Enlightenment and subsequently, in the rhetoric of the American Revolution. Scottish MP Sir John Sinclair had brought such questions to the fore in Britain with his influential History of the Public Revenue of the British Empire. More widely, as the debts of European monarchies spiralled in the eighteenth century, so did fears that this system was unsustainable and would reach a moment of crisis. It is unsurprising, given Tone’s interest in classical republican ideas, that he was firmly opposed to high national debts, though he could again look to the example of Swift and his satires of 1720-21, which criticised the move towards forming a Bank of Ireland and the use of paper credit, which he believed
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corrupted virtue. Tone’s stance on debt was an archetypal republican one, rather than following his Whig contemporaries, who had supported the City of London’s lending to the state since the late seventeenth century. The idea that all credit was bad as it brought instability, and thus creditors were bad citizens, was prevalent in classical republicanism, Charlemagne’s empire providing a notable, looked-to example of a republic operating well within its own fiscal means. In addition to broader concerns about the Irish state’s financial viability, Tone was aware from historical experience that Ireland would not benefit from Britain’s economic policies.

Catholic representation:

Tone’s efforts to highlight the shortcomings of the existing political system were not limited to the Irish Parliament’s limited control over economic or foreign policy. In other publications, he addressed the important question of whether Irishmen were sufficiently represented in parliament, as without this representation they could not participate in the nation, as would be the case in an archetypal republic. Perhaps the clearest example of this comes in his 1791 pamphlet, An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland. It is also worth considering how he addressed the implications of so much of the population being excluded from the political process. By 1791, he had taken up the cause of securing greater political representation for Ireland’s Catholics as his primary political battle, attributing many of their continued woes to the events of the early 1780s. He assessed: “We have no national government. Before the year 1782, it was not pretended that we had.” Whereas the 1782 Constitution had initially been hailed by Grattan as a revolution, Tone argued that “all we got by what we are pleased to dignify with the name of Revolution, was simply, the means of doing good according to law, without recurring to the great rule of nature, which is above all positive statutes.” Discussions of the “rule of nature” or “natural law” were common among a number of political thinkers in the eighteenth century. Crucially, such a concept was universal and thus could be applied to the citizens of any nation. Making up an important pillar of social contract theory, ‘natural law’ fed into developing eighteenth century notions of ‘natural rights’, though Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679)
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had in fact stressed the differences between them as law also emphasised obligation. This was in fact closer to Tone’s understanding than Locke, who emphasised men’s freedom in the state of nature.256 Despite these ideas evolving in the radical Enlightenment, Tone chose not to evoke images of Irishmen being free in their natural state. He argued that for Catholics, 1782 “left three-fourths of our countrymen slaves as it found them”.257 This provides further insight into his understanding of liberty, which allowed for Catholics to have been free in the state of nature, but enslaved by the legislation of previous centuries and which 1782 had failed to undo. As will be discussed later in this chapter, Tone rejected elements of the state of nature, as interpreted for example by Paine, but crucially these ideas could still be applied to the Irish context because they discussed man in universal terms of inherent rights, regardless of the historical realities of Irish Catholics.

A common criticism of the settlement reached in 1782 among reformers such as the United Irishmen was that it did not do enough to incorporate the Catholic population. Tone’s response in the early 1790s was to push for further Catholic Relief Acts to build upon the limited provisions of the 1778 Act.258 What is notable at this stage is that Tone accused those MPs who had accepted “the Revolution of 1782” of enabling “Irishmen to sell at a much higher price their honour, their integrity, and the interests of their countrymen”.259 Irish MPs, in theory, could now enjoy legislative freedom from Britain but chose not to due to vested personal, financial and political interests. Where they might have achieved more representation for Catholics, the body of predominantly Protestant MPs chose to maintain their own interests, even though they now had no excuse not to incorporate more of the Irish people.

By examining Spanish War! and An Argument on behalf of the Catholics of Ireland, it has therefore been possible to explore Tone’s three main, long-standing grievances that the 1782 Constitution had not done enough to address, necessitating further reform – restrictions on Ireland’s foreign policy, the negative effects of the connection with Westminster upon the Irish economy, and the plight of Irish Catholics.
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Tone and the formation of the United Irishmen:

Out of these injustices grew the Society of United Irishmen, founded in 1791. Tone had already written up a list of resolutions for a new political organisation when he was invited to Belfast to discuss the formation of a reformist group. By October, the United Irishmen had held their first meeting, before the Dublin branch’s inaugural meeting in November, where his resolutions were welcomed, with the exception of his plans to extend voting rights to Catholics. Initially formed by a small, intimate circle with all leading members present at meetings, the United Irishmen began to agitate on national issues. Their *Declarations and Resolutions* (1791) served as a list of grievances with the existing parliamentary system, arguing that they had “no national government” and were “ruled by Englishmen, and the servants of Englishmen”, a view that mirrored Tone’s personal stance – unsurprising given his role in founding the organisation. An obvious argument against Britain’s limited form of representative democracy was that a government made up of aristocrats would only serve to further the interests of fellow members of the nobility. Yet, the United Irishmen’s issue with the Dublin Parliament’s failings was based on nationality rather than class, their *Declarations* claiming the Irish Parliament’s “object is the interest of another country…and these men have the whole of the power and patronage of the country as means to seduce and to subdue the honesty and the spirit of her representatives in the legislature”.

The question should be asked how much input Tone had into the writing of documents attributed to the United Irishmen, especially as Drennan was appointed chief scribe responsible for taking notes at meetings. Historians have long debated Tone’s role in the foundation of the Society and whether their political thought mirrored his own. There have been contradictory claims in scholarship regarding whether his ideas matched those of his allies in the Society. Elliott, for instance, notes that Drennan’s views in the early 1790s were far more militant. In this way, the consensus that the group’s aims were relatively uniform and that there was little internal conflict in their early days has started to be challenged. Michael Durey does so by recounting the dispute between William Drennan
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and William Paulet Carey which not only reflected wider class tensions in the group, and their associated different perspectives on the direction their radicalism should take, but which had serious consequences and ended with Drennan facing trial for seditious libel in 1794. Even as the nuances of United Irish politics are now being better appreciated, what has not yet been attempted is a linguistic analysis to cast light on Tone’s input. As a founding member, he would have been a significant voice in setting out their aims as they are found in the United’s Irishmen’s Declarations and Resolutions, gearing towards parliamentary reform. The document provides particularly valuable insight into Tone’s views, since the Declarations were not published for public consumption but circulated privately among the Belfast radicals who agreed to its principles. It sees the United Irishmen admire revolutions in Europe, contrasting them to Ireland’s constitution of 1782, because elsewhere, “the rights of men are ascertained in theory and that theory substantiated by practice”.

The United Irishmen’s Declarations further state that “antiquity can no longer defend absurd and oppressive reforms against the common sense and common interests of mankind” – the term “common sense” itself, perhaps, representing a thinly-veiled reference to Paine’s work of the same name. It is a clear attack on Burke’s ancient constitutionalism and the idea that historical traditions could be used to defend current injustices. Despite sympathising with some of Burke’s views, in the early 1790s, Tone and his fellow United Irishmen did not really differ from the Irish Whigs - many of whom were deterred by Burke’s anti-revolutionary rhetoric in Reflections - in that they still wanted fairly comprehensive reform of the existing constitution, rather than entirely changing Ireland’s system of government to an independent republic, which nobody was calling for at this stage. The Declarations twice mentions securing the rights of individual citizens in the context of forming the United Irishmen, further reiterating the importance of this mantra to the Society. This had not been achieved in 1782, hence what was now needed was “a complete and radical reform of the representation of the people in Parliament”, so “essential to the prosperity and freedom of Ireland”, though it is not clarified who ‘the people’ were or whether all the people constituted ‘citizens’.

There are also echoes of republican rhetoric in the text. The United Irishmen believed that securing parliamentary reform was their “duty, as Irishmen”, but their rationale for doing so was essentially based on Lockean principles:
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All government is acknowledged to originate from the people and to be so far only obligatory as it protects their rights and promotes their welfare.271

Having engaged primarily with Irish political developments, but also contemporary British politics in the late 1780s and early 1790s, Tone found strong intellectual foundations on which to build his demands for parliamentary reform, which represented the primary purpose of his writings. Admitting his intellectual debt to Irish patriot writers like Molyneux and Swift, he did not believe the 1782 Constitution had granted sufficient power to Irish MPs, or that they were using what power they did wield effectively, as evidenced in a number of his works. Tone opposed Ireland having to be led by Britain’s foreign policy, while the 1782 Constitution was further undermined by the persisting limitations on Catholics sitting in parliament and voting. These issues shaped Tone’s political direction, particularly when combined with his ancient republican-tinged understanding of citizen participation. This also fed his criticisms of the British government’s lack of virtue and inability to act on Ireland’s ‘national spirit’.

Paine vs Burke and the pamphlet disputes of 1790-91

As we have seen, Tone’s pamphlets in the years 1790-91 are indicative of his approach to Irish political affairs, in particular as it relates to the shortcomings of Grattan’s parliament and the representative system in Ireland. Yet his publications in the period are also notable for his engagement with wider European debates, most notably the Burke-Paine pamphlet war of the early 1790s, which polarised British political commentators and set the tone for Britain’s reception of the French Revolution.272 This section will explore his responses to the controversy in greater detail.

While the so-call Burke-Paine pamphlet war certainly included a wide array of contributions (with Mary Wollstonecraft and William Godwin, for example, also publishing important works), here the discussion will primarily focus on Tone’s engagement with Burke and Paine’s ideas. Burke’s prominence in British and Irish political discourse on late eighteenth-century constitutionalism has already been explored in the previous sections, but we will now turn to examining his role in important political discussions about revolutions and rights as the chaotic 1790s commenced and, in turn, how Tone reacted to these very different aspects of Burke’s thought. It will be evidenced that Tone took a keen interest in Burke and Paine’s pamphlets on these matters. A further discussion of
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Tone and Paine’s personal links will be undertaken in the final chapter of the thesis, as this concerns Tone’s final years when they spent time together in Paris.

From 1789 onwards, the French Revolution had brought sharper focus on Britain’s system of government. That is to say, it prompted new discussions about the foundations of political legitimacy, and about the justifications for, and viability of, giving Parliament increased power.\textsuperscript{273} As British responses to the French Revolution gathered pace, the discourses of Burke and Paine gained particular attention, with Tone responding in turn. First, Burke’s \textit{Reflections} warned against the perils of revolution, especially when based on abstract ideas of individual rights. Though his status as a ‘reactionary’ should not be over-emphasised, as discussed earlier in the context of Bourke’s nuanced biography, Burke’s stance on the French Revolution was undoubtedly sharply critical. A year after the publication of \textit{Reflections} in 1790, Paine launched an attack on its principles with his 1791 work, \textit{The Rights of Man}.\textsuperscript{274} Paine is of particular significance here because of his popularity in Ireland, stemming from his role in pursuing American independence, while Burke was arguably the most significant Irish voice on the French Revolution. In an entry of his memoirs written soon after detailing the foundation of the United Irishmen [1791], Tone commented that “this controversy [the debate between Burke and Paine] and the gigantic event which gave rise to it changed in an instant the politics of Ireland”.\textsuperscript{275} Tellingly, Tone summarised his feelings on the two texts by describing \textit{Reflections} in a negative light as “Mr Burke’s famous invective”, which had prompted “Paine’s reply, which he called the \textit{Rights of Man}”.\textsuperscript{276}

Tone was profoundly affected by responses to the French Revolution within Britain. His son, William, editor of his \textit{Life} collection of writings, revealed:

\begin{quote}
With the whig party [his father] was utterly disgusted. In his opinion, whatever professions they had formerly made were violated by their joining the Government in those extraordinary and illegal measures.\textsuperscript{277}
\end{quote}

These “extraordinary and illegal measures” – that is, the restrictions on freedom of speech and the clampdown on radical publications from 1792 onwards – were indeed supported by some sections of
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the Whigs. When this evidence is viewed alongside Tone’s responses to Burke’s “invective”, it is possible to surmise that he had come to equate the Whigs with Burke’s traditionalism. He chose to do so, rather than associating them with the Foxite wing of the party, who had welcomed the French Revolution and the precedents it set for constitutional monarchy, and who did not agree with measures to clampdown on radicalism in Britain. For Tone, moving away from the Whigs, and as a consequence, from mainstream politics, would be an important step in his journey towards rebellion.

Tone supposed that there was a contrast in the reception to Burke and Paine in England and Ireland because, in the former, “Burke had the triumph completely to decide the public”, whereas the latter was “an oppressed, insulted, and plundered nation”. The reality was naturally more complex, as Burke’s arguments were not universally accepted either among his own party, or in terms of wider British public opinion. Even so, Paine’s acceptance of a new world order, dictated by individual rights rather than traditional authority, proved far more appealing to Tone – though again, Burke was equally opposed to absolutist forms of government. His *Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland* pamphlet of 1791 suggests he saw himself as a representative of the oppressed Irish Catholic population, particularly while he was working on behalf of the Catholic Committee. In discussing the impact of Paine and Burke, Tone notes how the Revolution had divided people between “Aristocrats and the Democrats (epithets borrowed from France), who have ever since been measuring each other’s strength”. Even in describing “Democrats”, it is likely he is using this term as fuel for his wider attacks on the state of representative democracy in Britain and Ireland. By opposing “democrats” with “aristocrats”, it was a way Tone could implicitly attack the Whigs as the party of the aristocracy, drawing on historical characterisations of their interpretation of the constitution.

The French Revolution – and previously, in Britain, the works of Locke – had provided enormous impetus to the idea that nations bore a responsibility to their citizens, contrary to more traditional modes of thinking which had primarily emphasised duty (whether to the state, or to the sovereign). In this instance, Tone supposed that citizens were willing to put their trust in the Lords and Commons because of an erroneous belief that they served as “a protection from the ruinous effects of an executive power, deposited in a foreign country”, when in fact their own members were “bound by no responsibility, and amenable to no tribunal”. Paine’s *Rights of Man* was therefore able to stir
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Ireland from this acceptance of political norms – which Tone had described as “lethargy” – and this was one significant factor in the growth of radicalism.282

It is often taken as given that Tone’s ideas were in tune with Paine’s. Indeed, Dunne accurately notes that of all the Enlightenment and revolutionary thinkers, it is only Paine who is properly referenced in Tone’s writings.283 Paine took an interest in Irish affairs too, writing in 1787:

“The suspicion that England governs Ireland for the purpose of keeping her low, to prevent her becoming her rival in trade and manufactures, will always operate to hold Ireland in a state of sentimental hostility with England.”284

While it has been acknowledged that Tone was interested in Paine and met with him, historians have not examined in detail the nature of Tone’s intellectual engagement with Paine’s works.285 Indeed, the two men shared a common intellectual background in the tradition of ancient republicanism. Paine’s utopianism was based on egalitarian principles, writing in the context of the French Revolution against monarchy and aristocracy and in favour of citizen action against government. Some of Tone’s arguments about civic participation in the nation were similar to Paine’s but had different philosophical foundations. For instance, where Tone in his earlier political years accepted the monarch’s authority over Ireland but expressed concerns at excessive British influence and control in Ireland, one of Paine’s chief criticisms of monarchy in the context of the American revolution was the ‘divine right’ principle and hereditary succession.286 Whereas Paine always held these radical views, Tone moved from conventional Whig arguments towards republicanism.

It is certainly intriguing that Tone cited Paine more than other theorists and is perhaps illuminative of Tone himself believing he was following closely behind in his footsteps. His Argument on Behalf of
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the Catholics of Ireland of 1791 referenced Paine directly in its very first paragraph, stating that he had himself “argued, therefore, little on the abstract right of the people to reform their Legislature; for, after Paine, who will, or who need, be heard on the subject?”287 This implies he viewed Paine’s ideas on reform as innovative and conclusive, and that contrary to Burke’s protestations, this “abstract right of the people” was indeed all that was needed to justify reform. Burke’s opposition to rapid constitutional change on this basis was well-known even in the early years of the French Revolution, but was re-affirmed to great public attention by Reflections, and again by his comments in 1791, in his Appeal from the New to the Old Whigs, that “those who truly mean well must be fearful of acting ill”, and that it would be an “ignorant man” who was “sufficiently confident to think he can safely take to pieces, and put together at his pleasure, a moral machine of another guise.”288

However, it seems Tone’s countrymen were more than willing to take on board Paine’s message, since The Rights of Man was particularly successful in Ireland. As Small notes, Paine believed he had sold over 40,000 copies in Ireland by the end of 1791, around twice the size of combined sales in England and Scotland.289 From the unusual number of positive references found throughout his various writings, it is possible to suggest that Tone’s own works were heavily influenced by Paine.290 Indeed, it is even noticeable that some of his Argument pamphlet takes a similar tone to Paine. That Paine should have served as a model for Tone is hardly surprising, since the Rights of Man served as the most popular discussion of individual rights in the 1790s.291 At the very least, Tone may have chosen to reference Paine in the knowledge that his ideas were well-received and would therefore make the text convincing to an Irish audience. The impact of what he called “Paine’s book”, or the “Koran of Belfast”, was certainly not lost on him.292
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Although there has been speculation that Paine visited Ireland, it was in Paris that Tone first spent time with him. Their meeting is recounted in Tone’s diary entry of March 1797, at a time when he was seeking French aid for an Irish revolution. Paine was effectively in exile after charges of seditious libel were brought against him for the second part of the Rights of Man and he also met with another United Irishman, Lord Edward Fitzgerald, though the organisation ultimately decided against pursuing Paine’s assistance at that time. Elliott has done substantial work on these networks, noting Paine’s support for an expedition that would surprise Britain. However, Tone was evidently well-versed in Paine’s work several years before their first meetings. The Dublin Society of United Irishmen had even made Paine an honorary member in 1791 soon after its founding, which further explains Tone’s staunch defence of his ally three years later – at which time Paine was coming under attack and was in exile in France:

What is the mischief attending this theory of Paine? That there can be no settled government? Certainly nothing was ever more unfair than this deduction, nor more false in fact. Paine’s meaning is so obvious, that it must be something worse than dullness which can misunderstand it. It is clearly this, that no generation is so far bound by a precedent one, as not to be able, when circumstances require, to break the tie.

Crucially, in suggesting that “when circumstances require”, the “tie” could be broken, Tone interpreted Paine’s message as a justification of revolution, which would become important in his later years. These ideas would be cemented by his time in America (August 1795-February 1796), and the prominence there of Lockean discourse on justified rebellion if governments were not fulfilling their part of the social contract: delivering the rights of citizens. Indeed, Paine himself is likely to have gained much of the understanding of his own theory of rights from his time in America in the 1780s, even if he harnessed Locke’s ideas and took them in a much more radical direction than Locke had originally intended.
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However, in spite of the fact that Tone shared some of Paine’s broader radical ideas, a closer examination of the parallels between them – which has not been undertaken previously leading to this possible overemphasis on Paine’s influence – shows that there were important differences in their respective interpretations of important political concepts. Most of Paine’s arguments in favour of property, and indeed wider political rights, derived from his understanding of the state of nature. In *The Rights of Man*, for example, Paine had suggested that man needed to be traced to its very origins to find its natural state. One of Paine’s arguments against Burke’s ancient constitutionalism was that “those who reason by precedents drawn from antiquity respecting the rights of man … do not go far enough into antiquity. They do not go the whole way”. 299

Whereas Paine believed in a state of nature where oppression did not exist, Tone did not normally utilise this type of rhetoric. Rather than discussing the state of nature, he felt Catholics needed to actively strive for liberty. In one of Tone’s lesser known writings from 1792, his Reply to the Protestant Interest in Ireland, Ascertained, not published at the time, he made a clear distinction between natural rights and the right to be represented, making the former almost immaterial as “it is not the natural rights of man, but the political rights of citizens that we are to argue upon”. 300 This is a more nuanced argument than he is credited for, for instance by Elliott, who argues that “his answer to *The Protestant Interest* reveals him not as a sophisticated political thinker, but as a politicised individual frustrated by political rhetoric which was frequently at odds with everyday reality”. 301 Tone responded to the fact that Catholics were effectively excluded from Parliament as a result of the 1691 Oath Act, which also ensured Catholic peers were excluded from the House of Lords, with the comment that they had “been actually in bonds for one hundred years”. 302 Instead of being able to “claim” their natural rights, “they come, with at least sufficient humility to petition the legislature, and they advance no right; they request, only”. 303 Tone implied Catholics ought to shoulder the responsibility of enacting political change, his references to natural rights only occasional. Regardless of whether people were inherently free, what mattered was their tendency to bear oppression.
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It is a common, yet a very gross falsehood, to say the people are prone to change. They are not. They always bear oppression as long, and longer, than they ought.\textsuperscript{304}

Whereas Tone and Paine have less in common than is usually assumed, the opposite is the case with Tone and Burke. On the matter of Catholic rights, Tone was in fact in agreement with Burke, who had stated his opposition to the penal laws.\textsuperscript{305} Yet this was unlikely to be the direct result of Burke’s influence, since Tone’s plans for Catholic ‘emancipation’ were long-held. After all, this partially explained his dissatisfaction with the 1782 constitution, which he felt had made insufficient progress in that area. It is this belief that makes his \textit{Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland} pamphlet so important, as it came to define his early years of political activism, in the midst of what was a pressing issue in Ireland. For instance, on the question of whether Catholic loyalties lay with the Pope rather than the monarch, he claimed Catholic attitudes were shaped by “persecution”. It was this that bound “the Irish Catholic to his Priest, and the Priest to the Pope; the bond of union is drawn tighter by oppression”.\textsuperscript{306} It seems likely that Tone specifically mentions the relationship between Catholics and priests because of the British state’s long-held suspicion regarding the latter. The Oath of Abjuration, to which he also alludes in a previous passage above, had been expanded in the 1704 \textit{Act to Prevent the Further Growth of Popery}, so that it included Catholic priests, who were required to swear allegiance to the monarch, at this time Queen Anne (1702-1707). With the vast majority of priests in Ireland having refused, they were accused of disloyalty and were therefore objects of suspicion.

As the decade wore on, and Tone’s relationship with Paine’s ideas remained positive, in contrast his increasing distrust of Burke may have been influenced in part by the frustration borne of his encounters with the Burke family. His diaries reveal that his associate John Keogh, with whom he worked on the Catholic Committee (referred to in these passages as ‘Gog’), met with Richard Burke, son of Edmund, on 5\textsuperscript{th} September 1792.\textsuperscript{307} Tone writes: “Agree that Gog [Keogh] shall go into a full exposition with Burke, of the grounds of the displeasure of the Catholics.” Keogh was a silk merchant who had amassed wealth and status from his trade, which made him an important ally on the Catholic question. The
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meeting party came away dissatisfied with the Burke family as a whole, accusing them of corruption—“Edmund wants to get another 2,000 guineas for his son if he can—dirty work!”—and criticising Richard’s manner: “His impudence is beyond all I have ever known”. Tone did not believe these talks with Burke yielded much success at any rate, an entry the following day reading: “Burke as mad as the devil”.

Tone did seek to defend Burke in his Paris meeting with Paine in 1797, shocked by his new companion’s suggestion that Burke’s depression had arisen from the success of The Rights of Man rather than his son’s death. Tone’s respectfully disagreed, cautioning that he had “seen himself the workings of a father’s grief on his spirit”. Yet, in political matters, Tone had much less time for Burke, attributing the success of Reflections to the British public’s “prejudices” and “unconquerable hatred” towards France. Burke’s “triumph”, Tone argued, had come about because he had merely confirmed pre-existing views as Britain “sickened at the prospect of the approaching liberty and happiness of that mighty nation [France].”

Drawing on a common accusation, Tone alleged that Britain’s primary concern, “as merchants”, were “the probable effects which the energy of regenerated France might have on their commerce”. Such a criticism of Britain’s overly commercial outlook should be understood as part of a wider republican tradition, dating back at least to Machiavelli’s account of the fall of Rome. In an English context, this meant that commerce had corrupted the political sphere to the extent whereby it had become the main focus, rather than the “liberty and happiness” that had supposedly been achieved in France. In this way, Tone was able to project his criticism of Britain’s policies in Ireland onto England’s attitudes towards France, another instance of him viewing contemporary politics through an Irish lens.

Both Paine and Burke had a huge influence on political thought in Britain and Ireland towards the end of the eighteenth century and while it is the former who is typically acknowledged as having the biggest impact on Tone, the reality appears to be that he took in different ideas from both. His
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understanding of the role of the people in shaping government is recognisable as being similar to Paine’s, though it must be said they were common among numerous eighteenth-century reformist thinkers. Thus, Tone is shown to be a rather conventional eighteenth-century thinker who read common reformist and radical tropes through the prism of the Irish context, rather than the harbinger of nineteenth century nationalism he has been depicted as in popular culture. Even if he was not generally receptive to Burke’s respect for traditional authority, they found a common cause in the area of Catholic relief. The evidence therefore supports the idea that even if Tone’s ideas were not groundbreaking, he amalgamated different strands of thinking and adapted them for an Irish audience, warming to Burke’s ancient constitutionalism, but also finding in Paine similar ideas to his own about the duty of citizens to play an active part in the political nation.

Conclusion

The first significant developments in Tone’s political thought came during his time in Britain between 1787 and 1788. The Glorious Revolution and regency crisis had paved the way for the powers of the Crown to be questioned, and as a consequence, led to renewed debates about whether the 1782 Constitution had granted the Irish parliament sufficient freedom. Such events had fundamentally altered the links between Britain and Ireland, and this chapter has considered how they affected Tone’s ideas. It can be concluded that Tone’s writings in this period of his life were largely a response to that political backdrop and reflected his views that the existing political system in Ireland was unrepresentative of its wider population. In addition, his writings demonstrate that his understanding of these events was shaped by a classical republican outlook, which held that governments should be dependent on political virtue, and that citizens had a duty and responsibility to shape their own institutions. This ancient republican language permeates all of his political writings in the period, as he emphasised wisdom, national spirit, and virtue - and found all of these to be lacking in the current status quo.

By examining *A Review of the Conduct of Administration* and *Spanish War!* as well as some of his shorter essays and other unpublished notes and works, we have seen how Tone was able to follow in an Irish Patriot literary tradition that attacked Westminster’s legislating for Ireland. The likes of Swift, Lucas and Molyneux, themselves fed on a diet of Lockean discourse about rights, had argued for Irish MPs to be given increased power, particularly over vital domestic affairs such as trade and manufacturing. Tone had read these examples, along with more contemporary works such as the pamphlets of Paine and Burke and subsequently crafted his own amalgamation of ideas, as he saw them to be relevant to 1790s Ireland.
It is evident in his *Review* that Tone did not believe either of the current parliaments to be fit for purpose; their MPs did not embody republican virtue as they did not work towards a common good, nor were Catholics able to enjoy full citizenship by taking part in the political process. Since the representative system had not been reformed in the wake of 1782, the ‘independence’ Ireland had achieved was nothing more than symbolic. As the constitution continued to be debated, Tone found it difficult to align himself with Patriots back in Dublin, who appeared content with the continued restrictions on the Catholic masses. For all their grievances against the parliamentary system, concern over the lack of Catholic voting rights was not universal within the Irish Whigs either. It is perhaps unsurprising, then, that in the period Tone’s attachment to the English Whigs began to wane. He could not fully align himself with either side of a divided party, even if he was broadly more in tune with Foxite Whigs and generally – though not entirely – opposed to Burkean ancient constitutionalism as a way of interpreting the Glorious Revolution. The limitations of Grattan’s parliament were further exposed by the threat of war with Spain over the Nootka crisis. In *Spanish War!* Tone easily picks apart claims that Ireland’s parliament could stray from decisions made by the British Crown and parliament, and over a matter as significant as whether to enter a conflict serving only Britain’s commercial and imperial interests.

Thus, Tone’s engagement with British and Irish politics laid important foundations for ideas that would later be refashioned. It has often been assumed he was a child of the French Revolution, and he did initially understand it through the prisms of Burke and Paine’s arguments about individual rights. However, his ideas are in fact better understood as a mixture of several different schools of reformism and radicalism. Of course, Tone already had a grounding in such discourse thanks to his studies of Locke and reflections of similar ideas in the Irish Protestant Patriot tradition. Tone’s writings showed him to be largely at odds with Burke, yet there were moments when he believed Ireland could benefit from looking to the historical roots of its government, and from past examples of virtuous societies. More often, he was inspired by Paine’s arguments for reform and, in the wake of the French Revolution, he believed Ireland might be ripe for major constitutional change.

Tone ultimately stands out as an intriguing figure in the wider political backdrop of England and Ireland, the two countries where he spent the late 1780s. In an England still riddled with the fear of republicanism over a century on from its anti-monarchical experiment, there were growing disagreements about the roots of political legitimacy, about Parliament’s power in relation to the Crown, and about whether limited democracy would threaten the ancient traditions of the constitution. From his experience of contemporary British politics and his reading of Patriot writers, Tone concluded that for Britain and Ireland to maintain any sort of meaningful relationship, fundamental large-scale reform was needed. At the beginning of his time in England, he had been an advocate of limited reform. The more he witnessed the flawed relationship between Britain and Ireland, the
further he veered towards radicalism. Hence, Tone interpreted subsequent events, including the French Revolution, not simply through the lens of the sceptical Enlightenment as has so often been assumed, but through several different philosophical and political traditions deeply rooted in Britain and Ireland.\textsuperscript{316}

Chapter Two: Tone on Citizenship and the Nation

Tone’s political thought has widely been viewed as a precursor to the Irish nationalism that would emerge in the nineteenth century, Elliott describing him as the “recognised founder of Irish republican nationalism”. With his life (1763-1798) having coincided with the rise of a romantic era of national sentiment, it has often been assumed that his arguments for Irish political independence from Britain were based on cultural and ethnic senses of national identity. It is a viewpoint that has shaped Tone’s image in popular culture, and historians have not challenged it fully. Indeed, many commentators on Tone have even subscribed to this view. In the 1980s, the Irish essayist Hubert Butler was still talking of “nationalism, as Tone conceived it, that is to say a concentration of affection for the land in which you live and the people with whom you share it”. Even Dunne’s revisionist account still stated that “crucial aspects of Tone’s thought were highly abstract, even romantic”, as they carried “the optimism of the revolutionary era”. Other historians have, however, attempted to reassess this consensus, starting with Giovanni Costigan, who commented in an article on romantic Ireland that national figures like Tone and Robert Emmet (1778-1803), leader of the 1803 rebellion, “though ready for death, were, like the rest of the United Irishmen, essentially men of the eighteenth century to whom the mystique of the nation was unknown”. Elliott has since also pointed out that while “his ideas spanned Enlightened and romantic traditions”, he was more a “typical eighteenth-century man of letters”. This chapter will build on such reassessments to re-historicise Tone’s ideas of the nation and understanding of Irish identity. Moving beyond the temptation to approach Tone as a ‘great man’ in Irish history, here the aim is to explore the intellectual roots and political influences that shaped his ideas, and to use them as a window into understanding more about changing concepts of identity in Ireland in this period.

‘National identity’ is a complex notion, and Irish national identity arguably even more so. As Vincent Comerford has pointed out, even by the mid-nineteenth century, when Irish nationalists like the Young Irelanders Thomas Davis (1814-1845) and John Mitchel (1815-1875) had developed “a theory of Irish nationality to comprehend Irish people of all affiliations, it was in fact “a prescription for the ideal rather than a description of the actual”. Richard English adds a further caution on the complexities of Irish identity, adding that the fact the Catholic population was “not ethnically
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homogenous”, means that the narrative of ‘natives’ opposing Protestant ‘settlers’ needs deconstructing.\textsuperscript{323} It was precisely this lack of clarity, this chapter will argue, which opened the door for Tone to expound a sense of ‘Irishness’ linked to allegiance to the state, rather than ethnic, historic, or cultural ties. It will further be suggested that Tone’s seeming lack of interest in an Irish national identity based on culture and ethnicity must be understood in light of the republican-inspired emphasis he placed on citizenship.

While some scholars have already pointed to the United Irishmen’s interpretation of Irish society, one focused on unity and against sectarian divisions, this previous work does not focus on Tone specifically, or discuss how he conceptualized Irish identity.\textsuperscript{324} While Tone deployed the word “nation” relatively frequently, the writings examined in this chapter demonstrate that it was the issue of citizenship which formed the basis of his arguments, and the allegiance of citizens to the state that determined his conception of ‘Irishness’.\textsuperscript{325} This explains, to some degree at least, his attempts to overcome religious divisions and unite different denominations into one cause, despite not necessarily sharing a unified cultural, ethnic or religious identity.

When he returned to Ireland following almost two years of study in London (from 1787 to the end of 1788), Tone had started to engage in politics in a more organised way than he had in Britain, writing much more regularly and following the activities of the Irish Whigs keenly. By 1791, he would co-found the Society of the United Irishmen in order to agitate for parliamentary reform and Catholic relief, forging some of the associations with Dublin radicals that would continue until his death. It is Tone’s understanding of citizenship in the years between 1788 and 1794 that will form the specific focus of this chapter. Indeed, this was the period of his life when he articulated these ideas most clearly. His focus upon these types of questions appears to have waned after he was forced into exile in May 1795, though some references made in his later years will also be discussed. Analysing a series of pamphlets and essays will provide insight into his interpretation of citizenship. First, his two memoranda on the \textit{Sandwich Islands} (1788 and 1790) will be considered, as he attempted to convince Prime Minister William Pitt of his plans for a republican utopia in the Pacific.\textsuperscript{326} At first glance, these documents and their colonial implications present a surprising contrast to Tone’s later ideas, particularly as they are designed to further Britain’s imperial interests. At the same time, this also


\textsuperscript{324} Kevin Whelan comments that the crux of the United Irish ideology was that “divisions in Irish society were artificial”. Whelan, \textit{The Tree of Liberty: Radicalism, Catholicism and the Construction of Irish Identity 1760-1830}, 51.

\textsuperscript{325} Tone uses the word ‘nation’ 11 times throughout his writings. Usages include ‘the Irish nation’ and “a nation, not a province”. See: Tone, \textit{Life}, 278, 287, 316, 656.

means they provide particularly insightful evidence of his early vision for a model republican society, defended by its citizen-soldiers.

By 1790, Tone had become more inward-looking. He had moved away from wider constitutional questions about Britain and Ireland and was now seeking to determine what tied the latter’s majority population – that is, its Catholics – to the state. It is a theme that arises in two short, complementary essays written in 1790, *On the state of Ireland in 1720*, and *On the state of Ireland in 1790*. The former dealt with attacks on Irish national character, countering them by listing a number of Patriot grievances, including Wood’s half-pence as discussed by Swift in *Drapier’s Letters*. The latter lamented the failings of the 1782 constitution in securing legislative independence. Tone insisted that the British executive’s domination of the Dublin parliament did not allow Irish policies to be directed by the wisdom of the people. This idea was echoed in another of his essays, *On the necessity of domestic union* (c. 1790-91), which argued that Ireland was unable to oppose British legislation effectively because much of its population were “slaves”, thereby making it impossible to counter a “united” England. A similar reasoning runs through his most famous pamphlet, *An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland* (1791), in which he disputed Protestant fears that allowing Catholics political rights would eventually lead to a Catholic-dominated Parliament, following in the footsteps of other Catholic relief campaigners.

In 1792, a further three of his writings focused on the Catholic question, beginning with his ‘short answer’ to a text by an unidentified author warning Catholics against depending on Protestant allies to help them achieve reform. In the summer of that year, Tone then made a record of his visit to the north of Ireland, where he met members of the agrarian groups the Catholic Defenders and Peep o’Day Boys. As part of his work for the General Committee of the Catholics, he sought to find a resolution to the sectarian violence which was heightening tensions between Protestant and Catholics. Finally, in November 1792, he penned a short *Address to the Roman Catholics of Ireland* to counteract the view Catholics were to blame for their own lack of representation as they had not
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330 Tone, “On the Necessity of Domestic Union.”
331 Tone, “An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland,”.
332 Wolfe Tone, “A Short Answer to a ‘Brief Caution to the Roman Catholics of Ireland’ [By a Liberty Boy] - 1792,” in Tone, *Life*.
333 John Hutton was one of several of Tone’s pseudonyms, this one given to him by fellow United Irishmen Thomas Russell. Wolfe Tone, “Journal of the Proceedings of John Hutton Esq on His Third Journey to the North of Ireland, Including His Artful Negotiations with the Peep o’day Boys and Sundry Peers of the Realm - Also His Valorous Entry into and Famous Retreat out of the City of Rathfriland [1792],” in *Life*, 161–91.
sufficiently resisted their suppression. The failure of previous reform movements to address these issues was a major factor, therefore, in Tone’s own path towards more radical methods.334

The sources outlined above therefore allow a clearer picture of Tone’s ideas to emerge, ultimately defined by his understanding of the relationship between citizens and the state. Given that this relationship was a central focus of his political thought, in its final section, this chapter will discuss his eventual shift towards revolution. This change of heart also appears to have been a response to the clampdown on radicalism in Britain and Ireland in the mid-1790s.335 Tone was affected personally when his summary, *A Statement on the situation of Ireland* (April 1794), was found in possession of Reverend William Jackson, a radical preacher who had sought to determine whether Ireland was receptive to a French-backed rebellion.336

This chapter will explore the main themes found in Tone’s writings at this time. Chiefly, that allegiance to the state was determined by republican notions of civic duty, not religion, culture, or nationality; and secondly, that civic virtue was more potent a force than any of those which divided Ireland. It will be shown that Tone’s stance should be understood in the context of the rich history of Patriot opposition to Westminster legislating for Ireland, wider European debates about identity, and the complex religious divisions in Ireland, all of which informed not only Tone’s, but most contemporary discussions about allegiance to the Irish state.

**National identity in Ireland**

As we have seen, a long tradition of ‘Patriot’ thought associated with writers such as Swift, and which called for Ireland to have more control over its own political and economic affairs, had informed Tone’s views.337 Yet his thinking was also influenced by new ideas about national identity, which were being debated with increasing fervour elsewhere in Europe. There were a number of alternative

334 Wolfe Tone, “An Address to the Roman Catholics of Ireland,” November 1792, Tone Papers, MS 3806, ff. 4-16, Trinity College Dublin.
335 Government legislation was introduced with the aim of monitoring suspected radicals. This included the Gunpowder Act of 1793, which had encouraged more thorough searches to prevent unlicensed keeping of weaponry, and the Convention Act of the same year, which had banned unlawful assemblies and petitions on behalf of the people.
336 Tone, “Statement of the Situation of Ireland, Found on Jackson’s Arrest, April 1794.”
understandings of identity from which Tone’s interpretation could be distinguished. On the one hand, Rousseau (1712-1778) had broken new ground in distinguishing ‘the people’ of any one country as a cohesive unit and the only source of political legitimacy. Johann Gottfried Herder (1744-1803), on the other, had posed the question of who ‘the people’ really were, laying the foundations for a very different conceptualisation of the nation to the French civic model. Herder’s answer – that nationality could be defined along ethnic lines and people could be grouped by shared history, language and culture – was particularly difficult to apply to Ireland given its peculiarities. For example, the Irish language had been in demise since the mid-point of the eighteenth century, as bilingualism increased and the English language grew in importance as it was used by the middle and upper classes. The use of Irish was discouraged by both the Catholic Church and the British administration within Ireland. Thus, while language may have been an important element in establishing some community and group identities, it could not be used widely enough as the core force of unifying the Irish people, not least because monoglot Irish speakers did not have the same access to print culture.

Religious allegiance played an important role in determining individual and group identities, another factor which Tone’s version of national identity sought to overcome. During Tone’s life, the most notable factor in this reliance on religious allegiances as an indicator of identity was the sectarian backdrop of the Williamite Wars of 1680-1691. That period of conflict had shifted the balance of


339 It should be noted that use of the Irish language differed in various parts of the country, for example remaining stronger in the west than the east by the later eighteenth century. However, on the broader point about the language’s demise, a starting point is: Daniel Corkery, The Hidden Ireland - A Study of Gaelic Munster in the Eighteenth Century (Dublin: Gill & Macmillan, 1924). Corkery’s focus is Irish-language poetry and its oral traditions, contending that Gaelic writings restricted to manuscripts rather than published works. Corkery’s view has begun to be challenged in modern scholarship, for example by: Wes Hamrick, “The Public Sphere and Eighteenth-Century Ireland,” New Hibernia Review / Iris Éireannach Nua 18, no. 4 (Winter 2014): 87–100. For further reading on the complexities of bilingualism in eighteenth-century Ireland, also see: Joseph Theodoor Leerssen, Hidden Ireland, Public Sphere (Galway: Arlen House for the Centre for Irish Studies, 2002); Nicholas M. Wolf, “Identities,” in An Irish-Speaking Island: State, Religion, Community, and the Linguistic Landscape in Ireland, 1770–1870 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2014), 21–109; Aidan Doyle, “Two Irelands, Two Languages (1700–1800),” in A History of the Irish Language: From the Norman Invasion to Independence (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), 81–107.

340 These issues could also be traced back further, for example to the Nine Years’ War, but in Tone’s life, the Williamite Wars were more prominent in Ireland’s collective memory. The Nine Years’ war – or ‘Tyrone’s Rebellion’ was contested by an Irish alliance, most prominently featuring Hugh O’Neill, Earl of Tyrone, against
land ownership and political power further in favour of the Protestant minority. Paradoxically, a sense of Irish identity among some of Ireland’s Protestant ruling class would also emerge out of that period, because of increasing British attempts to intervene in Irish affairs in the wake of the Glorious Revolution. In part due to the effects of the penal laws, the ruling class in Ireland were made up of Protestants who subsequently had a greater stake in the Irish political sphere – and whether or not Britain had influence over it. By the time Tone was operating, a sense of ‘otherness’ surrounding Ireland’s Catholics was being brought into the spotlight by the ongoing battle for Catholic Relief. Tone joined the General Committee of the Catholics in 1791, arguing against the exclusion of Catholics from the political sphere. A series of Catholic Relief Acts, in 1771, 1778, and 1791 had initially centred on undoing the penal laws in the area of land ownership, but gradually began to dismantle laws against Catholics holding office. For Tone’s purposes of transforming Catholics into fully-fledged republican citizens, the Act of 1793 proved a significant milestone: they were now able to vote in some parliamentary and municipal elections if they rented or possessed land worth forty shillings, and it brought in fewer restrictions on land ownership in the first place. Yet while Catholics were admitted to the franchise in 1793, they were still not granted full civil rights and still could not sit in parliament.

The issue of sectarianism was immensely widespread and entrenched, not just at a parliamentary level. During the 1780s, Ireland had witnessed increased agitation in the north, as agrarian societies were pitted against one another in sectarian violence that became known as the ‘Armagh Disturbances’. The Presbyterian Peep o’Day Boys engaged in more than a decade of sporadic conflict against the Catholic Defenders, ostensibly ‘enforcing’ the penal laws by raiding Catholic homes to confiscate weapons. Although Tone’s campaign on behalf of Irish Catholics may have found its roots, at least intellectually, in either the Protestant Dissenting tradition, or potentially even the French revolutionary discussions of natural rights, he also hoped to counter sectarian violence on the ground in order to unite Irishmen in campaigning for legislative independence from Britain.

---


341 This came about as part of the Treaty of Limerick following the conclusion of the Williamite wars and sought to ensure the dominance of Protestantism.


343 It should be noted that many of the restrictions on Catholics often did not apply to Protestant Dissenters, thanks to the Toleration Act of 1719.


As previously seen, the Irish political scene had informed his views on citizens’ right to challenge the status quo. This was exacerbated by a wider crackdown on radicalism, as Britain sought to contain the spread of radical ideas throughout Europe by limiting secret societies and debating groups, many of which they feared held seditious views. Britain’s century-old anxieties about republicanism came to a head in the 1793 declaration of war with France. In Britain, it was the year of the ‘Treason Trials’, three of the most high-profile cases involving John Thelwall, Thomas Hardy, and John Horne Tooke, who were charged with high treason. The impact of these cases, even more so than others which were abandoned, on grassroots radicalism cannot be overstated. The United Irishmen were forced underground, at which point they began to follow more closely the French model of secular, ‘total’ republicanism, as opposed to demanding reform along the lines of a constitutional monarchy.

Through an emphasis on the idea of national virtue and his embracing of all religious denominations, Tone emphasised that the links between the state and its citizens were not necessarily dependent on ethnic or cultural factors in the way that national identity was starting to be understood elsewhere in Europe. His understanding of Ireland as a nation with a right to self-determination was based on a civic sense of national identity, even if he did recognise specific national traits. In this way, he sought to bridge the gap between the peoples of Ireland, divided by religion and not united, either, by other obvious indicators of identity such as language which would become popular pointers of nationalism in the nineteenth century. Thus, instead of adhering to growing contemporary romantic ideas about the nation, he attempted to forge not a new sense of ‘Irishness’, but rather build upon those Irish traits which he already saw in evidence, such as “gallantry” and “spirit” to foster the emergence of republican virtue.

Tone, citizenship, and allegiance to the state (1788-1791)

The first instance in which it is possible to gauge Tone’s ideas about citizenship is from his 1788 Sandwich Islands memorandum, written during his time in London studying law at Middle Temple. A second, edited copy was drafted in 1790, at the height of the Nootka Sound dispute. That issue would also be the focus of his 1790 Spanish War! pamphlet, which would reiterate his ideas.

---

346 Tone, “Proposal Submitted to William Pitt for the Establishment of a Military Colony in the Sandwich Islands.”
plans for a military colony in the islands as a way of countering Spain’s dominance in the area. The renewed proposal emulated the original but outlined more fully how the islands’ strategic placing would counter Spain’s monopoly, rather than simply discussing the colonising of the land, as was outlined in the first draft. These plans were drafted in conjunction with Tone’s younger brother, William, and Benjamin Phipps, with whom he had become acquainted at Trinity College.

Taken together, the two versions of the memorandum demonstrate two key points: how Tone believed a republic ought to be upheld and directed by its citizens, and his assessment of the characteristics its people should have. They should embrace and embody virtue and duty to the state, rather than the ill-discipline of the natives Tone would go on to describe. Naturally then, what was crucial was the allegiance of these new citizens to the republic, rather than whether they could be tied to the location via historic, linguistic, or ethnic characteristics. This represented, first and foremost, a typically ancient republican view of citizen-state relations, and rather than the Herderian view of what type of people made up a ‘nation’. It was essential only that its citizens were virtuous, contrary to the “savage” people he depicts currently occupying the land.

The fact that he wrote the Sandwich Islands memorandum for Pitt in 1788 was likely a product of his political ambitions rather than the sincerity of his aspirations to bring the colony to fruition. He appears to have been first inspired by his reading of Woodes Rogers’ *A Cruising Voyage Around the World* (1712) while in London. Rogers’ work tells the story of one of Britain’s most successful privateers, who aimed to restrict Spain’s monopoly of trade in the Pacific by harassing the country’s ships. Whereas *A Cruising Voyage* saw nations in more conventional terms, relating to factors like ethnicity, for Tone, the colony would be shaped by its military and commercial activity. That was despite the fact that the latter, in particular, was typically thought to be incompatible with republican virtue. It is striking that the people of the colony Tone envisaged would not be distinguished by ethnicity, as they would be implanted. In this way, he was not unique in suggesting that nations could be shaped by factors such as commercial activity. Numerous Scottish thinkers, particularly Adam Smith, William Robertson, and John Millar, had attempted to explain the progress of civilisation
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347 Tone, “Renewed Proposal for the Establishment of a Military Colony in the Sandwich Islands”.
348 Tone, “Proposal Submitted to William Pitt for the Establishment of a Military Colony in the Sandwich Islands.” f. 258
349 Woodes Rogers, *A Cruising Voyage Around the World: First to the South-Seas, Thence to the East-Indies, and Homewards by the Cape of Good Hope*, 2004th ed. (London: Narrative Press, 1712). Elliott provides a discussion of Tone’s interest in Cook’s voyages, and his reading of related texts, in: Elliott, *Wolfe Tone*, 55–57. It is likely that Tone chose to write specifically about the Sandwich Islands after reading Captain Cook’s account of his discoveries, which he mentions in the first line of his initial proposal. James Cook and James King, *A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean...Performed under the Direction of Captains Cook, Clarke and Gore in His Majesty’s Ships Resolution and Discovery in the Years 1770-80*, vol. 3 (London: Champante and Whitrow, 1784).
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through ‘four-stages theory’.350 Though stadial theory was not as prominent in Ireland as it was in Scotland, there are parallels with Tone’s ideas that civilisation brought wealth and commerce and allowed states to develop.351 This may explain why Tone was advocating trade and empire when it contradicted his wider republican aspirations – seeing as wealth brought corruption - though it is possible he was attempting to make the colony more appealing to Pitt. He was ultimately seeking a self-sufficient, self-reliant colony.

The islands’ prospective new citizens would not be defined by ethnicity, therefore, but by common virtues, such as bravery and spirit. Tone immediately makes it clear in his attached follow-up letter to Pitt in 1788 that he is aiming to replicate a Roman model, as “I know not that the experiment of a Military Colony has been tried since the days of Ancient Rome.”352 Rome’s colonies were small settlements consisting of a few hundred citizens.353 Hence, Tone planned for “500 men under the age of 30 be selected from the different Marching Regiments (and ten times that number would voluntarily embark in such a plan)”. Like in ancient Rome, not only would these citizens defend the territory, the colony would provide further opportunities for landless freemen. Furthermore, Tone planned to adopt the Roman system of compensating volunteers with land, thus giving them a stake in society so as to increase the incentives for military protection of the settlement.354 He elaborated:

My idea is to construct the settlement on somewhat of a Feudal plan, to reward military exertions by donations of Land…to train the rising generation to Arms and adventure; to create a small but impenetrable Nation of Soldiers, an Army of sinew and bone, where every Man should have a property, and spirit and skill and arms to defend it.

353 Tone, “Proposal Submitted to William Pitt for the Establishment of a Military Colony in the Sandwich Islands,” f. 258
This was but one example of his plans to reward soldiers with land, further adding in the memorandum that “officers be given immediately Land in a certain proportion to the rank of each”. 355

Herein lies one of the most concrete examples of Tone’s classical republicanism. The real purpose of the colony would be a military one, though for the benefit of Pitt, Tone also explains how the strategic placing of the Sandwich Islands would be beneficial to Britain’s fur trade in North America and could also exploit Spain’s commercial weakness in South and Central America. Elliott has commented on the “continuing mesmerisation with the military vigour of ancient Rome”, shown in these writings. 356

Tone includes a request for “at least 2500 stand of spare arms” and quickly contrasts his ideal republican citizen – of “sinew and bone”, “spirit and skill”, owning property – to the “cowardice” and “ill-discipline” of the natives. 357 His interpretation is closer to that of Thomas Hobbes, who describes the state of nature full of “poor, nasty, brutish” men, as opposed to Rousseau’s “noble savage” who remained uncorrupted by civilisation. 358 Tellingly, Tone concludes by appealing to the “Wisdom and Virtue and Decision in the Government” – that is, Pitt’s government – to bring about this model society. 359 In this way, these memoranda had closely followed a republican literary tradition concerning political utopias, which had been revived by the English social philosopher Thomas More in the sixteenth century. 360 Tone had an array of works from which he could draw inspiration, including those of Swift. While not a republican himself, Swift had crafted the character of a model citizen with his ‘hoyhnhmms’ in Gulliver’s Travels, creatures who enjoyed a utopian existence without jealousy or violence. 361

While Tone later described his plans for the Sandwich Islands as “folly”, it appears the ideas behind them stayed with him into his later years. Indeed, while discussing a life of continued exile with his

355 Tone, “Proposal Submitted to William Pitt for the Establishment of a Military Colony in the Sandwich Islands.” f. 257
356 Elliott, Wolfe Tone, 56.
357 Tone, “Proposal Submitted to William Pitt for the Establishment of a Military Colony in the Sandwich Islands.” f. 256
359 Tone, “Proposal Submitted to William Pitt for the Establishment of a Military Colony in the Sandwich Islands,” 257.
wife Matilda in 1797, he remarks of the islands discovered by Cook in the South Sea: “If one could get there, without umbrage to Spain, and with the consent of England guaranteed to us by France, we might lay the foundation of a republic which, tho’ it would neither be great, rich nor powerful, might be very happy.”

Given Tone’s priorities for the moral development of citizens over commercial success, it is easy to see the appeal of an island colony, especially with reference to Montesquieu’s idea that republicanism was best applied to smaller states, which did not seek to become prominent economic powers. This was true, too, in Ireland’s case. Tone adds, having listed numerous possible destinations: “I confess this last plan is my favorite”. Indeed, despite his attempts to distance himself from his initial memoranda, these later statements echo classical republican thought even more closely, as by this stage, he evidently believed that the developing a nation of happy, virtuous citizens was more important than commercial prosperity.

It has been demonstrated how the Sandwich Islands memoranda gave an early indication of Tone’s ancient republican views on citizens’ allegiance to the state being based on duty and virtue. This would become crucial to his wider political message, as it allowed all denominations and ethnicities to be included in his interpretation of the ‘nation’. The idea that morality was more important than ethnicity is further demonstrated in his essays of 1790, notably On the State of Ireland in 1720, which develops a scathing attack on “luxury”. Complaining of disproportionate English influence in law, religion, property, and government, Tone attacks the landed Protestant elite in Ireland as “not only aliens, but absentees…actively employed against that country on whose vitals and in whose blood they were rioting in ease and luxury”. In the eighteenth-century debate on luxury, the vice was seen to encourage immorality, sloth, and most seriously, political corruption. It was a typical view in eighteenth-century republicanism, Montesquieu and Fénelon leading these arguments in France, for example. Rousseau’s Emile argued that luxury and enjoyment did not even necessarily go hand-in-hand. Tone blamed the luxury of the rich, which in Ireland’s case meant absentee landlords and

362 Wolfe Tone, “Letter to Matilda Tone,” August 31, 1797, Tone (Dickason) papers, Trinity College Dublin.
364 Tone, “Letter to Matilda Tone,” August 31, 1797
368 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Emile, Or, On Education (1762), ed. Christopher Kelly and Allan Bloom (Hanover and London: University Press of New England, 2010); While this was the archetypal republican view on luxury, other political voices argued luxury could be a positive thing and was simply a by-product of wealth and security. See, for example: Jean-François Melon, Essai Politique Sur Le Commerce (1734) (Caen: Presses Universitaires de Caen, 2014). Jeremy Jennings, “The Debate About Luxury in Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century French Political Thought,” The Journal of the History of Ideas 68 (2007): 79–105; Ellen Ross,
government ministers, for the plight of the poor. Addressing accusations against the “lower ranks” of “pride, laziness and dishonesty” he cited “misrule and ignorance and oppression”, designed “to keep any nation in ignorance and poverty.”

Tone needed to demonstrate that this “ignorance and poverty” was not the fault of the people themselves but was due to British legislation. Thus, the national character of Irish citizens should not be criticised. Specifically, he referenced the Declaratory Act of 1720, which had asserted the right of the Westminster parliament to legislate for Ireland and repudiated the appellate jurisdiction of the Irish House of Lords, hence Tone focusing on that period of time in his essay. He describes the year 1720 as “the time of her [Ireland’s] greatest abasement.” By doing so, the historical links between Britain and Ireland are referenced in order to recall previous injustices. This was a call to history that had little in common with the romantic trend, which would become more common in the nineteenth century, of exploring the past by looking to a pre-Norman, Gaelic Ireland, prior to a time where the British invasion had altered its social and political spheres. Tone therefore refused to accept the notion of “inherent depravity” and argued for Ireland to have independent government even if this was not based on romantic national ideas. Enlightened Scots may have believed that union with England represented modernity, commerce and prosperity, but Ireland was certainly not benefiting economically from the connection.

Tone’s interpretation, that these factors could have an impact on the “ignorance and poverty” he mentions above of the Irish people, was distinctive not least because it was not necessarily mirrored by other United Irishmen. Indeed, some markers of romantic nationalist writing were conspicuous by their absence in Tone’s work, particularly as they were present in the political writings of other

---
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373 A number of Scottish thinkers commented on the economic benefits of union with Britain, which John Millar, for example, described as “highly beneficial to both nations”. David Hume, meanwhile, noted how “trade and manufactures and agriculture have increased”. John Millar, An Historical View of the English Government, from the Settlement of the Saxons in Britain to the Revolution in 1688 [1787], ed. Mark Phillips and Dale R. Smith (Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 2006), 4; David Hume, “Of the Protestant Succession,” in The Philosophical Works of David Hume: Including All the Essays, and Exhibiting the More Important Alterations and Corrections in the Successive Editions Published by the Author, vol. 3 (Edinburgh: Adam Black and William Tait, 1826), 555. For a summary on the political thought behind the union, also see: Fania Oz-Salzberger, “The Political Theory of the Scottish Enlightenment,” in The Cambridge Companion to the Scottish Enlightenment, ed. Alexander Broadie (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 157–78.
United Irishmen. For instance, Tone does not appear to have been particularly interested in the Irish language or culture, contrary to fellow members of the United Irishmen, especially Thomas Russell, who placed much greater significance on cultural aspects of Irish identity. Russell was a strong advocate of the Irish language, which his co-founder was not. Whereas Russell even wrote a preface to an Irish dictionary, there is little evidence that Tone, by contrast, wanted to revive the language.374

It was perfectly plausible for Tone to articulate his arguments on Irish legislative independence without holding strong romantic nationalist views on the advancement of the Irish language. Tone did not articulate his views on language either way, not so much an opposition, as a lack of any real stance at all. Meanwhile, his relationship with Gaelic culture has been at the centre of a debate among historians. Elliott notes that he was dismissive of “things Gaelic.”375 On the other hand, Mary Helen Thuente has argued that he was familiar with traditional Irish music and played the flute, even if he was uninterested in Gaelic history.376 Even if a consensus has yet to be reached on the matter, Tone’s level of familiarity with Gaelic culture was not necessarily indicative of his political views. Yet the fact that he was not entirely ignorant of Gaelic Irish culture suggests that it was a conscious decision to favour republican characteristics over cultural ones in his writing.

Another common way in which a romantic sense of national identity was expressed was through landscape, as epitomised by William Drennan.377 A poet, physician and a relatively radical member of the United Irishmen, Drennan was widely credited with initiating the phrase “emerald isle” in his 1795 poem When Erin First Rose.378 The verse implores that “where Britain made brutes now let Erin make men” – an intriguing association of Britain with “brutes”, as this contradicted how the British perceived their own national character: the ‘respectable’ or ‘civilised’ in contrast with the ‘savages’ to be found in their colonies.379 Drennan’s phrasing, “Let Erin make men” is a further indication that
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378 William Drennan, Fugitive Pieces, in Verse and Prose (Belfast: F.D. Finlay, 1815), 1.
these hopes for gallant, physically strong citizens were key to the United Irish programme, just as citizen virtue was directly linked to masculinity in the Roman republican tradition, the term ‘virtue’ linked etymologically to the Latin ‘vir’, ‘man’. Indeed, Drennan himself was prominent in the Volunteer movement of the 1780s who had put pressure on Westminster to concede Irish legislative independence, as these militias were helping to maintain law and order while Britain was focused on the American colonies. As for Tone, he talked about Ireland’s landscape only rarely. In his 1791 Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland, he does describe a nation “inferior to no country in Europe in the gifts of nature, blest with a temperate sky and a fruitful soil, intersected by many great rivers, indented round her whole coast with the noblest harbours”, only to immediately return to praising its “4,000,000 of an ingenious and a gallant people, with bold hearts, and ardent spirit”.381

From Tone’s memoranda and essays, it has been established that his understanding of citizenship was inspired by ancient republics, with civic virtue, duty, and military strength making up the most important elements of these societies. His engagement with common eighteenth-century ideas of patriotism and republicanism could easily be mistaken by a modern reader as proto-romanticism, but it was actually built upon very different intellectual foundations. While there is some limited evidence that he was inspired by the Irish landscape and Gaelic culture, these concepts are more precisely linked to other members of the United Irishmen, notably Russell and Drennan. As he sought to tie all Irish citizens to the state, Tone could not rely on cultural or ethnic links, but rather on republican notions of allegiance to depict an Irish civic nation.

The Catholic question (1791-93)

Tone’s early writings have demonstrated that the primary way in which he imagined Irish citizenship was through republican characteristics. His views on the links between citizenship and religion will now be addressed by considering his 1791 pamphlet, An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland, as well as some of his shorter writings, such as his January 1792 reply to a text entitled A Brief Caution to the Roman Catholics of Ireland.382 Once his understanding of Catholic identity has been explored, his efforts to counter sectarianism will also be discussed in the context of agrarian violence between the Peep o’Day Boys and Defenders in the north, as detailed in his journal entry under the pseudonym John Hutton.383
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The place of Catholics in both the political system and indeed in wider society – in law, education, and the economy – was a question at the heart of Irish radicalism by the 1790s. The Irish political scene became fixated on the Catholic question, in a similar way to how dissenters in England enjoyed a notable presence in political discourse as they sought increased rights for different denominations. This is certainly one area in which Tone’s political direction followed mainstream trends. As alluded to in the previous chapter, Tone could look to examples of prominent political figures like Burke, who had campaigned for Catholic rights in order to bring social stability and because he believed such equality was more in tune with natural order. What separated Tone from previous thinkers – and especially from those sympathetic Anglo-Irish campaigners, such as Burke – was his increasing emphasis on how Catholic and Protestant communities could unite to oppose British legislation. Perhaps this was inevitable given a broader shift in attitude towards Catholics over the course of the eighteenth century. It nonetheless represented a break away from some influential Patriot writers, notably Charles Lucas (1713-1771), who has consistently been accused of espousing anti-Catholic bigotry, in an era when Patriot sentiment had little to do with Catholic interests, before the campaign to repeal the penal laws had taken off.

As Smyth has put it, Catholics were not fully part of the political nation because “membership … depended upon conformity to the Anglican communion; Catholics, and to a lesser degree, dissenters, were excluded”. In this way, Tone adopted a relatively unusual argument for his era by linking democracy with national sentiment, presenting all citizens as part of a wider ‘Irish’ cause, regardless of elements that might otherwise exclude them. Some of the earliest evidence for Tone’s anti-sectarian message comes in his 1790 essay ‘On the Necessity of Domestic Union’.


Lucas’ role in the development of Irish nationalism, and according questions of his anti-Catholicism, are reassessed in: Murphy, “Charles Lucas, Catholicism and Nationalism.” Lucas is now more widely accepted as being part of a civic republican tradition, which played an important part in shaping the direction of evolving ideas about the Irish nation.


Tone, “On the Necessity of Domestic Union”.
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behind Tone’s religious tolerance were twofold: a united Irish people consisting of “Catholics, Protestants and Presbyterians” would therefore be “greater than any one of these sects and equal to them together”. A unified population was also an “indispensable requisite to secure and extend the trade we have so lately extorted”, a similar argument to those of the radical preacher Richard Price in Britain, who implored people to “remove local prejudices” via foreign trade. The crux of this particular Tone essay is that “union is better than discord”, primarily because the British Government took its power from the “disunion of Irishmen”. As a consequence of such division, the Irish House of Commons was not being held accountable for putting forward £200,000 towards resolving the Nootka Sound crisis with Spain, an expense which had been supposedly justified “because the interests of both countries [Britain and Ireland] were the same”.

Tone believed internal societal divisions had allowed the British and Irish Parliaments a free rein because they were met with insufficient opposition, just as was explored in Chapter One in the context of his anti-corruption piece A Review of the Conduct of the Administration. As he put it, “instead of watching the insidious arts of our Government here, we are watching each other”.

As part of these broader sectarian tensions, the period between 1791-3 has been characterised as one of Catholic agitation. It is in this context that Tone’s pamphlet, An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland, was published in 1791. There remained a number of grievances amongst the Catholic population, in spite of the Catholic Relief Acts from 1771 onwards. Tone’s Argument was an attempt to convince Ireland’s dominant Protestant class that allowing Catholics to sit in Parliament again would not lead to a complete takeover or overhaul of that Parliament, as was feared in some quarters. Indeed, as a possible by-product of his association with the Catholic Committee, he argued that allowing Catholics to be represented in the Irish House of Commons would unite the different sects into one ‘Irish’ political movement. He argued:

If all barriers between the two religions were beaten down, so far as civil matters are concerned … what interest could a Catholic member of Parliament have, distinct from his Protestant brother sitting on the same bench, exercising the same function, bound by the same ties?
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Tone identified himself as “a Protestant of the Church of Ireland” who was “no further interested in the event, than as a mere lover of justice and a steady detester of tyranny, whether exercised by one man or one million.” He was confident that Protestant fears – specifically, that Catholic representation would ultimately lead to a majority of Catholic MPs – could be allayed, something he based on “historical experience”. He looked back to a time before the 1652 Act of Settlement which had banned Catholics from membership of parliament. Once again, he engaged with Ireland’s history, not by evoking proto-romantic notions of a shared past and culture, but by looking to previous systems of Irish government. “When the House was open to both religions indifferently,” Tone reminisces in the hope of appealing to the Protestant ruling class, “no such majority existed, though in times when Catholicity flourished, and the Protestant interest was feeble, comparatively, to what we now see it.” Tone fails to provide details, however, on why Catholics did not enjoy a majority.

Since his pamphlet was chiefly concerned with Catholic representation in politics, Tone also addressed the question of disproportionate Protestant land ownership. For example, Daniel Gahan points out that in counties such as Wexford, landowners were almost entirely Protestant despite making up less than a fifth of the population in those areas. The situation was exacerbated by the penal laws and intrinsically linked to the lack of Catholic participation in the political sphere. Among other disadvantages, Catholics had to pay a debilitating double land tax. Land ownership and political power were intrinsically linked, one impossible without the other, hence Tone’s demands for representative reform which would at the very least allow Catholics with a proportion of land a voice. Tone was not, however, advocating a universal sense of citizenship, where all Catholics would be included. Instead, what he argued for was instantly recognisable as a classical republican system whereby only those who owned some land could play a role in shaping society, as demonstrated by his rather conventional suggestion, which eventually transpired, to “extend the elective franchise to such Catholics only as have a freehold of 10l by the year.” The Catholic Relief Act of 1791, the year of his writing, would permit land ownership of Catholics with a rental value of 2l a year. As will be discussed further in the chapter on his time in America, property and land are running themes throughout Tone’s writings and he can generally be shown to be against the redistribution of land and in favour of private property. Indeed, his views would be sharpened by his time in Philadelphia, where he was exposed to Thomas Jefferson’s agrarian republicanism, a tradition in which land ownership was directly linked to citizenship.
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Catholic relief in the area of land ownership actually brought less comprehensive change than in Britain, where an Act was introduced in the same year, so Tone’s arguments were inspired specifically by the Irish context. He sensed an opportunity to exploit the rise of Catholics in this area, as well as in other economic circles, to encourage Catholics to agitate for political representation. By limiting Catholic representation to those with a freehold of 10l, he was not only agreeing with the Roman style system, which was already in place, but appeasing fears that Protestant power would be diminished. Protestants would not lose influence, Tone suggested, due to the “great disproportion of property” and “weight and influence of Government” that they already possessed.403

Anti-Catholicism remained a significant issue in British and Irish society, even if in Britain at least, Protestant opinion was beginning to focus more intently on anti-Jacobinism, in line with the perceived threat of the French Revolution. Indeed, Catholic relief was to some extent being driven from above, the British government realising the need to recruit from Ireland and Scotland during the American revolutionary wars.404 In Ireland, at the same time as radicals were preoccupied with Catholic relief, a counter-movement formed.405 Even aside from the strength of anti-Catholic sentiment, a popular attitude persisted in elite circles that the masses – in the case of Ireland, Catholics - could not be trusted with the vote. A common argument in defence of Catholics’ continued exclusion from the Parliament was their lack of education, which Tone lamented as another by-product of the penal laws. “It will be said, that the Catholics are ignorant, and therefore incapable of liberty,” he writes.406 “We plunge them by law, and continue them by statute, in gross ignorance, and then we make the incapacity we have created, an argument for their exclusion, from the common rights of man!” Here, Tone equates “liberty” and the “rights of man” with inclusion in the political nation and the right to play a role in directing society, rather than understanding liberty as something that men possessed naturally.407 It is possible that his language in this passage reveals him taking inspiration from the

---

Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, though there are a number of possible influences behind this phrasing, including Paine’s text of the same name.408

Tone’s claims that the government had no legitimacy without Catholic representation, as Catholics were such a significant portion of ‘the people’ does echo the Declaration of the Rights of Man. Article XVI stated that “any society in which the guarantee of rights is not assured, nor the separation of powers determined, has no constitution”.409 Tone chose similar wording in his Argument, speaking specifically about “the rights of citizens”. This is one of the few occasions when he strays from more traditional republican ideals, namely that only those with a stake in society should be able to play a part in democracy, instead basing his motivations for expanding the franchise on a moral, French revolutionary perspective of universal rights.410 This had been most famously expounded in Abbé Sieyès’s argument that ‘the people’ was the legitimate source of sovereignty and should not necessarily be carved up into three different ‘estates’. Yet, in the very same pamphlet, Tone did return to a more traditionally republican vision when he advocated distinguishing those entitled to vote by property qualifications.411 His interpretation may therefore be viewed as more similar to Locke’s. Where Locke had argued that men’s characteristics were not entirely natural and men were instead “moulded or fashioned as one pleases”, Tone, likewise, asks of Irish Catholics: “What has made them ignorant?” – “not the hand of Nature: For I presume they are born with capacities, pretty much like other men”.412

In shaping his Argument, Tone looked to other societies for examples of Catholic political representation. Following these examples would help Ireland to move on from being “obscure and wretched, and unknown in Europe”.413 In America, he notes that “Catholic and Protestant sit equally in Congress” with no detriment to the political process. France too, saw a case where a Protestant had been deputed to the National Assembly by 200,000 Catholics, “with orders to procure what has since been accomplished, an abolition of all civil distinctions, which were founded merely on religious
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opinions”.

Thus, it becomes clear that Tone differentiates religious ties from political ones, contrary to the accusation that Catholics would always be more loyal to the Pope than the Crown. In the same way, he supposes that “if we are still illiberal and blind bigots, who deny that civil liberty can exist out of the pale of Protestantism”, it would be to “withhold the sacred cup of Liberty from our Catholic Brother and repel him from the communion of our natural rights”. These “natural rights” and “civil liberties” which he speaks about concerned strictly political matters, not religious rights, given the climate in which he was writing. In post-Reformation Britain, and particularly during the course of the French Revolution, the move away from Catholicism was associated with increased ideological freedom and reason, which for those Irish Patriots who wanted to extend the franchise to Catholics posed a problem. They needed to allay fears that Catholic dogma was incompatible with intellectual progress; this was a largely irrelevant criticism since they were arguing on behalf of Catholics as a social group rather than the institution of the Catholic Church.

Tone’s principle argument for increased political rights for Catholics was based on his understanding of social contract theory, seeing them as one strand of ‘the people’ rather than placing emphasis on them as a religious group. In a similar manner to the French “civic nationalism” that emerged from the Revolution, Tone hoped that allegiance to the state could unify the different denominations within Ireland. Tone believed the Dublin parliament needed to better reflect the wishes of the Irish people, given that the current situation meant “exclusion of three-fourths of the nation [Catholics] from their rights as men”. In an ideal republican society, if the people could play an active role in government, then they would serve as a safeguard against despotism. This could not be achieved while Ireland was “deriving her government from another country”, leading its citizens to work against it or in Tone’s words, to “counteract the influence of that government, should it ever be, as it indisputably has been, exerted, to thwart her prosperity”.

Given Tone’s wider patterns of thought, ‘prosperity’ may be read not only in economic terms – though this was at the centre of Patriot grievances against Westminster – but also in a more traditional republican sense of a ‘good life’. Indeed, it is all the more likely he would have thought in these terms given that this had been the focus of high-profile debates in Britain too.
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Tone therefore saw Catholics primarily as citizens before taking into account their religious affiliations. His secular thinking is indeed remarkable for his time. Tone’s own dislike of the Catholic Church was evident when he claimed later that Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821) ought to have taken the opportunity to kill the Pope when French armies drove him from Rome in February 1798, an event Tone deemed “unwise to let slip so favourable an opportunity to destroy forever the Papal tyranny.” Indeed, given Tone’s anti-sectarian reputation, his hatred of the Catholic Church as an institution has, on occasion, been remembered with some irony. It is possible to contend, however, that his equation of the Church with “tyranny” is illuminative of his broader view that the Pope was competing for the allegiance of citizens. This was a common accusation against Catholics – that they could not be wholly devoted to a state if they were also loyal to an outside Church – and while he sought to defend them in his Argument, it appears he held the same suspicion against the institution of the Church. Ultimately, while he favoured the advancement of Catholics as a collective, he had little time for Catholicism, which was not an unusual opinion for an Irish Anglican to hold. It is noteworthy that he signs off his Argument pamphlet with: ‘A Northern Whig’, which may allude to his affinity with Ulster. It also suggests that he was trying to elevate his arguments by associating himself with more progressive elements of the Whig party, who had similarly argued for Catholic rights and secondly, that he did not yet consider himself to have broken away from mainstream politics.

Tone’s next writing addressing the Catholic question came in 1792, with his reply to a text entitled A Brief Caution to the Roman Catholics of Ireland – Moody, McDowell, and Woods point out that the reply by ‘A Liberty Boy’ is almost certainly by Tone, as it was included in William’s Life edition and no evidence has been found to contradict those claims of his authorship. The original writing, signed off ‘By a real Friend to the Rights of Mankind’ had warned Catholics to beware of assistance from non-Catholics in campaigning for reform. It argued:

Do not place too great a reliance on people of other religious persuasions who offer their advice and assistance unasked…Consider whether they be not alike enemies to Protestants and Roman
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Catholics whether they are not jealous of the relaxations already obtained and wish, by misleading you, to prevent your gaining any more.424

Tone responded to the text by referencing the progress that had been made, especially among Presbyterians in the north of Ireland, in moving on from sectarian divisions. Bolstered in number by immigration from Scotland in the seventeenth century, Presbyterianism had been growing in Ulster and by the early eighteenth century, Presbyterians made up much of the province’s middle classes and outnumbered other dissenting groups.425 While Ireland’s Protestant minority were predominantly Anglican, other dissenters, including Presbyterians, Baptists, and Methodists, faced restrictions but did not suffer the same levels of political and civil inequality as Ireland's Catholic population. As well as a religious identity, Presbyterians in Ulster occupied a position considered neither Irish (a stance which began to change in part thanks to the radicalism of the 1790s spearheaded by the United Irishmen) nor entirely British. Their links with Scotland was another factor in separating them from the dominant Anglican Church, a point of contention as Presbyterians in some cases sought to defend themselves against suspicions of disloyalty.

He suggests that these Presbyterians would not focus their “spirit” on opposing Catholic reform when their energies could be spent “against the common enemy, I mean the wicked, bribing, taxing Administration of this country”.426 He describes those Catholics who had “cordially shaken hands with your Protestant countrymen” using republican motifs of “wise men” and “gallant patriots”. At the core of Tone’s reply was the patriotism, and benefits to the nation as a whole, that would result from overcoming sectarian tensions. Creating this sense of a unified Irish citizenship was key to bringing about fundamental change, hence the Administration’s “fear you should unite with your Protestant brethren”.427

Throughout the early years of Tone’s career, his anti-sectarian message is easily identifiable. When it is considered how much time Tone spent in the north of Ireland, the heartland of bitter sectarian clashes between the Peep o’Day Boys and the Catholic Defenders, it is unsurprising that he was so interested in finding a solution to the tensions between these agrarian secret societies. There were several instances of groups of Peep o’Day Boys attempting to drive Catholics down to the Southern counties and indeed, their name was a reference to the time of day when they would conduct their
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raids. The Catholic Defenders were initially set up in opposition to that group, and the two were involved in sporadic but notable unrest for a number of years, remembered best for the Battle of the Diamond in September 1795.\textsuperscript{428} Tone’s efforts on behalf of the Defenders would eventually bear fruit, with many joining the United Irishmen’s ranks in 1796 and focusing their efforts on independence, some former members of the Defenders even taking part in the 1798 rebellion.\textsuperscript{429} Indeed, this is a possible explanation for an increase in members of the United Irishmen in the north by the mid-to-late 1790s.\textsuperscript{430}

Whereas much of the Protestant social and political elite sought to distance themselves from the Peep o’Day Boys, Tone met with them. His ‘negotiations’ with them were recorded in 1792.\textsuperscript{431} A small party of the General Committee of the Catholics, which included Tone, travelled to the north to aid peace between the agrarian groups. The energies of this General Committee group, initially spent on drinking and dining, eventually turned to bringing an end to the violence, making apparently frivolous suggestions such as one, to a coalition of the Protestant Ascendancy, of wearing green cockades in July’s Battle of the Boyne commemorations instead of orange.\textsuperscript{432} Tone’s hand in attempting to stop “feuds in Newry” was to “advise them all to peace and unanimity”, presumably an over-simplification of the discussions.\textsuperscript{433} However, as the journal continues, he places himself increasingly on the side of the Catholic Defenders. He criticises light policing, denouncing the authorities for allowing the militia to sort out disputes themselves. While the authorities believed justice had been distributed even-handedly, citing that “six Protestants have been hanged for Peep-of-Day practices”, Tone alleges that “this is a lie”.\textsuperscript{434} Likewise, in his diary entry of July 13, 1792, prior to these negotiations, he derides the Country corps as being “no better than Peep of day boys”.\textsuperscript{435}

Notwithstanding his wider sympathies with Catholics, he responds to these events by describing Catholic clergymen as “bad friends to liberty” after detailing a priest who had warned his congregation not to join clubs such as the United Irishmen. This was, once again, in line with his opposition to the Catholic Church as an institution, which will be discussed later in the context of French attacks on the Vatican. In contrast to his experiences with these priests in the north, Tone also
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reported one of his party’s meetings with 18 Dissenting clergymen in Ulster, “and had the pleasure to find them all well-disposed to Catholic liberty”.436 His time spent in the north ultimately left him to conclude that it was Catholic persecution which had caused such division in Ireland, as “if the Catholics could see that they had equal protection with the Protestants, peace would be immediately restored”.437 Religious toleration therefore having the potential to bring about unity.

Finally, in November 1792, he wrote another Address to the Roman Catholics of Ireland, which he suggested would be directed by “the language of reason”, a phrase associated with Enlightenment philosophy.438 Yet he called on Irish Catholics to draw on their own virtue rather than mirroring the French model. “French gallantry will not do,” he argued, in another suggestion he was beginning to turn away from the increasingly volatile direction of the French revolution, when “true gallantry dwells only in humane breasts, and is incompatible with cruelty, but modern Frenchmen are ferocious”. He adds: “The Frenchman’s gallantry is on his lips; the Irishman’s is in his heart,” in a rare acknowledgement of characteristics peculiar to particular nationalities as he interpreted them. In his diaries of 1796, he further built upon the idea that Irish Catholics were particularly well-suited to make good citizens. He referred to them as “the Irish, properly so-called”, because they held no conflicting identities with Britain and in some of his strongest language to date, added that they were “trained from their infancy in an hereditary hatred and abhorrence to the English name”.439

Tone ultimately wanted Catholics, as the largest single denomination by number, to play an active role in shaping society. He understood the Catholic question as primarily a political one. By looking at his writings concerning Catholic rights, it has been demonstrated that his anti-sectarian message was inspired by the Irish political backdrop, as he believed a collective ‘Irish’ people would serve as a more effective opposition to government policy. He was influenced too, by discussions of individual rights, from Locke right through to the French Revolution.

The suppression of radicalism (1793-5)

It has been established that Tone’s early political development was shaped by the campaign for Catholic rights and the wider Irish political backdrop of the late 1780s and early 1790s. From 1793 onwards, his ideas would then harden amid a crackdown on radical activity in Britain and Ireland. The remainder of the chapter will explore how, once his views on citizen-state relations had been formed,
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this clampdown played a vital role in shaping the United Irish mission as it turned leading members like Tone increasingly towards his plans for the assistance of France, against whom Britain had declared war in 1793. It is well known that the repression shaped Tone’s plans for French assistance in the 1798 rebellion, as he was the chief United Irish figure in organising French aid. But here it is argued that it also caused his move towards full republicanism as had been seen in the French Revolution from 1792 onwards. While it is acknowledged that Tone was starting to move away from reform by 1793, this has been attributed to other factors – especially the fact that he believed reform no longer enjoyed public support.440 In fact, it is rather the very personal consequences of British moves against internal ‘Jacobinism’ that can explain why the years between 1793-5 proved a key stage in Tone’s political development.

The Irish Parliament had accepted legislation, as will be discussed in the following pages, that would allow for closer monitoring of supposedly dangerous radicals. There is considerable evidence that Tone was affected by the campaign against radicalism. A number of his friends and acquaintances were arrested. Following the paranoia whipped up by the 1794 Treason Trials – a series of high-profile trials predominantly in Britain against alleged radicals accused of sedition – Tone himself was monitored by security forces.441 When Tone had been in London several years earlier, he had not attracted any such interest at all, because his ideas represented nothing more extraordinary than what was already being discussed in reformist Whig circles. However, later in 1795, his name was mentioned in a list of prominent republicans in the context of him travelling to France.442 Moreover, records show that the United Irishmen as an organisation were being treated with suspicion long before there was sufficient evidence to pursue them properly, and they were eventually forced underground in 1794.443 The United Irishmen’s pro-French activities evidently fed into pre-existing concerns about radicalism among the British establishment.

Two key pieces of legislation introduced across Britain and Ireland were the Gunpowder Act and the Convention Act. The first, its full title “An Act to prevent the importation of Arms, Gunpowder, and
Ammunition, into this Kingdom, and the removing and keeping of Gunpowder, Arms, and Ammunition without License”, was accepted by the Irish Parliament as an initially temporary act, allowing vigorous searches. The Convention Act, meanwhile, sought to ban all unlawful assemblies and to stop petitions claiming to represent “the people” being brought to the king or parliament. This was chiefly a response to the successes of the Catholic Convention, the committee which had campaigned against the penal laws, and which had included both Tone and his fellow reformer John Keogh as secretary and chairman respectively. Lord Clare, chief architect of the Convention Act, feared the United Irishmen were to hold a convention at Athlone in 1793, hence the decision to ban all assemblies. Prior to the Act’s inception, it had been opposed by Grattan, who feared it would prevent legitimate opposition movements. The combination of the Gunpowder and Convention Acts had a significant effect on Irish radicalism, ultimately proving the death knell for the rekindled Irish Volunteers. Yet, notwithstanding the impact of such legislation on wider radicalism, as far as Tone’s political ideas were concerned, these Acts served as further evidence that the government could not claim to represent the Irish people.

The cumulative impact of these circumstances upon the development of Tone’s ideas can be seen in his statements from 1794 onwards. It was at this point, in the run-up to his exile in America, that he vowed at a United Irish meeting at Cave Hill “never to desist in our efforts, until we had subverted the authority of England over our country”, in so doing, creating possibly his most famous quote and providing an image which has so often been conjured by later nationalists as part of Tone’s cult legacy. There has been some uncertainty about the extent to which Tone responded directly to the suppression of radicalism. Contrary to claims by his son William, Tone is not mentioned as one of the defence counsel at the Drogheda trials, which prosecuted Catholic merchants and the proprietors of the Northern Star, the United Irishmen’s newspaper – these trials formed part of a considerable attack on the radical press, printing houses being shut down and publications heavily censored. Some of this crackdown was widely interpreted as punishment for the 1793 Catholic Relief Act, of which Tone had been one of the leading architects by campaigning and pamphleteering. The British and Irish parliaments had felt pressured into granting the Catholic Relief Act amidst the uproar of the French Revolution; notably, it had extended the franchise to Catholics who met the necessary voting requirements.
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Regardless of whether he was present at the Drogheda trials or not, Tone was clearly aware of British and Irish government strategy towards radicalism, as it is referenced a number of times in his "Statement on the Situation of Ireland."\(^{447}\) The document was completed in April 1794, written by Tone at the request of another United Irishman, Archibald Hamilton Rowan (1751-1834), whom he had visited regularly in prison at Newgate. It was meant to be given to the radical preacher and activist, the Reverend William Jackson, but it was intercepted and subsequently used as evidence at the reverend’s trial. The fact that it was written in Tone’s hand was what ultimately implicated him in the case, at which point he fled to America. Just as Tone’s early writings portrayed his understanding of what made an Irish ‘citizen’, this document reveals his ideas about how a hostile political climate had repressed national virtue, preventing Irishmen from properly asserting opposition to government legislation. He describes the Irish government as a “government of force” in order to explain a lack of revolt from the people. In addition, he suggests that political apathy could be attributed to the fact that “public spirit is completely depressed by the recent persecution, the gunpowder act, convention bill … so that they have no way, with safety to themselves, of expressing their discontents”.\(^{448}\) Not only were Ireland’s people prevented from “expressing their discontents” in extra-parliamentary ways, they were unable to be represented politically either, due to the measures he cites here.

In spite of his scathing opposition to Britain’s crackdown on radicalism, it is clear that Tone was cautious of being associated with Jackson after his trial. Jackson had made his initial approaches to the United Irishmen because he believed that, in the Irish, he had found a receptive audience for the spread of French republicanism. The Reverend, who was Irish-born but spent much of his life in England, had not reckoned with his ally and a man he had travelled with, John Cockayne, betraying his plans to British Prime Minister Pitt. Before he could be sentenced, Jackson ended the affair in dramatic fashion, swallowing poison in the dock. In relating the affair, Tone was evidently wary that his activities were being monitored. For instance, in a letter to fellow United Irishmen Arthur O’Connor in October 1795, Tone is dismissive of his acquaintance with the Reverend, describing his “supposed connection with the late Mr Jackson”.\(^{449}\) He makes similar comments in his ‘Statement of Communications with William Jackson’ in May 1794.\(^{450}\) The letter to O’Connor is naturally more illuminative of Tone’s genuine views, given that it is sent to another United Irish member.

Nevertheless, his association with Jackson was clearly accepted in many quarters, even leading to suggestions his role as agent to the Catholics came to an end because of their links. In another
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instance, quoted by R.R. Madden, Tone aired his suspicions about his meetings with Jackson: “I did not then nor since ask Mr A. [Counsellor M’Nally] how he became acquainted with the gentleman, nor do I yet know who introduced him.” Jackson was by no means the only one of Tone’s associates who faced trial, some of them much closer friends. Drennan, as well as the Northern Star proprietors – the newspaper ran until it was stopped in 1797 – were also arrested, though it is possible that these resonated less deeply with Tone because the trials ended in not-guilty verdicts. As much as Tone tried to detach himself from his direct involvement with Jackson personally, the suppression of radical activity in Ireland was nonetheless a useful tool to demonstrate what he perceived as England’s restrictive measures.

Thus, as Tone gave up on the hope of reform within the existing parliamentary system, he turned to France to aid his new cause of Irish republicanism. In the light of the aforementioned legislation, he stresses “an invasion, in sufficient force, would be supported” by the Irish population, so long as a French military expedition contained sufficient numbers. The United Irishmen were divided on whether to seek military aid from abroad. While not all of his fellow members wanted to go down that route, Tone’s decision to do so is evidenced by the fact that he began writing to members of the French government from August 1795, starting with Pierre Auguste Adet, French minister to the United States of America (Tone was by this time in Philadelphia). The idea of seeking foreign intervention was relatively unusual, and unlike many political theorists of the eighteenth century – though there are some exceptions, such as those in Poland, America, and Corsica – Tone was not writing for a nation in control of its own government. Hence, where previous thinkers such as Locke, believed the people could establish liberty from within the state, Tone had to adapt this message to a peculiarly Irish context by seeking foreign assistance.

The Irish situation was indeed peculiar in that Britain was not just acting out of a fear of Jacobinism, as it could be argued was the case in much of its 1790s foreign policy, but out of a longer-held fear about the role of Catholics and Dissenters in the state. Tone believed that several different groups within Ireland - not only radicals - were alienated. The Dissenters were “enemies to the English power, from reason and reflection”, while the Catholics held the same view “from hatred to the English name”. His understanding of the Dissenting tradition will be further discussed in Chapter Four, where he references them again while in France. Tone used the suppression of all these groups,
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which was linked at least at some level to an insecurity brought about by the French Revolution, to create a sense of otherness, pitting the oppressed Irish against the tyrannical British government. It was not a sentiment shared across the board, however, with much of the Catholic hierarchy having encouraged their subjects, especially throughout the seventeenth century and still to some extent in the eighteenth century, to be subdued and therefore appear loyal to the Crown.\textsuperscript{456}

Opposition to radical movements within Britain and Ireland, as well as persecution against Catholics and Dissenters, fuelled Tone’s narrative of a United Irish movement opposing a tyrannical system of government that could not claim to represent the entirety of the population. His writings from 1794 onwards show an increasing move towards republicanism and this can be pinpointed as the moment where he appears to have shifted from demands of reform to revolution, albeit it was not a time when Tone was most prolific in his writings apart from the illuminating \textit{Statement on the Situation of Ireland}. The circumstances of the years 1793-5, from the trial of the Reverend Jackson, to Tone leaving Ireland, had immense personal consequences which may explain why the regularity of his writings seems to have reduced. His efforts at reform exhausted, upon his exile he began to turn towards the French model of republicanism, convinced he would return to an Ireland ripe for revolution.

\textbf{Conclusion:}

This chapter has demonstrated that Tone’s views on the relationship between the state and its citizens were a central component of his political thought. Through assessing his writings of the period 1788-1794, a number of conclusions have been drawn. Firstly, that assessments of Tone as an early romantic national figure are arguably anachronistic, because his primary focus was on classical republican notions of citizenship. Secondly, that Tone saw the cause of the majority Catholic population as central to wider Irish political rights. As Tone defined ‘Irishness’ not along Herderian lines of ethnicity, religion, language, or common history, but rather by democratic political participation – at least in his idealised vision of society – his position was closer to an ancient republican-inspired brand of civic ‘nationalism’. Lastly, we have seen that attempts in Britain and Ireland to suppress radicalism further convinced him of the disconnect between the state and the people. It is this realization that eventually pushed him toward adopting the French model of civic republicanism.

These conclusions have been reached through an analysis of a number of Tone’s writings. His memoranda on the Sandwich Islands provide his earliest plans for a republican utopia based on the Roman example. Together with his shorter essays of 1790, these texts show that his views on national character were founded upon ancient republican concepts of civic virtue, which he reinterpreted in terms of ‘wisdom’ and ‘gallantry’. As his views progressed into the 1790s, he began to identify Catholic rights as the primary cause by which he could base his arguments on allegiance to the state. The rights-focused rhetoric of his *Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland* pamphlet, as well as his other writings on the Catholic question, took inspiration from numerous sources, including Lockean discourse about the natural status of man and French revolutionary discussions of universal rights. He could look to example societies provided not only by ancient republics, but also in the works of those Patriot writers who had laid the foundations for arguments about self-governance. They had sought to stay true to the liberties of the Constitution of 1688, not the notion of ‘Ireland’ per se. Tone did not base his remonstrations on idealised concepts of Irish history or culture, a popular view which historians have not yet sufficiently challenged, but on more recent evidence of the flawed political relationship between Britain and Ireland.

While there were a number of intellectual inspirations behind Tone’s ideas, Ireland’s tense social and political backdrop must not be overlooked. This is especially true as he prioritised overcoming sectarian violence from the bottom upwards, as shown by his meetings with the Peep o’Day Boys and his work for the General Committee of the Catholics. As Tone’s radical career gathered pace, it was the 1793 clampdown on radicalism that cemented his vision for Ireland as a self-governing nation. It was becoming abundantly clear to Tone that the political apparatus in Ireland differed too starkly from the people it was supposedly representing, as summarised by the treatment of radicals who were seeking reform on behalf of the wider population. His 1794 *Statement on the Situation of Ireland* suggested the Irish people had only been unable to mobilise politically because their spirit, or political virtue and participation in the state, had been suppressed by the English government and its continued control over Irish affairs. Then, the United Irishmen’s own treatment pushed them further towards France and its newly-installed republican system.

While Tone can certainly be described as a ‘precursor’ to later Irish romantic nationalism, his political thought can in fact be more accurately understood as being based on ancient republican ideals of the
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relationship between citizens and the state. Not only does this go some way towards explaining how his message was able to incorporate different social, cultural, and religious elements within Ireland, it clarifies his views on popular consent, as only when groups such as Catholic enjoyed political rights could they demonstrate republican virtue and take part in the nation. This would become central to his views on sovereignty and would continue to inform his political agenda as he left for America.
Chapter Three: Tone and American Political Thought

In August 1795, Tone began his exile in America, following his implication in the case against the radical preacher William Jackson.\(^460\) The purpose of this chapter is to consider the ways in which his political ideas developed at the contact of American republicanism, from his arrival in the United States until his departure in February 1796. As is well established, his plans for a rebellion in Ireland informed much of his activity in Philadelphia, at that time the American capital, while some of his time was spent resentfully on farm work in order for him to make a living.\(^461\) Yet he remained keenly engaged in radical circles, meeting with other exiled Irish radicals, among them United Irishmen Dr James Reynolds and Archibald Hamilton Rowan.\(^462\)

Biographers of Tone have highlighted his unhappiness in America. Elliott emphasises the emotional toll his exile took upon him and his wife Matilda, even suggesting that his separation from his friends back in Ireland pushed him towards more extreme measures and informed his negotiations with the French government.\(^463\) Elliott’s biography also highlights his time there as a “fundamental” step in turning him from a radical with an “ill-formulated” political philosophy into a “fully-fledged revolutionary”, though as has been outlined thus far, much of this shift in fact took place before he left Ireland.\(^464\) Wilson makes a similar case for Tone’s disillusionment in his Hordes of Wild Irishmen chapter.\(^465\) Cronin, meanwhile, has noted the significance of the events happening around Tone, with American politics torn between support for Britain and France as the two countries went to war in 1793.\(^466\) Curiously, however, C. Desmond Greaves, one of the few historians to give any real weight to Tone’s economic ideas, pays little attention to his time in America despite this stage of his life providing some of his more concrete discussions on the subject.\(^467\) This chapter takes a different view
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to much of the previous scholarship by seeking to analyse the impact of Tone’s exile upon his political philosophy in a way that is yet to be undertaken, and by arguing that the ideas of Locke (1632-1704) and Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826) led Tone further towards complex values of liberalism and property-holding on the one hand, but duty and virtue on the other. It will predominantly focus on American republicanism after the late 1770s, closer to Tone’s arrival, rather than the early debates of the colonial era.

Tone’s time in America was short but has nonetheless provided a number of source materials from which it is possible to gauge developments in his ideas. In this period of his life, he was no longer writing pamphlets and the bulk of his writings are made up of personal correspondence. It is perhaps significant that of all the leading United Irish figures back home, Tone first wrote to Thomas Russell, arguably his closest ally in the organisation due to their shared visions of social cohesion and religious tolerance. His letters to Russell discuss his interpretation of representative government, his alarm at the 1794 Jay Treaty which saw George Washington (1732-1799) align himself with Britain against France, and his experiences in Philadelphia. With fear of corruption such a key element of American republicanism, it is telling that Tone reaffirmed his views on citizen character in his correspondence, chastising the greed of the people he met, but defending the Irishmen he encountered by speculating that they had been corrupted by their government at home.

While he also wrote to the radical Irish MP and later, United Irish member Arthur O’Connor, much of Tone’s most useful correspondence for providing insight into his political ideas from this time comes from his letters to Pierre Auguste Adet, the French minister to the United States. Tone met with Adet soon after his arrival and wrote his Memorandum on the State of Ireland (1795) at his request.468 The document was Tone’s first attempt since moving into exile to secure French aid for a rebellion, discussing the Irish situation by using two new, and identifiably American arguments: the imposition of unfair taxes on Irish Catholics, and the need for creating a people’s army, rather than Irishmen fighting on behalf of Britain. Meanwhile, Tone’s updates to his diary were sporadic. It appears he did not make his first entry until February 2, 1796, several months after leaving Ireland. There is, of course, the possibility that earlier passages may have been lost. Yet there remains sufficient material, collected from a short period of Tone’s life and thus giving a clear snapshot of his thinking at that point, to reconstruct his experiences in exile and to discuss how the ideas he encountered informed his subsequent political agenda.

468 Pierre Auguste Adet to the Committee of Public Safety, 1 October 1795 J.J. St Mark, “Wolfe Tone’s Diplomacy in America, August-December 1795,” Eire-Ireland 7, no. 4 (1972): 7. Adet claims to have met with an “Irish Patriot who has served the cause of the oppressed Catholics”. Wolfe Tone, “Memorandum by Tone on the State of Ireland,” August 13, 1795, AF III, carton 64, dossier 264, Archives Nationales, Paris, Directoire Exécutif.
From his writings, it becomes clear that Tone became more committed to ancient republican ideas during his time in America, largely due to the prevalence of firstly Lockean, and subsequently Jeffersonian discourse. This chapter will argue firstly, that the core principles of the American constitution, of the sovereignty of the people and government accountability strongly influenced Tone’s ideas. Secondly, this analysis will seek to demonstrate the importance of Jefferson’s agrarian vision for his intellectual and political evolution. Thirdly, it will be discussed how Tone’s engagement with Lockean economic and political thought informed his arguments, such as his views in favour of property rights. This will allow for a reassessment of Tone, who has previously been seen as lacking any real interest in the economic sphere and whose intellectual development in America has tended to be glossed over.

The American context

Tone’s ship arrived in America just over a decade on from the end of the Revolutionary War of 1775-83. In the conflict’s origins, there could be found a number of subjects which had proven of interest to Irish Patriots. America’s colonists had protested against a lack of representation in the British parliament, the imposition of unfair taxes, and their associated financing of Britain’s participation in the French and Indian wars (1754-1763), a conflict between Britain and France to establish dominance in north America. Similar arguments about Ireland not participating in British conflicts had been made in Tone’s own 1791 pamphlet, Spanish War! American soldiers did participate against the French on the side of the British, but an increase in tax in the wake of the war prompted unrest. In 1764, a Sugar Tax was introduced and a year later, a Stamp Act brought in a tax on all printed materials. The Sugar Act had been of particular importance because it was the first tax – at least, the first to be fully enforced – that was introduced in order to raise revenue, unlike previous taxes which had been used to regulate commerce. For the American colonists, this set a dangerous precedent. The Stamp Act, meanwhile, was supposed to fund the continued presence of British troops after the French and Indian wars, though it was also a way of regulating the press. Colonists felt that they had already made a sufficient contribution to the war effort, but their chief grievance was that such taxes were being levied without their consent.
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Even once the Stamp Act had been repealed because of these protests, the Declaratory Act of 1766—
not to be confused with the 1720 Act of the same name affecting Ireland—affirmed that the
Westminster parliament still had the right to raise taxes in the colonies in future. The 1766 Act came
directly off the back of the Sugar Act (1764) and the Stamp Act (1765), the legislation having
prompted questions about whether Britain could impose such taxes.\footnote{Edmund S. Morgan and Helen Morgan, \textit{The Stamp Act Crisis: Prologue to Revolution} (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1953), 297–301.} Out of this hostile climate, the
colonists’ sentiment that taxes could not be raised without their consent, as they enjoyed no
representation in the British parliament. Unlike Irish Patriots arguing for legislative independence on
the basis that they were Irish citizens, the American colonists wanted to be treated as British citizens.
Attempts to convince the colonies of ‘virtual representation’, the idea that MPs at Westminster could
speak on behalf of all British subjects and not just those in their own constituencies, proved
unsuccessful. In Britain, the stance of the colonists had at least attracted sympathy from some
elements of the Whig party. Burke had suggested in a 1774 speech to the British Parliament that while
it would be wrong to curb the British government’s powers relating to America, the imposition of
such taxes should not be used “as a means of supply” to raise revenue and only as a last resort,

All these developments played a role in the breakout of the American Revolutionary War (1775-83).
The colonists moved from aspiring to the same rights as British citizens, to demanding full political
independence. In 1776, the Declaration of Independence was recognised, though it was not until 1789,
much closer in time to Tone’s arrival, that the first quadrennial election was held, with Washington
elected. It is not surprising that this American backdrop should have resonated with Tone, who had
just fled Ireland because of his increasingly radical arguments against British rule. Two decades on
from the most significant milestones in American independence, he found himself in a United States
which was still debating its relatively new-found political identity. Whereas he would have been
broadly aware of these debates while in Ireland, it was during his exile that he really got to grips with
the most pertinent political questions affecting the new American republic.
American republicanism – as an intellectual movement relating to civic values, rather than necessarily denoting the ‘republican’ system of government – had started to blossom from the 1760s. Scholars have traced many of its ideological roots to a combination of the English seventeenth-century republican tradition and the Renaissance-era revival of ancient Greek and Roman ideas about civic virtue. Characterised by its emphasis on liberty and individual rights, exponents of this emerging school of American republicanism took inspiration from a host of English sources, particularly Harrington, Milton, and Sidney. However, it is Locke who has traditionally been accepted as the key thinker in shaping late eighteenth-century American liberalism, primarily because of the nation’s development as a commercial state. Jefferson’s original draft of the Declaration of Independence also drew on Lockean principles about how the American government would be accountable to its people and would be responsible for delivering their natural rights of life, liberty, and property.

By the mid-point of the 1790s, George Washington was presiding over a divided political scene, a situation exacerbated by Britain’s part in the anti-French coalition of the French Revolutionary Wars. On the one hand, Jefferson and his democratic-republican party hailed the spread of the democratic ideals that had been popularised by events in France, while on the other, Alexander Hamilton’s Federalists insisted on the need to maintain commercial links with Britain. Hamilton planned to do this by withholding support for the French Revolution, particularly once it had entered its most violent phase between September 1793 and July 1794. In November 1794, Washington had agreed terms on the Jay Treaty, so-called because of its chief architect, the Federalist politician John Jay. It was signed between the US and Britain with the hope of re-establishing the two countries’ trading
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A number of shortcomings in the treaty made it unpopular in terms of public opinion. It failed to open up trade in the profitable West Indies to America and US sailors were still not protected from impressment by the British navy. At any rate, signing off such a deal with Britain was interpreted by the democratic-republicans as a conscious decision to take sides in that country’s conflict with France, betraying American values in the process. Several of Jefferson’s allies in the cabinet maintained their support for the French Revolution and feared that Britain’s veto on America trading with France would be needlessly prohibitive. The treaty did, however, solve a number of issues dating back to the 1783 Treaty of Paris and the end of the Revolutionary war, withdrawing British troops from the northwest and settling outstanding compensation owed to British and American merchants.

The Jay Treaty provided one notable moment of discord, but there were broader, more fundamental issues which divided politics. The likes of Jefferson and fellow statesman James Madison emphasised the importance of utilizing America’s existing agrarian economy, while in contrast, Hamilton hoped to emulate Britain in its banking, manufacturing, and its system of centralized government. Jefferson, himself heavily informed by classical republican notions of citizen virtue, believed farmers were the most important element of a society and that they, as well as their land, would be exploited and corrupted by a commercial system. For Tone, his time in America was therefore an opportunity to engage with these ideas more fully.

**Sovereignty, Popular Consent, and Government Accountability**

For many contemporaries, America provided the most prominent example of a large state attempting to accommodate both a working democratic society and a representative system of government, even if it was far from universally accepted that this experiment would last in the long term. This system of representative democracy was one to which the United Irishmen aspired, leading member Arthur O’Connor saying that Irish Catholics had a “present, ardent love of representative democracy”. Though O’Connor also pointed to the French model, by the time Tone was in America, the revolution’s original course had substantively deviated. The Constitution of the Year I [June 1793-
August 1795], which would have been fresh in the minds of political observers, had departed from the more moderate constitution of 1791, now drawing on the Montagnards’ interpretation of the Rousseauian tradition of direct democracy. The violent shift of the French Revolution may explain why for Tone, it was the American model – itself influenced by the classical system – which more directly informed Tone’s plans for Ireland, as this chapter will demonstrate.

Ideas about sovereignty had developed throughout the preceding three centuries, from Jean Bodin (1530-1596) to Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), to Rousseau (1712-1778), gradually placing increased significance on ‘the people’ as the ultimate source of power. In Ireland, these ideas had been well-received, particularly in the form of Locke’s *Two Treatises of Government*, which had proved popular and had influenced the Irish Patriot tradition indirectly through the medium of Locke’s friend and protégé Molyneux. Locke had summarised the issue thus:

> To understand political power right, and derive it from its original, we must consider, what state all men are naturally in, and that is, a state of perfect freedom to order their actions, and dispose of their possessions and persons, as they think fit, within the bounds of the law of nature, without asking leave, or depending on the will of any other man.

Given the prominence of Lockean discourse in post-revolutionary America, it would have been almost impossible for Tone not to have encountered it. This should be noted, especially when historians such as Elliott have argued that Tone “rejected” Locke after 1791. Elliott suggests this because with Catholics lacking the means to be represented, Tone doubted the merits of ‘tacit consent’. Similarly, Smyth points to Tone only citing Locke once and that was to argue over the implications of tacit consent for Catholics in Ireland. However, due to the prominence of Locke’s ideas in America at this time, the question of his influence on Tone requires more scrutiny.

His time in America also provided him with a number of arguments in favour of the Irish Catholic political representation that are yet to be connected to his exile. Firstly, the idea of ‘no taxation without representation’ was of particular importance in America. Secondly, the general concept of a ‘people’s army’, though not a peculiarly American idea, was prominent in the public imagination at that time.
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Both of these are discussed in his *Memorandum on the state of Ireland*.\(^{490}\) Within two weeks of his arrival, he set to work on the memorandum upon the request of Adet, the French minister to the US, its aim to provide a snapshot of popular opinion in Ireland and to list grievances against the British administration with a view to welcoming French assistance. Focusing particularly on Irish Catholics, he notes that “among other outrages, exorbitant taxes have been levied to support a cause they hate".\(^{491}\) This built upon the arguments of his earlier *Spanish War!* pamphlet, that Catholics were unable to oppose their part in the proposed conflict with Spain given their lack of parliamentary representation.\(^{492}\) American opposition to the French and Indian wars stemmed from similar issues and proved a turning point in the relationship with Britain, even if colonists were keen to be treated as British, unlike Irish reformers. Colonists had originally demanded the same rights – specifically, a presence in the parliament – as other British subjects, as opposed to full political independence. This changed as a result of measures like the sugar tax, brought about by the American Revenue Act, which came to represent a symbol of opposition to British governance once demands for ‘no taxation without representation’ had been rejected.\(^{493}\)

Britain’s motivations in the French and Indian wars were territorial, in the sense that they were aimed at better securing their colonial position in north America, and commercial too, as the Hudson Bay area was key to the fur trade.\(^{494}\) Tone’s argument, that America had been right not to support British military efforts, was not based upon the wars themselves – he had already shown his enthusiasm for the idea of virtuous patriots defending their homeland – but stemmed from the notion that only subjects who had a political stake in the nation should be expected to fight for it. This was why he was still keen to use this example of a conflict which had ended three decades earlier. His memorandum recalls:

> Whenever it has pleased [Britain] to engage in a war, the poor Irish have been forced … to die of hunger, or to engage in the armies or the Navy, of which they ordinarily composed two-thirds.\(^{495}\)

In this way, Tone’s *Memorandum* used the American example as a model which would facilitate the development of the Irish military. Thus, while military participation was key to the classical republican ideal, the Irish should instead be participating in a ‘people’s army’, similar to the
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American example, rather than fighting on behalf of Britain. The success of the militias in the American Revolutionary war was reflected in attempts to continue the system after its conclusion, rather than moving to a centralized army.\textsuperscript{496} Equally successful were attempts to convince ordinary citizens that military participation was an outward expression of virtue.\textsuperscript{497} Charles Lee, a general in the Continental Army during the War of Independence, had compared American citizens to the ancient Spartans, willing to sacrifice themselves and “ever ready” to serve.\textsuperscript{498} It was not possible to construct such an image of Irish citizens. In Ireland, with Britain quashing any prospect of revolution by sending “six to eight English regiments with the debris of her army from the Continent; this attached to the Irish militia rises to about 30,000 men” and therefore constituting an English-controlled militia, rather than a people’s militia. Britain had experience of dealing with militia groups in Ireland, such as the Volunteers who had played a role in agitating for legislative independence. Ireland had already “furnished to England no less than 180,000 men for the fleet and army” and had provided England with provisions both “for her fleet, and much of them for her troops in the West Indies”, as Tone details in a further letter to Adet.\textsuperscript{499}

It may have been these complications and the dynamic of how an Irish ‘people’s army’ would be dealt with by Britain that led Tone to write imprecisely on the subject. While he does not give sufficient detail on how a people’s army would operate, or even who would make up its rank and file, it is possible to speculate based on his previous writings (albeit his ideas may have changed in the intervening years) and the fact that he wrote about this military vision during his time in America, hoping to follow the US example. In his plans for a military colony on the Sandwich Islands, he had hypothesized a Roman-style system where land could be used as a reward. Given that he had earlier stated that citizenship should still be linked to ‘gentlemen’ and those who held a stake in society, in the case of a people’s army this may have manifested in land owners being rewarded with greater roles in the military, as these would have been the people best equipped to serve Ireland’s interests.

Under the existing system, with Irishmen consequently fighting against their own interests, it was relatively innovative of Tone to link the idea of representation and military service – that is to say, that each ‘nation’ should have their own state to defend, and that Irish citizens should not be expected to essentially defend another state. The prominence of standing armies earlier in the century – prior to
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the increasing shift towards citizen armies during the French Revolution – had meant issues such as mercenaryism and the organizational make-up of armies had already been much debated by contemporaries. In Britain, for example, since the mid-seventeenth century, the law had ascribed that only the king was permitted to raise an army and led to a clampdown on militias, though this was also highly relevant in late eighteenth century Ireland, where militia groups had grown in number and prominence. In some quarters, including in Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations, standing armies were seen as a positive sign of a nation’s development towards commercial civilisation. However, standing armies continued to be feared by neo-republican thinkers, who associated them with political corruption. Where Tone differed from the republican consensus that citizenship and military service should be linked, was in his arguments that the latter should thereby secure political representation.

In spite of this ostensibly inward-looking standpoint focused only on Ireland, the universalism found in Tone’s Memorandum was not entirely estranged from the American experience. Although by the mid-1790s, America had experienced its revolution, it had enjoyed the support of France under Louis XVI, who aligned himself against Britain on the side of the colonists. In Ireland, Tone was referencing a nation still deemed oppressed, hence why he continued to discuss assistance from France – so while this was not akin to America’s situation by the time he was there, it was not dissimilar from the country’s recent history. His hopes for French aid were in line with Jefferson’s stance on the British-French conflict, but at the same time it represented a move away from America’s isolationism of the mid-1790s. Jefferson would warn of “entangling alliances”, while in his September 1796 Farewell Address, George Washington declared that “in regard to foreign nations”, America should have “as little political connection as possible”. Such a stance had become clear with the 1793 Neutrality Proclamation upon the outbreak of war between Britain and France.

contrast, Tone was in favour of political connections with other states, a universalism that might be associated with the French revolutionaries. This was something which was compatible with his own views on civic virtue and the role of citizens. He hoped that Ireland could achieve its freedom through the assistance of other states, rather than through its own people. Nonetheless, this is not necessarily irreconcilable with his wider ancient republicanism, which held that virtuous nations were militarily self-sufficient and shouldn’t need assistance. Combining the two standpoints was, in fact, common in 1790s republicanism, at least in the French Jacobin model.507

Tone’s memorandum is revealing of his emphasis on citizen participation in the state, particularly through the mediums of political representation and military service. The American revolution had largely embraced ‘the people’ in shaping the direction of the new state. While it has been demonstrated that Tone already had his own interpretation of political legitimacy, this was strengthened by individual perceived misjustices that he found in America, as is evident in his first letter to Thomas Russell from Philadelphia.508 The letter discussed the ‘Jay Treaty’, and Tone’s primary interest was whether Washington would sanction it in spite of public opposition. While it is unsurprising that Tone had doubts about the treaty – with it being essentially a statement of alliance with Great Britain at a time of their conflict with revolutionary France – his disapproval is also telling of his views on popular consent. “The public mind is in a prodigious ferment here regarding the treaty with England, which is universally condemned, with the exception of the Chamber of Commerce of New York,” Tone wrote to Russell.509 Such ‘universal’ condemnation was not entirely accurate, as the treaty did enjoy some support from Washington’s allies and those who backed Federalist plans to align themselves with Britain. Tone’s translation of these circumstances is therefore skewed, even if unintentionally. While much of the Senate needed to back the treaty for it to be passed and “the numbers on the division were 20 to 20, exactly the number required”, Tone questions whether Washington could derive legitimacy from the Senate alone when the treaty wasn’t popular among the American people. He adds:

What the President will do is not known but I suppose he will sanction the Treaty, in which case he will outlive his hard and well-earned popularity, a circumstance which I for one shall


509 Ibid. f. 3
most heartily regret; at the same time God forbid any sense of past services should overbear truth and justice.\textsuperscript{510}

Tone’s ideas on popular consent, as expressed in his statement, that Washington may forfeit his “well-earned popularity”, can be interpreted in two ways. It is possible that he viewed popular opinion as the ultimate bestowal of power, but at the very least he adhered to Whig arguments about governments needing to be accountable to the people. Indeed, it is also plausible that he had moved towards the former as a result of these experiences in America, having been somewhat closer to a typical Irish Whig view before his exile. While he believed Washington “a very honest man” and “a sincere American according to his own theory”, that came with the caveat of him being “a high-flying aristocrat” who had sacrificed “public virtue” in his handlings of the divisions between the Federalists and the Democratic-Republicans.\textsuperscript{511}

In the early stages of his exile, Tone had already begun to frequently espouse American ideas about government legitimacy, popular consent, and sovereignty and apply them to the Irish context. In these pages, therefore, a new emphasis has been placed on his relationship with the American contemporary political scene. Previous historians have tended to view this period of his life through the lens of his relationship with France, given that he was in communication with French officials and was beginning to put into action his plan for a French-backed rebellion. Regardless of his familiarity with ideas about sovereignty during his time in Ireland and Britain, his arguments were strengthened considerably by his findings in America. Hence, his first writings in Philadelphia demonstrate a number of parallels between the Irish Patriot position and that of American colonists, notably the concepts of no taxation without representation and a militia constructed of ordinary citizens.

Jeffersonian Democratic-Republicanism

By late 1795, Tone’s political philosophy was becoming increasingly linked to contemporary American rhetoric, which in turn had been informed by both the classical and the English republican traditions. This was particularly true in his developing economic ideas, which were not a major feature of his writing during his time in Ireland despite the tendency among Irish Whigs to focus on economic issues.\textsuperscript{512} In the United States, America’s economy was being fiercely debated at government level. Perhaps unsurprisingly given his fondness for Jefferson’s own ancient republican
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rhetoric, Tone aligned himself with Jefferson’s vision of an agrarian, tolerant, and virtuous society. The influence of Jefferson’s democratic-republican party has yet to prompt a sustained discussion in the existing literature on Tone. Yet there is circumstantial evidence which suggests that Tone took some of his ideas straight from the pages of Jeffersonian literature. For instance, he regularly read the Jeffersonian publication *Aurora*, edited by Philadelphian journalist Benjamin Franklin Bache, whose friendship he would later utilise in his time in France as a US-based contact.

Jefferson emphasised citizenship, virtue, and a moral obligation to the republic. It was in this light that he described farmers as “the most valuable citizens”, in the belief that an individual tied to their own land would subsequently be tied to the state also. Moreover, in his "Manufactures" chapter in his *Notes on the State of Virginia* (1785), he described “those who labour in the earth” as the “chosen people of God”, not least because “corruption of morals in the mass of cultivators is a phenomenon of which no age nor nation has furnished an example” as he outlined his plans for a nation built on independent farmers. Jefferson depicted America as an agrarian nation which ought to be dependent on its farmers because the alternatives, trade and manufacture, were notorious for eroding citizen virtue and threatened peace, trade also having the added pitfall of encouraging commercial rivalries between states. This could prove dangerous, as had been the case in the conflicts between Britain and France in the eighteenth century; the way the monarchies of these nations had been corrupted was a huge concern in the Enlightenment era.

The links between farming and good citizenship had first been hailed in Ancient Rome, Cato the Elder propagating the benefits of farming for developing the physical and disciplinary strength
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necessary to become a good citizen-soldier. To his fellow democratic-republicans, Jefferson’s revival of these ideas were a manifestation of a purer form of republicanism, contrary to Hamilton’s plans for economic development. Hamilton’s Federalists were Anglophiles in so many senses, extolling the benefits of trading with Britain while also hoping to emulate a successful commercial state in the British pattern. Inevitably, given the extent to which Ireland’s own economy had been damaged by British mercantilism – for example, in their treatment of the Irish wool industry, to name but one of the most damaging examples – Tone viewed America’s relationship with Britain in the light of a pre-revolutionary hostility, rather than one of mutual trading. As such, Tone’s rejection of the Federalist model should be traced to their intellectual roots, rather than seen simply in the immediate context of the international relations between America, Britain, and France.

The first instance of Tone siding with Jefferson, and consequently against Hamilton, was over debates on how American society should be structured. Hamilton believed society should be based around aristocracy, as it was in Britain, with the Whig party in particular being associated with aristocracy historically. In his September letter to Thomas Russell, Tone described aristocracy as “incompatible with the existence of genuine liberty”. Aristocracy was not, as Montesquieu put it, in a rare defence of the English upper tier, an “intermediary power” which usefully held the monarch back from despotism. Jefferson’s arguments against aristocracy were born of a belief that individuals should be given the opportunity to fulfill their potential and that this could not be achieved if an aristocracy were in place. This ‘enlightenment’, Jefferson hoped, would be achieved, for example, through universal education. Tone opposed aristocracy on the grounds that measures “of no less consequence than one including peace or war, the highest possible concern of a nation”, were being
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determined solely by “the two upper Estates, manifestly against the sense of the great majority of the People”. Tone was therefore not only rejecting English rule, but the entire English model of society, dependent on an aristocracy and based around manufacture and trade.

While Jefferson’s republicanism was much more deeply rooted in his erudite study of philosophy, he and Tone held similar views on a number of topics, including their stance against debt. The controversy surrounding public debt was not limited to American politics, or even the development of new states. Elsewhere in Europe, the practice of borrowing to sustain heavy military spending was being brought into sharp focus. Not only were there significant economic ramifications of high debts, these fiscal policies were widely attacked as being unsustainable, potentially undermining the entire political structure, threatening the monarchy and prompting possible revolution. Hume, for example, had warned as far back as 1741 that “taxes may, in time, become altogether intolerable”, his biggest fear being that debt would eventually bring about the collapse of the existing British political system, which could potentially lead to tyranny. Democratic-republicans, most notably Jefferson and one of his most crucial party allies, Albert Gallatin, feared a high national debt would cause a disintegration of a number of republican values – it would encourage speculation, feeding inequality, and even allowing tyranny if its architects were not restricted by financial regulation. Tone’s own stance against debt was not explicitly based on its potential for eroding republican values, but was rather based on fears about the viability of credit. This was a major topic of discussion in the context of eighteenth-century conflicts in Britain and Ireland, which Tone draws on in the passage below.

In another letter to Russell, written in October 1795, Tone indeed recalls how Pennsylvania’s anti-
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British governor Thomas Mifflin, with whom he developed a friendship during his time in Philadelphia, had explained to him how the state operated on an anti-finance basis. 531 Tone writes:

Governor Mifflin (the General) told me that in a very short time the State would be able to pay all their expenses by the interest of the money which they were daily lodging in the Bank without drawing a dollar from the people. … Then go and look at Ireland borrowing two million in one year, and for what? …These are the things that make men republicans. These are the things, for which the lives of Thousands and Tens of Thousands are a cheap purchase. 532

Tone makes an additional note in the same letter that the Pennsylvanian government had already “paid off the whole of the debt incurred in the acquisition of their independence” and, in spite of their commitment against taking on finance, there was “affluence and ease” in the state. On the surface, his latter comment would even appear to contradict republican values, specifically against luxury and corruption – ones which were at the core of the American revolutionary ideal. However, he utilises the argument to demonstrate that Ireland’s economic mismanagement could not be justified when there were examples of anti-finance governments operating much more effectively elsewhere. This passage also represents one of his first moves towards full democratic republicanism, suggesting the Irish people had the right to demand a new political system which did not require such borrowing.

Hamilton had planned for members of the aristocracy to help finance the government through bonds and declared that “a national debt, if it is not excessive, will be to us a national blessing”. 533 Jefferson would go on to oppose this view publicly and over a number of years, perhaps best summarized by his comments, much later in 1816, that “the principle of spending money to be paid by posterity under the name of funding is but swindling futurity on a large scale”. 534 It is clear where Tone stands on this issue in that he would not have been willing for Ireland to finance its independence via enormous debt, instead hoping to follow the model he found in Pennsylvania, where the state was able to prosper by its own means.

As has been acknowledged, there were a number of British, American and French sources from which Tone could have taken his views against debt. This was not the only danger of states’ commercial
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systems either, as he also mirrored Jefferson’s opposition to luxury, even if his ideas were not necessarily articulated in such clear republican rhetoric as the US statesman’s. Jefferson’s position was that virtue was hampered by commerce and in line with that, luxury. Similarly, the people Tone encountered in Philadelphia, he alleged, were a “disgusting race, eaten up with all the vice of commerce, and that vilest of all pride, the pride of the purse”.\textsuperscript{535} Whereas Greaves used such utterances to suit his consistent portrayal of Tone as being keen to differentiate citizens by wealth and class, this poses a risk of attaching arguably anachronistic labels to his thinking.\textsuperscript{536} It appears more likely that he was informed by contemporary American discourse, much of which stemmed from Jefferson, about the corruptive influence of commerce. Although he had attacked luxury in his 1790 essay \textit{On the State of Ireland in 1720}, this was specifically aimed at the landlord class in Ireland rather than the entire commercial system. It is therefore his experience in America that seems to have hardened these views.\textsuperscript{537}

Through his diaries, Tone continued to discuss the economic policies of Washington’s government. His entries during this period were largely focused on his day-to-day activities and were generally of little significance. Yet, on occasion, they are revealing. On February 6, he observes that “there is more difficulty in passing silver than paper… The republican silver is received with great suspicion”.\textsuperscript{538} The 1792 Coinage Act and the introduction of the modern dollar had helped America to move from local, disconnected economies to one, national economy.\textsuperscript{539} However, its significance may also have resonated with Tone because of the symbolic importance of the coin. Britain had not allowed mints in the colonies and coins could not be exported from England. That is not to say that he would necessarily have been in favour of moves towards a centralised economy, as this contradicted many of his other principles against debt and installing a banking system that would emulate Britain in the way that Hamilton had hoped for.

Like Jefferson, Tone was concerned first and foremost with creating a virtuous society, his standpoints against commerce and national debt forming part of that vision. Jefferson’s amalgamation of republican thought can be traced both to classical ideas, and to the revival of the republican tradition in England in the seventeenth century. Many of his views, such as those on religious tolerance, can also be traced back to Locke and the rest of the English dissenting tradition. Jefferson
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later denied in 1825 taking Locke’s ideas and putting them straight into the 1776 Declaration of Independence – which he said was not “copied from any particular or previous writing”, but he did recognise the influence of the English republican tradition, admitting “all [the Declaration’s] authority rests then on the harmonizing sentiments of the day, whether expressed in conversation, in letters, printed essays, or in the elementary books of public right, as Aristotle, Cicero, Locke, Sidney”. For Locke, religious toleration meant ceasing persecution of different Christian denominations – though focused on various strands of Protestantism, as expressed in his Letter Concerning Religious Toleration.

Both Jefferson and Madison argued for the freedom to exercise religion – and indeed the refusal to establish a state religion – in the constitution. Jefferson planned to go further than Locke’s relatively limited toleration, which appeared not to include Catholics. “It was a great thing to go so far,” he wrote of Locke in 1776, “but where he stopped short, we may go on”. While Tone was not above making judgements on religious groups where he found them – he told Russell the Quakers were “uncivil and uncouth” – he also asserted that the Pennsylvania government was “the best under heaven”. The government on which he was reporting came from a Quaker settlement formed in the 1680s, the appeal of which lay not only in their anti-finance position, but in their decision to centre their political philosophy on religious tolerance. The first amendment of the US constitution also held that “congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof”.

The 1786 Virginia Act for Establishing Religious Freedom, authored by Jefferson, was equally clear about freedom of religion, but also the separation of church and state. Yet the very fact that there was relatively little said in the US constitution about religion meant the door was left open to interpretation and there were concerns, for example, that Quakers would be forced to participate in the military and could not conscientiously object. The Quakers were therefore keener to enshrine
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religious toleration as being fundamental to their constitution, fueled in part by experience of attacks on Churches and minority religions in Pennsylvania dating back a century. The US constitution was welcomed nevertheless by those in Pennsylvania keen on religious tolerance. Indeed, the Pennsylvania Gazette described all churches as enjoying “the most perfect religious liberty, free from the jealousy and oppression of an established church”.

Yet the extent of Tone’s emphasis on religious freedom, and his description of Pennsylvania’s government as the “best under heaven” suggests his interpretation was closer to the Quaker constitution than the US one because of its more active steps towards ending religious persecution.

A distinction should be made between the United Irishmen’s anti-sectarian programme – which acknowledged the different denominations but aimed to bring them together – and Tone’s later aims of not classifying citizens by religion at all. Tone had, of course, already formulated some of his arguments on religious toleration in 1791, when he made his Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland. Then, throughout the 1790s and prior to his arrival in America, he had continued to campaign for Catholic rights and this may explain, to some extent, why he was drawn towards what he perceived to be a more cosmopolitan, universal Jeffersonian republicanism. Indeed, his time in America brought a shift towards wider religious toleration. In one of his attempts to flatter Adet, he commented the French Revolution had brought “the most perfect freedom to the exercise of all religion, at the same time, suggesting the necessity of abolishing all unjust distinctions and oppressive establishments.” In reality, despite the recipient of his letter, what Tone referred to was closer to the American example. The French Revolution was by that stage interpreted by many, especially in Britain, as an anti-Catholic movement, characterized by iconoclasm, the Terror’s measures against Christian ‘cults’, and the sceptical Enlightenment’s criticisms of the Church.

Similarly, Hamilton’s Federalists viewed French republicanism more generally as a dangerous phenomenon as it spread around the globe. Jefferson’s democratic-republicans, meanwhile, continued to support the French Revolution even in light of measures against freedom of religion. Tone was aware of this anti-French rhetoric that pervaded certain intellectual circles in both Britain
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and America and in his letter of October 20, 1795 to United Irishman Arthur O’Connor, derided those who opposed “introducing a foreign enemy” in the form of French universalism. He points out that in the Glorious Revolution, “Whig noblemen and others brought a foreign army and a foreign prince into England in 1688,” by welcoming William of Orange. There was also much to be said about Britain’s own, more contemporary policies, especially surrounding Corsica, whose strategic placing in the Mediterranean placed it at the centre of a tug-of-war for maritime strength. It is with some irony he hails Britain’s role in Corsica and its establishment of the Anglo-Corsican Kingdom in 1794, as Britain had previously been reluctant to intervene on the island; the letter draws on Corsica as a popular cause of national independence in order to critique British foreign policy and justify French-backed revolution. “[Corsica] felt, we must suppose, the yoke of France intolerable,” Tone recalled to O’Connor. “They applied, we are told, for the protection of England; and in consequence they introduced a foreign force into their own country to assist them in vindicating that liberty which they felt their own means inadequate to obtain.” Opposition to France on the basis of its territorial empire was therefore unfounded, according to Tone.

The prevalence of Jeffersonian ideas in mid-1790s America informed Tone’s time there, between the summer of 1795 and early 1796, in a number of ways. Overall, it consolidated his existing understanding of republican values such as virtue, fear of corruption, and good citizenship. This was predominantly through an emphasis on land labour and agrarianism, and a corresponding stance against high debt and commercialism. Jefferson helped to set a precedent in America for a republicanism that was pro-French, embodying the Revolution’s principles of religious tolerance, arguably the element of Tone’s own political thought for which he has become best known. While there were some notable differences between the basis of Tone’s arguments and Jefferson’s, particularly on their differing reasons behind their anti-debt stances, much of their wider thinking ran parallel. The latter had been instrumental in creating an intellectual environment in America in which Tone flourished.

Locke and Property

Jefferson played an active role in the foundation of the modern United States, but as has been established, many of the core principles which underlined America’s constitution and early political programme originally had been inspired by Locke. This was particularly true in the area of property rights, which Locke believed were a stabilising factor in society. His Two Treatises had argued that
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“the Suprem [sic] Power cannot take from any Man any Part of his Property without his own consent”, and moreover, that “for the preservation of Property being the end of Government, and that for which Men enter into Society, it necessarily supposes and requires, that the people should have Property”.\textsuperscript{556} It was essential, therefore, that citizens could partake in society by means of owning property. Though Locke argued that in the state of nature, all men had equal access to the same resources, labour had the power to “annex” an individual to a particular resource at the expense of others.\textsuperscript{557}

Part of the reason for Locke remaining such a central figure in the historiography of American political thought is his contribution to the development of the US as a commercial state, though Pocock has since questioned whether this element of American liberalism has been over-emphasised.\textsuperscript{558} Elliott, meanwhile, summarises the development of early American republicanism as a debate weighing up “the respective contributions of Lockean liberalism (the idea of responsible self-interest leading to social good)” and the classical model, “with its ethos of civic virtue, the good of the commonweal, restraint on private interests, and representative government”.\textsuperscript{559} Elliott contends that “the niceties of the debate need not concern us” in her biographical study, but the most prominent features of American republicanism are indeed of significance for the purpose of this research into how Tone’s ideas were shaped by US political theory.

While Tone arrived in Philadelphia without a concrete ideology on the matter, he soon started to show interest in the idea that the right to property would cement citizens’ ties to the state. In the earlier part of the decade, the United Irishmen had not seen economic development as a priority and as such, lacked a coherent economic plan. Even if their views as a Society ought not to be conflated with Tone’s entirely, this was a clear example of where they were in line with Tone’s ideas. The United Irish programme was lacking in economic detail partly because they did not want to be seen, in their own words, as “levellers”, putting the well-off at a disadvantage, even if this hampered their efforts to secure Catholic representation.\textsuperscript{560} The Leveller campaigns of the English Civil War era had centered
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on achieving property rights for tenants and workers who had cultivated their own land.\textsuperscript{561} It is important first to track the development of Tone’s views on property. In his earlier political life, he had not outwardly advocated land redistribution, but had certainly not stated opposition to it either, even when complaining about the Protestant domination of property. He alleged Ireland’s Protestant minority were “implicitly devoted to England” because they were “so powerful by their property and influence”.\textsuperscript{562} The realities of Ireland’s political and social landscape certainly leant themselves to Tone arguing against Protestant domination in terms of land ownership. He noted that “the Protestants, though not above the tenth of the population, were in possession of the whole of the government, and of five-sixths of the landed property of the nation.”\textsuperscript{563} His first hints of the importance of property to citizens came in his \textit{Sandwich Islands} proposals of 1788, but these ideas had remained under-developed and were not built on in his writings of the following years.\textsuperscript{564} His explicit views on land redistribution were therefore unclear.

By the time he was writing to Adet from Philadelphia in August 1795, Tone’s criticism of “the rich in Ireland” had shifted substantially. He was no longer attacking their disproportionate land ownership, but rather the fact that they did not adhere to the requisite values that ought to follow.\textsuperscript{565} Property should have encouraged dedication to the state and self-sacrifice, but they would rather “sacrifice their own liberties and the independence of their country than endanger one shilling of their property in the event of a war”. The question of whether property was a natural right, or whether it was something that could be given and taken away dependent on an individual’s relationship with the state, dated back not only to Locke, but in fact to other elements of the English Civil War period too. Arguments about property and power had lived on in the writings of a number of prominent republicans, Harrington having deliberated on the links between the two, though he identified property as land, office, and commerce, not simply property.\textsuperscript{566}

Considering his familiarity with the English radical tradition and, in particular, Locke, Tone would have been unlikely not to have formulated some kind of ideas on the subject. It is problematic to gauge the influence of Locke on Tone in this area by pointing to the one occasion where he cites him
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directly, as Smyth has done in *Wolfe Tone’s Library.* However, his interest in property was particularly evident as he communicated his plans to the French Directory, for whom he wrote two *Memorials on the State of Ireland.* In the first, he related the situation of Ireland’s Protestants, Catholics and Dissenters with the caution that they all needed to be considered “with regard to property, which is necessarily in some degree to explain the political situation of the country”, an allusion to the plight of Irish Catholics. The second insists that upon landing, the French military should give a number of assurances so as not to be seen as a conquering power, including “a declaration of perfect security and protection of property to all who should demean themselves as good citizens and friends to the liberties of their country”. Indeed, when looking back at that period retrospectively in April 1798, he suggested that land redistribution had never been part of the United Irishmen’s plans. On accusations that the Society “go now for a distribution of property and an agrarian law,” he responded: “I know not whether they do so now. I am sure in June 1795 when I was forced to leave the country, they entertained no such ideas.”

It is only from the point of Tone’s exile in America and onwards that he began to actively voice opposition to the idea of an agrarian law, taking land from wealthier landowners and redistributing it to poorer citizens. While Elliott has portrayed Tone as moving away from Lockean ideas as his political thought progressed (and this may well be true on the tacit consent of Catholics to the political status quo in Ireland), the role Locke played in shaping his economic ideas as they emerged in the later years of his life should not be overlooked, both directly and indirectly through Jeffersonian republicanism. It could be argued that this was because Lockean ideas were no longer at the forefront of political thought regarding tacit consent, but his economic ideas remained central in America and therefore had a considerable impact on Tone. Lockean individualism in America facilitated Tone’s shift from a radical with no clear position on land redistribution, to a more archetypical ancient republican who placed increasing value on land ownership and property rights.
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Conclusion

While scholars have highlighted the personal toll that exile took on Tone, this chapter has demonstrated that his time in America further honed his vision for Ireland, and that examining this period of his life provides valuable insight into his political ideas. The formation of the post-revolutionary American state in which Tone spent approximately seven months had been based on a number of republican principles borrowed from both ancient and modern sources. These ideas about citizen duty, property, and political representation were still prevalent in American 1790s discourse, with which Tone engaged via newspapers, republican publications such as pamphlets, correspondence, and through his personal contacts with other radicals.

Tone’s writings in the period demonstrate that for him, Jefferson’s vision of an agricultural, virtuous America was a near-perfect example of a post-revolutionary society. Contrary to Federalist plans to imitate the British Whig political and economic model, he saw America prospering because of the withdrawal of English influence. Federalists had hoped for a centralised bank to emulate the English system. Tone instead aligned himself with Jeffersonian principles in opposition to these financial and fiscal policies, which again places him as an advocate of classical aspirations for a virtuous republic, not a nation corrupted through commercial ventures.

This chapter represents the first attempt to analyse in depth the development of Tone’s ideas in America. Aside from acknowledging that Tone’s exile “soured his view of Americans, sharpened his sense of Irishness and anti-Englishness, and helped define his republicanism”, Elliott’s chapter on the subject does not delve into the specific political concepts he encountered while in the US. Yet Tone’s time in America thus demonstrates the value of taking his political ideas seriously, giving them due attention and unpicking what it was specifically about American political thought that appealed to him.

Tone’s writings in the period during, and shortly after, his exile also serve to demonstrate a number of parallels he drew between Irish Patriot arguments and those which had been used in the American revolution. On the issue of Catholic representation, he was informed firstly by the slogan of ‘no taxation without representation’ and secondly, by the concept of a people’s army. These are two of his ideas which can be marked as having been formed during his time in America. As discussed in the
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first two chapters, his earlier views on political representation were based on the symbolic meaning behind legislative independence. That is to say, for example, that in Spanish War! he opposed Ireland joining Britain’s conflict as the Dublin parliament had not been consulted, rather than because of the taxation that would arise from the war. A ‘people’s army’ was an obvious answer to this particular dilemma and while it did not exist in Britain or Ireland, he saw parallels with the militia movements in his native country. His exposure to American political thought also consolidated and hardened his stance on property rights, though indirectly and chiefly through the medium of English republican ideas, notably those of Locke. Tone’s economic ideas, which have so often been dismissed as being virtually non-existent, only became a notable feature of his thinking at this time, as they came to resemble a combination of Jeffersonian and Lockean ideas.

It should not be forgotten that all these debates were happening in America at a time of heightened division due to the French Revolutionary wars. Tone’s plans for France to aid a United Irish rebellion meant it was perhaps inevitable that he would lean towards the democratic-republicans, their support for universal rights and the spread of democracy, rather than Federalist support for Great Britain. Consequently, in February 1796, he left America for Paris to continue negotiations for an invasion in Ireland.
Chapter Four: Tone and France

Tone has commonly been associated with the ideas of the French Revolution, though often simply by implication as a leading United Irishman and Irish radical figure in the 1790s. So far, this thesis has argued against over-emphasising the impact of French political thought on his development at the expense of other strands of influence. In addition, while Tone’s personal involvement in the Revolution has been well documented, detailed discussion of the nuances of his engagement with revolutionary ideas and interpretation of the Revolution has been sparse. This chapter will therefore offer the first in-depth examination of the extent to which Wolfe Tone’s engagement with French affairs shaped his own political ideas.

Leaving the United States in February 1796, Tone arrived in Le Havre having travelled under a fake American passport. France, where he would remain until the first French expedition to Ireland in December of the same year, was by then under the rule of a five-man Directory. The government ruled under the jurisdiction of the Constitution of Year III (1795), which introduced a more conservative approach to backtrack on the violent excesses of Jacobin rule. The French state was by then also engaging in revolutionary wars with several European states in an attempt to spread republicanism through the continent via ‘sister republics’. This included expansion into Dutch and Italian territories, as well as Switzerland and Austria, though many of these new republican ‘states’ did not generally last more than a few years. This strategy was to hold particular relevance for Ireland in the following months and years, as France would provide military support in the unsuccessful invasion of 1796 and in the later stages of the 1798 rebellion.
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During his time as a political exile, Tone would also visit the Rhine and the Netherlands, eventually being joined by his wife Matilda and their children in Hamburg at the end of 1796 and subsequently returning to Paris in 1797. In the two years leading up to the 1798 rebellion, Tone’s primary aim was securing French military assistance, in spite of the failure of an expedition in 1796, led by General Lazare Hoche (1768-1797). Day to day, he was attached to the *armée de Sambre-et-Meuse* and from late 1797, General Bonaparte’s *armée d’Angleterre* as a staff officer. In alliance with Hoche, he also explored the possibility of sending a Dutch, or Batavian, force to Ireland, which resulted in another failed mission in June 1797.

In spite of the recognised importance of his time in France, until recently few have attempted to dissect the idea that the French Revolution inspired Tone’s own plans for rebellion. The impact of French ideas on Ireland, and indeed on Tone specifically, has been proclaimed without a wider discussion of where these ideas were first sourced from, paying little attention to the otherwise well-acknowledged links between eighteenth-century French discourse and classical republicanism. In recent years, however, historiography has begun to move away from assuming a direct link between the French Revolution and Tone’s ideas. Elliot and Smyth have both challenged this idea, arguing respectively that Tone disliked the “excesses” of the Revolution and that only its later stages had a notable impact on his ideas (but without unpicking which of Tone’s ideas corresponded with the ideas of post-revolutionary France), and that the Irish Protestant Patriot tradition was “most formative” in the United Irish programme more generally. This chapter seeks to build on that trend by providing an alternative explanation for Tone’s political development, analysing the largely neglected area of his classical republicanism and how it should be weighed up against late eighteenth-century French ideas.

Tone’s engagement with France will be assessed in three separate, but intrinsically linked, ways. Firstly, Tone’s early ideas will be compared to some of the prominent theories which shaped French politics in the period. Though he rarely admitted to reading the texts of the *philosophes* – failing almost entirely to namecheck them in his diaries – that does not rule out the possibility that he may in
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fact have been familiar with them, either directly or indirectly. Secondly, consideration will be
given to how from 1789 onwards, Tone responded to the specific events of the Revolution,
particularly attacks on religion, property, and the wider move towards the Terror in 1793. Finally, his
own time in France in 1796 will be examined to explore what impact this had upon his political
development. Where a chronological approach has broadly been adopted in previous chapters, these
three issues will be dealt with thematically in order to assess Tone’s ongoing response to French
issues throughout the 1790s, given their prominence in and implications for European politics.

In keeping with the methodological approach adopted so far in the thesis, the nature and extent of
these various influences will be assessed through an analysis of Tone’s writings. The authoritative
English versions of Moody, McDowell and Woods, whose translations include detailed notes on the
discrepancies between the originals and other copies, have been consulted. There are discussions of
French politics to be found in Tone’s 1791 pamphlet, *An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of
Ireland*, his memoirs, in his correspondence with French government officials and generals from 1796
onwards, and in his addresses to the people of Ireland in November 1796. In the final section, his
writings in Paris between the early part of 1796 to the end of 1797 will be analysed for changes in his
political ideas.

The purpose of this chapter is to explore more comprehensively the impact of French political thought
on Tone and whether it informed his own strand of republicanism. Many of Tone’s writings
emphasise virtue and the need for government which prioritises the common good, but it will be
argued that his republicanism may be better compared to classical models. Although much of the
rhetoric around the French Revolution was closely related to ancient republicanism, this chapter will
argue that it was not necessarily through the former that he engaged with these ideas. It should not be
overlooked that thinkers such as Rousseau and Montesquieu borrowed heavily from ancient
republicanism, modernising the values of civic humanism and exploring the role of citizens in the
state. Much of the overlap between Tone’s ideas and those associated with the French Revolution
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correspond to more generic civic republican values, which could have had several sources, including his early education on ancient societies and the seventeenth-century English republican tradition, both of which Tone has been shown to be familiar with in earlier chapters.

Eighteenth-century French Political Thought (pre-1789)

The connection between eighteenth-century French political ideas and the Revolution itself is a complex and much-disputed matter. From Tone’s point of view, however, it is necessary to consider the widely-held contemporary perspective that the Revolution had been borne of the eighteenth-century sceptical Enlightenment. The constitutional crisis which had been building in the years leading to 1789 saw the legitimacy of absolute monarchy contested, opening the door to new debates about the merits of representative government. Gabriel Bonnot de Mably (1709-1785), and subsequently Rousseau, were path makers in bringing classical republican ideas to eighteenth-century France, extolling the concept of natural rights and emphasising the use of reason to address the constitutional questions facing France. Denis Diderot’s *Encyclopédie* (1751-1772) had sought to compile the knowledge of such thinkers in an attempt to create a source from which societies might be persuaded to use reason, thereby questioning religious and governmental authority. If Tone did
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indeed accept this idea that the Revolution was a direct consequence of the ideas of Rousseau, Mably, and others, then this provides a valuable insight into his own understanding of the forces behind political change.

**The classical influence:**

Pre-revolutionary French republican discourse fused classical notions of duty to the state with eighteenth-century discussions of rights in unprecedented ways. Numerous French thinkers were inspired by classical republicanism. Consequently, these ideas had a considerable impact on the wider public imagination. For example, Fénelon’s *Voyages de Télémaque*, a thinly-veiled attack on the perceived despotism of Louis XVI and his failure to govern virtuously, proved a best-seller and went on to inspire Rousseau.589 Montesquieu also argued against monarchical autocracy, basing his theories on classical concepts of honourable rule whereby the monarch reigned not motivated by self-interest, but in the wider interests of the people.590

Two of the most notable eighteenth-century writers who would harness these classical ideas and adapt them for contemporary France were Rousseau and Mably. Johnson Kent Wright’s work on Mably is one of the most nuanced arguments which helps us to better understand the classical characteristics of eighteenth-century French ideas.591 Rather than idealising about society in the manner of some writers in the Enlightenment era, at the heart of Rousseau and Mably’s arguments was the idea that civilised human society was flawed and compared poorly to the state of nature.592 The society Mably envisaged would operate most effectively in the absence of a gulf between different social classes. This was manifestly not the case in France, where luxury and wealth had corrupted this system.593 Both Rousseau and Mably therefore looked to ancient societies in order to explain how man could find fulfilment in the existing political system. As one example, Brent Cusher draws attention to the parallels between Rousseau’s “art of persuasion” – focusing on how ‘the people’ could be convinced to obey legislation – and the same arguments of common good found in Plato’s *Laws*.594 On this

592 Garrard, “Unsociable Man: Rousseau’s Critique of Enlightenment Social Thought.”
594 Brent Cusher, Geoffrey C. Kellow, and Neven Leddy, “A Master of the Art of Persuasion: Rousseau’s Platonic Teaching on the Virtuous Legislator,” in *On Civic Republicanism: Ancient Lessons for Global Politics*
point, Rousseau sourced Machiavellian ideas about how legislators used the concept of divine authority to cement citizens’ dedication to the laws.\textsuperscript{595} The people’s relationship with the law was pivotal because it was at the heart of what it meant to be a good citizen and bonded the individual to the state.

Meanwhile, Mably’s \textit{Entretiens de Phocion} (1763) had put forward the idea that citizens should be willing to fight to defend the nation, but that was only possible if they were not divided by class and subsequently, jealousy.\textsuperscript{596} Mably’s text also advocated classical ideas about the merits of agrarian republics, something which Tone had become well-versed in during his time in America. The rhetoric of thinkers like Rousseau and Mably was then re-worked into prominent writings during the French Revolution and adapted to the 1780s political scene. For instance, in 1789, in arguably the Revolution’s most influential text, Abbé Sieyès \textit{Qu’est-ce que le Tiers-État? (What is the Third Estate?)} had reiterated that there should not be an entire class of people who had no stake in society and questioned the privileges of the first two estates.\textsuperscript{597} Sieyès’ work called for a representative government by drawing on post-seventeenth century republican arguments against aristocracy which had gained popularity in England, but also by incorporating Rousseau’s theory of the general will.\textsuperscript{598}

Rousseau’s concept of a ‘general will’, reflecting a common good, while corrupted in the later stages of the Revolution, was a novel republican take on seventeenth-century social contract theories and pioneered the notion of popular sovereignty.\textsuperscript{599} In re-defining the relationship between the laws and the people, Rousseau’s ‘general will’ was compatible with both individual freedom and state legislation, because in an ideal society the latter would reflect the interests of the population. The Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen held that “the law is the expression of the general

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{598} Rousseau’s ‘general will’ is more effectively associated with direct democracy rather than representative government, but Sieyès’ \textit{What is the Third Estate?} modified this theory to fit a representative agenda.
\end{flushright}
will”, a common good which would, at least in theory, reflect the wishes of all citizens.\textsuperscript{600} It represented one of the most clear-cut differences between modern French republicanism and its ancient predecessors, which instead focused on citizens’ duty to the state, rather than what they could expect in return. Under Maximilien Robespierre (1758-1794), who led the Committee of Public Safety which governed France between July 1793-July 1794, the idea of the general will also drove French republicanism away from the ancient model of society being shaped by a select, educated, and propertied few.

The democratic republicanism that characterized the most radical phases of the French Revolution therefore had deep roots in the eighteenth century, making it difficult to conclusively assign direct influence from the Revolution upon Tone’s own political ideas. It is also significant that many of his core republican values were already in place before 1789. His first Sandwich Islands Memorandum (1788) planned for a heavily militarised small republic, defended by its virtuous citizens.\textsuperscript{601} This work is of added importance because there is very little in manuscript or in published form written by Tone before 1789, making the memorandum the best early example of a work articulating his political ideas. The republican rhetoric evident in the Sandwich Islands memorandum was again apparent in a speech of July 1, 1789, that Tone presented in his capacity as chairman of the Historical Society at Trinity College Dublin.\textsuperscript{602} This speech provides one of his first references to ancient Roman traditions. When the practice of duelling was banned at the university - Tone himself having been involved in a duel where a student was killed – he remarked that “the temple of Janus was shut by common consent”.\textsuperscript{603} This was a reference to the Roman practice of opening the Temple during war and closing it at times of peace. Moreover, Tone also referred to famous debates from ancient Greek and Roman history, firstly by mentioning the orations of Athenian statesmen Demosthenes and Aeschines, and secondly by referencing Cicero and Antony. Thus, he summarised the personal attacks on pro-government MPs launched by Irish Patriots Henry Grattan and Henry Flood in their infamous debate on public spending that took place on 28 October 1783.\textsuperscript{604}
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\textsuperscript{603} Tone, “Speech to the Historical Society of Trinity College, Dublin,” f. 139.

Let such look to the low scurrility of a Demosthenes against an Oschines [sic], the pitiful sarcasms of a Cicero against Antony, the contemptible ribaldry of Grattan against Flood, and see how those mighty geniuses fall into contempt and ridicule.\textsuperscript{605}

Casting doubt on Tone’s borrowing from not just the French Revolution, but what Israel has termed the “radical Enlightenment”, is the fact that he never referred to Rousseau directly, either in the Northern Star or throughout his Life collection.\textsuperscript{606} Tone’s borrowing of the ideas of previous political thinkers without attribution is a trend which can be found particularly in his writings of the early 1790s. Smyth points out that Tone’s failure to cite Rousseau could partly be put down to his own desire for originality, and to better fit the narrative that his ideas were moulded by life experience. However, many of Tone’s ideas, which on the surface could seem influenced by Rousseau’s theory of direct democracy, correspond more closely with the similar, but distinct, Whig arguments on popular consent and representative democracy, which were prevalent in Britain and Ireland, as inspired by the seventeenth-century republican tradition of Locke, Harrington, Sidney, and Milton.\textsuperscript{607} By advocating a parliament that better reflected public opinion, Tone never explicitly called for the ‘pure’ democracy espoused by Rousseau, for instance, which argued for the people to shape policies directly, rather than by electing representatives and which would have handed power to the people directly. He believed, nevertheless, that the Irish parliament had failed to act on behalf of its people, writing in his 1790 Review of the Conduct of Administration:

It has been an old prejudice, which the experience of our own senses can subvert, that, to the existence of any Government, some integrity, some ability, and a great deal of popular opinion was necessary. We have lived to see an administration commence and proceed in an uninterrupted career of the most wanton extravagance, the most impudent prostitution, and the most gross and avowed corruption…in complete defiance of public censure, or public infamy.\textsuperscript{608}

\textsuperscript{605} Tone, “Speech to the Historical Society of Trinity College, Dublin,” f. 140.


\textsuperscript{608} Wolfe Tone, “A Review of the Conduct of Administration during the Seventh Session of Parliament-Addressed to the Constitutional Electors and Free People of Ireland, on the Approaching Dissolution,” 30–35.
As Tone’s comments demonstrate, the Irish experience had shown that the Irish government did not fear public opinion and had been allowed to operate contrary to the public interest, a situation made possible by the corrupt nature of the representative system. He also criticised Irish MPs in the same text, arguing that their excesses, in this case regarding their pension allowances, had corrupted Ireland’s “public virtue and national integrity” and had demoralised the people to such an extent that “the measures of Administration went but to undermine the Constitution, and to sap the virtue of the people”.  

It is indisputable that elements of Tone’s political ideas bore similarities with French democratic republicanism. However, this section has suggested that these common elements could have arisen from a number of sources pre-dating the Revolution, his views based on the importance of popular opinion. Further to this, and as previous chapters have demonstrated, his ideas on popular consent had already been founded upon Whig or Lockean philosophy about representative democracy.

**A disciple of French universalism and popular sovereignty?**

As we have seen, Tone’s views on democracy and popular consent were not particularly likely to have been inspired by France. His anti-sectarianism will now be discussed, as this is another area which warrants discussion because of its apparent similarities to French universalism and individual rights. His views on Catholic rights were also linked to his understanding of popular sovereignty in Ireland. In his *Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland* (1791), he had reiterated these views, which were based on an ancient republican understanding of “liberty”, of actively participating in government – espoused in seventeenth-century English republicanism - rather than the eighteenth-century French interpretation of the term as freedom from tyranny. On the accusation that Irish Catholics were not sufficiently educated or informed enough to enjoy political representation, the pamphlet responds:
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Were the Polish nation prepared for liberty, when it was planted in one day? Were the French prepared for liberty? Yes, I shall be told, the Gentry were; and I answer, so are the Catholic Gentlemen of Ireland.611

Irish Catholics, therefore, needed to be actively involved in shaping society. Tone mentions specifically “Catholic Gentlemen” - those of higher social and economic standing - as those who were ready for political representation.612 As found in ancient republican societies, these Catholics would already have a stake in society and should be permitted to take action towards maintaining those interests. Though this echoed Whig discourse in Britain, it would appear to contradict moves towards universal democracy in France, which were based on the argument that the people needed to be granted suffrage first and would then become equipped to make use of it later. Sieyès, for instance, justified democracy on a very different basis, stating that regardless of education or ‘readiness’ for liberty, ‘the people’ had an inalienable right to govern themselves because they were the nation.613 Thus, Tone’s arguments for political representation, based on the idea that more prominent members of society should be able to vote, demonstrate once again that while his views on Catholic rights might on the surface seem to have echoed the universalism of the French Revolution, there were clear differences. Whereas Rousseau’s concept of natural rights applied to the people as a whole and was unaffected by class, Tone’s ideas corresponded more closely with the ancient republican system, rather than its renewal in eighteenth-century France.

Another reason to question Tone’s borrowing from French republicanism is the relevance of other sources for his views on popular sovereignty. In Ireland, for instance, ideas about direct democracy had been growing in popularity amongst more radical reformers such as the United Irishmen since the early 1790s, not least because of the limited impact of measures to reform the representative system to date. While reformers continued to persist with these campaigns, the shortcomings of 1782 - which had supposedly been a watershed moment for the Dublin parliament in terms of limiting the influence of the British government and preventing corruption - were enough to convince Tone that the avenue of re-shaping the existing constitutional framework had been exhausted. Thus, the political system needed a much more significant overhaul. Many republicans throughout Europe were at this time, before the idea of a ‘general will’ had properly taken hold in the French Revolution, still aiming to secure a more successful form of representative democracy, similar to the British model which was upheld as an example. It is telling that of all Rousseau’s works, Kennedy notes that it was his novel, La Nouvelle Héloïse (1761), with its underlying commentary on individual morals, which sold

612 In France, non-Catholics had been awarded increased rights from 1787 onwards.
particularly well in Ireland, rather than his more overt political texts, which may indicate that those
texts may not have yet had such a profound impact.\textsuperscript{614} His \textit{Emile}, which presented how man could be
educated to avoid corruption and maintain himself in his ‘natural’ state, also proved popular in
Ireland.\textsuperscript{615}

Tone himself believed that the change in Irish public opinion towards increased Catholic political
rights was not down to the works of famous political theorists. It could instead be attributed to the
work of the General Committee of the Catholics, of which he was a key member, along with his
friend John Keogh, who had risen the people from their “apathy”.\textsuperscript{616} There was a “new spirit
gradually arising” thanks to the prospect of new reforms, Catholic relief measures having brought the
majority population in Ireland closer to being ready for liberty. Throughout his writings, reform is a
major reference point and he makes no suggestion at all that such advancements for Catholics in
Ireland were coming from a vaguer “progress of the human mind”, as it had been termed by the
French philosopher Condorcet in the mid-eighteenth century in the context of increased political
representation for the people.\textsuperscript{617} This represented a fundamental difference in Tone’s thinking
between tangible reform, which had presented Catholics with new opportunities, and the concept of
progress found in the French Enlightenment. The latter was also discussed in Britain, for example by
the Scottish Whig philosopher John Millar, who emphasised the moral implications of government
and argued their role was to protect their citizens, and that the French Revolution would therefore
serve as an intellectual breakthrough in the collective human consciousness.\textsuperscript{618} Though Tone did not
explicitly refute such an idea, when he was writing in 1796 it is clear that he did not share this faith in
the general progress of knowledge. That situates him away from the discourse of mainstream
reformers and situates his political thought better in its own context, rather than seeing him as a
typical product of the Enlightenment era.

Although he did not necessarily believe in the wider progress of human society, he did believe that the
General Committee had, by agitating on behalf of Catholics, brought about an eagerness for political
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change among the people. Among their many causes, the General Committee fought against certain taxes and fines, such as tithes being levied against Catholics and fines for missing Protestant church services. However, in spite of Catholics serving as the majority population in Ireland, Tone did not group them as a ‘third estate’. Rather than thinking in these terms, Tone believed this demand for change stemmed from the “commercial interest, rising in wealth and power”, seeing Ireland’s merchant classes, and the middle classes of which he himself was one, as the key to challenging the upper estates. This serves as further evidence of his practical nature. During his time in America, he had opposed commercialism on the basis that it had the potential to corrupt citizen virtue and prove a danger to the state itself by encouraging commercial rivalries with other nations. However, these later writings suggest he did see the potential of utilising the increasing influence of Ireland’s middle classes. Hence, his only outright mention of a “third estate” came in the context of a discussion about popular grievances, with Catholics carrying so much of the burden. He wrote in 1792:

In fact, the downfall of feudal tyranny was acted in little on the theatre of the General Committee. The influence of their clergy and of their barons was gradually undermined, and the third estate, the commercial interest, rising in wealth and power, was preparing by degrees to throw off the yoke, in the imposing, or, at least, the continuing of which the leaders of the body, I mean the prelates and aristocracy, to their disgrace be it spoken, were ready to concur.

While in his earlier writings, in which he called for increased political representation for the masses, Tone spoke in terms of an abstract ‘people’, here he does not characterise the collective as a coherent unit. His understanding of the Irish people was therefore not based on similar rhetoric as the political thought preceding the French Revolution.

While the spread of French ideas about popular sovereignty and social contract theory was a contributing factor in the rise of a revolutionary culture in Ireland, as it was elsewhere in Europe, there is insufficient evidence that Tone’s political thought was shaped by this trend. The overlap between Tone’s ideas and eighteenth-century French republican discourse corresponded to wider ancient republican values, which could have been taken from a number of places, especially given his earlier relationship with the English Whigs. His writings provide little direct engagement with the philosophes. It is, of course, possible that their influence was indirect, or that Tone was unconsciously
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borrowing their ideas. Smyth has acknowledged this point in his article, “Wolfe Tone’s Library”, but he does so through an analysis of who Tone cites, rather than by studying his ideas or searching for parallels in his political thought with notable French thinkers. In fact, some of his ideas, notably that democracy should be awarded to those with property and wealth, were incongruous with those which would gain traction in the French Revolution, and particularly with Rousseau’s theorization of popular sovereignty. Thus, what may appear at first glance to be a French influence may be described more accurately as a combined impact of English seventeenth-century and ancient republican values, reworked for the Irish context, and honed by his time in France where classical concepts of virtue and militarism were also experiencing an eighteenth-century revival.

Tone’s response to the French Revolution (1789-1796)

This section will consider Tone’s responses to the Revolution, from its starting point in 1790 until he travelled to France in 1796. In the wake of the Estates-General in 1789, revolutionary fervour had come to a head with the Storming of the Bastille in the July. Meanwhile, in the countryside, peasants were revolting against their landlords in a period of agrarian agitation which has been characterised as ‘The Great Fear’. Louis XVI was increasingly marginalised in the following years and attempted to flee Paris in 1791 as France moved towards a constitutional monarchy, until the institution was abolished altogether in September 1792. France’s last king was then executed in January 1793. While the exact dates of the Reign of Terror against those suspected of disloyalty to the state, led by Robespierre’s Committee of Public Safety, have been contested, it can be categorised into an approximate timespan between the autumn of 1793 and the summer of 1794. By November 1795, the ‘First Republic’ was replaced by the Directory and despite maintaining an adventurous revolutionary foreign policy, this fourth post-revolutionary Government saw a return to more conservative measures. This came in the wake of the Thermidorian Reaction (July 27, 1794), when Robespierre was removed from power, as the Directory tried to curb the violent excesses of their Jacobin predecessors.

Even in the British and Irish political circles that had welcomed the Revolution, many of these events proved controversial. Among the moderate Whigs, the Revolution’s popularity was largely shattered by the Reign of Terror. Tone’s writings show him to have been familiar with the varying policies of each of the different revolutionary governments, a constitutional monarchy, a National Convention, a constitutional monarchy, a National Convention,
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and the Directory all enjoying power during the period discussed. The event of the Revolution itself should not be underestimated as a cause for pushing Tone towards his later political programme, even if that was only a consequence of its divisive nature, splitting Europe into defenders of the monarchy and conversely, republicans. The French system thus became a model for republicans to aspire towards. Yet its appeal, for Tone, ultimately lay not in the finer details of the radical Enlightenment, taking little from French political thought, but in the transferring of political power to the people and as such, his responses to a number of issues will be discussed: France’s treatment of the monarchy, attacks on religious belief and on the Church, and the Revolution’s violent descent after 1793. As we will see, he took very little from the Revolution in terms of specific ideas, subscribing only to a wider republican outlook as popularised in France.

**On constitutional monarchy:**

To begin with, Tone’s reaction to the move away from absolute monarchy towards a British style-constitutional monarchy followed mainstream political trends in both Britain and Ireland. Many Irish Patriots were in favour of the supposed ideals of the Revolution, while remaining relatively sympathetic to the monarchy of Louis XVI. He had been seen to play an active role in encouraging American independence, which Irish Patriots welcomed. They had not yet given up hope that his would be a monarchy bringing progress, especially in the area of increased toleration towards Protestants, but at the same time, they were encouraged by the notion that the people were finally gaining adequate political representation and absolutism was being challenged. Similarly, in the wake of the Glorious Revolution, many who were arguing for the Patriot cause in Ireland had supported the newly established relationship between the Crown and Parliament.

When discussing the Revolution “twelve-month in its progress” in his diaries, Tone acknowledged that initially, “everyone was in its favour; but after some time the probable consequences to monarchy and aristocracy began to be foreseen and the partisans of both to retrench considerably in their admiration”. In referring to “partisans of both”, Tone notes the respective support of the monarchy and aristocracy from British Tories and Whigs, between whom there had been division over the prospect of revolution on the continent. Between 1790-91, the political consensus that began to emerge was not about withdrawing power from the nobility and monarchy altogether. Instead, it was shaped by Girondin rhetoric, and indeed the similar arguments of many Whigs in Britain, about the merits of constitutional monarchy. In the same way that the Glorious Revolution changed how the
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Crown and the British parliament operated alongside one another, Tone believed that the French Revolution had strengthened the appetite for parliamentary reform, noting that previously, “he was looked on as extravagant who thought of a Parliamentary reform”. The new landscape now allowed for more serious discussion about political change.

In the same passage, Tone adopted the often-voiced narrative by French revolutionaries on their motives for limiting the king’s power. Many looked to thinkers like Montesquieu, who had argued long before the Revolution that France was fighting against “a despotism rooted in fourteen centuries,” so that “the eyes of every man in every quarter [of Europe] were turned anxiously on the French National Assembly”.

Tone perceived the National Assembly, and its representative government, as a necessary curb on despotism, in contrast to the narrative being promoted in Britain by Edmund Burke. While Burke was arguing that the monarchy took their legitimacy from their long-established and historical presence, Tone believed rulers could only achieve legitimacy by governing in the interests of the people, not by the weight of history and tradition alone.

Attacks on the church:

In Ireland, meanwhile, some of the opposition towards events in France came not from a fear of the implications for aristocracy or monarchy, as was the case in Britain, but from animosity towards the attacks on the Catholic religion. Such attacks had started to gain momentum under the Legislative Assembly from late 1791 onwards and they were both material, in terms of the smashing of bells and iconoclasm, and symbolic, with legislation such as the introduction of divorce contradicting Catholic doctrine. Anti-religious measures were at their height between 1793-4 and stretched from confiscating Church land and taking away the Catholic Church’s power to impose taxes, to the executions of priests.
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motivated by the eighteenth-century rationalist ideas which were pervading France. In contrast, Tone’s views were not anti-religious, and he never specifically promoted rational religion, or indeed anti-religious rationalist ideas.629

The first significant French Revolutionary attacks on Church power had begun in 1789, influenced by the juxtaposition of rationalist philosophy with Catholic dogma which had dated back to the radical Enlightenment.630 The newly-founded Constituent Assembly set the tone with the Decree of 2 November 1789 when, seeking to re-balance France’s troubled economy, they placed Church property in the hands of the nation.631 After all, no such protection had been afforded to the Church by the Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen in August of the same year.632 Anti-religious measures included attacks on individual churches – partly in order to search for weapons to ensure priests were not aiding ‘enemies of the people’ – and the wider prohibition of public Christian worship. In 1791, Tone reacted specifically to France’s anti-clericalism in An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland, noting “it is not six months since the Pope was publicly burned in effigy at Paris, the capital of that Monarch, who is stiled the eldest son of the church”.633 In such a hostile climate, he understood the perceived “danger to the church establishment”, which fed fears that ordinary Catholics could not be loyal to the government and the Church at the same time.634 Anti-papal oaths were one measure aimed at dealing with this dilemma facing ordinary parishioners. Perhaps it was an inevitable consequence that these fears were also felt by the Catholic Church in Ireland, who felt the need to condemn the 1798 rebellion to demonstrate their willingness to work alongside the parliament.635 They continued thereafter to promote loyalty to the government.


629 Indeed, this battle to overcome Catholic dogmas with reason was not restricted to France, also found in the writings of the German thinker Hermann Samuel Reimarus, but was particularly notable in the works of French natural philosopher Émilie du Châtelet and, of course, Voltaire, who took much of his emphasis on reason from Locke. Bertram Eugene Schwarzbach, “Reason and the Bible in the So-Called Age of Reason,” Huntington Library Quarterly 74, no. 3 (September 2011): 437–70.
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In contrast to French revolutionaries, Tone argued for religious toleration, as previously discussed when he came into contact with the Quaker tradition in Pennsylvania, where he was in exile between 1795 and 1796. Closer to home too, radicals had argued for increased toleration towards Dissenters. In his *First Memorial to the French Government on the Present State of Ireland* (February 1796), he described Irish Dissenters as “from the genius of their religion and the spirit of enquiry which it produces, sincere and enlightened republicans”. In doing so, he was grouping together a variety of denominations separate from the Church of Ireland including Baptists, Quakers, Methodists, Congregationalists and even Presbyterians. Dissenters had been targeted by the penal laws, albeit not to the same extent as Catholics, and there were a number of restrictions on them. While landowning Dissenters could vote and hold office if they met the property requirements, they did not enjoy full political or civil rights. For example, they were unable to sit on town councils and their marriages were not legally recognised. They could serve in the military, but they were prevented from occupying the most senior roles. Resentment also grew out of the paying of tithes to the Church of Ireland. They encountered practical difficulties too; with the majority of Presbyterian Dissenters living as tenant farmers, without references from their clergy they were unable to move around.

The majority of Irish Dissenters would have, in fact, not viewed Tone’s description of “enlightened republicans” as a positive thing, seeing as it undermined their arguments, which they had made for the preceding century, that religious dissension was not akin to political rebellion. That position had changed somewhat by the time of Tone’s writing, in the wake of Dissenting support for the American and French revolutions, but it is noteworthy nonetheless that Tone attempts to use them to portray the Irish to the Directory as an “enlightened” people ready to receive assistance. While Presbyterians were arguably less ostracised in terms of their standing due to the position their Church enjoyed in Scotland, where their religion was recognised, Tone still chooses to position them alongside other Dissenters. By grouping all these various denominations in together, he was able to explain and justify to the Directory his previous acts on behalf of persecuted religions in Ireland, when this was so opposed to the current French government’s example towards religious groups.
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The treatment of religion had divided the Directory, some elements having been concerned that Jacobin oppression of Churches had damaged France. Thus, their official policy was to adopt a more moderate attitude, especially with a view to granting Catholic concessions to quash royalist unrest. That is not to say, though, that attacks on religion ceased, with a clampdown on religious observation on Sundays following their ascent to power. What is more, the Directory moved instead towards Theophilanthropism, a cult which accepted the existence of a deity while at the same time focusing chiefly on virtue. The movement eventually aimed at replacing Christianity. Perhaps on account of his own conflicted religious background, Tone did not appear to favour one universal truth, hence his openness to different religious denominations, as well as other belief systems which emphasised reason. Indeed, this may have been a by-product of his own Protestant upbringing.

At least in his letters to the Directory, Tone appeared to support the seizure of Church lands, which raises further questions about his views not only on religion but also on property. The latter was honed by his reading of Locke and his time in America. It was perfectly plausible for him to share grievances about the disproportionate wealth of the Church without supporting seizure of its lands. This is particularly true if his views against the redistribution of property were based on the Lockean idea that property was an instrument of social stability. Tone seeks to give the impression to the French government officials to whom he is writing, that he would emulate confiscating Church of Ireland property. When assessing the country’s revenue in the aftermath of a potential revolution, he cites “church, college, and chapter lands”. That he is making these claims in his Second Memorial to the French Government does reinforce the idea that this programme of property confiscation was distinctly French. The context of these claims must however be highlighted: Tone was very aware that these claims would have appealed to the Directory, whose support he was seeking. These statements would also have had the benefit of convincing the French government that Ireland would be financially solvent and possessed the resources to manage itself post-independence and must therefore be considered with caution. Perhaps more in line with his own political ideas and agenda, Tone also includes in these measures “the property of absentee who never visit the country at all”, not only drawing on the grievances against absentee landholders in Ireland, but further reiterating that property rights were reserved for good citizens. Thus, “the property of Englishmen in Ireland” was at risk too, and it was to be “confiscated and applied to the discharge of the obligations incurred in the acquisition of the independence of Ireland”. Intriguingly, Robespierre himself had spoken out against similar issues:
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No revolution was needed to teach the world that the greater disproportion of fortunes is the source of many evils and many crimes. But we are no less convinced that equality of goods is a chimera. The point is more to render poverty honourable than to proscribe opulence.643

Indeed, there were those in French government who had made similar arguments, based instead on the protection of property from the landowners’ perspective. For example, Talleyrand, at that stage bishop of Autun, had put it to the National Assembly in 1789 that seizing Church lands would not necessarily lead to the demise of individual property laws, as the former was a public entity and was therefore subject to the will of the nation. He made these arguments in response to a wider fear about attacks on individual property.644 Yet this was not a mainstream argument and hence, Tone only seemed to interact with the more conventional view which would become associated with Jacobin attacks on Church property.

In spite of his plans against the Church of Ireland, Tone planned to protect freedom of religion. If France did agree to assist Irish efforts against British rule, one of Tone’s chief recommendations was that the French force produce a manifesto affirming their intentions, a “disavowal of all idea of conquest”.645 It was a time of considerable discomfort, particularly in Britain, at the prospect of French universal dominion, Tone seeking to allay centuries-old fears about the country’s global ambitions now embodied by an aggressive republican government.646 Tone also wanted any such manifesto to state French plans for “free exercise of all religions without distinction or preference and the perpetual abolition of all ascendancy or connection between church and state”.647 France’s Constitution of the Year III (1795) made two significant points on the relationship between religion and the state: Article 352 held that “the law does not recognise religious vows nor any obligation contrary to the natural rights of man”, while Article 354 stipulated that “no one can be forced to contribute to the expenses of a religion. The Republic does not pay a stipend to any of them”.648 This
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is a crucial difference between Jacobin ideas and Tone’s views, as he is much clearer about the freedom to exercise all religions, contrary to the Enlightenment-era emphasis on reason prevailing at all costs.

Tone does not comment specifically on the confiscation of Church land in France, a point of note given that the topic was such a major talking point in Britain, serving as ammunition with which Burke could attack the Revolution and its assaults on tradition, religion, and property, three elements which he viewed as essential to human society. The fact that he discusses the issue in his writings to the French government in the context of an Irish revolution, but did not address it previously in his publications aimed at British and Irish audiences, does however imply that these ideas did not appear consistent or even wholly genuine. Tone does not mention the obvious argument against the Church of Ireland that the majority of the Irish people adhered to the Catholic Church; so, by overtly looking to the French example, his plan would actually be benefitting Catholics.

**Jacobin violence:**

Several of Tone’s letters which have been considered so far have revealed a tendency to manipulate the recipients. This is particularly true when he writes to contacts in the Directory and French military. As such, many of his personal writings on the Revolution must be treated with caution. It is therefore significant that one of his most coherent analyses can be found not in a discussion with French officials, but in his own journals. There he discussed his opposition to Jacobin violence, both state-led and in the legitimisation of popular violence. By 1796, Tone’s diaries revealed his concerns about the Revolution’s violent turn over the course of the preceding three years. Upon visiting the Temple where Louis XVI had been imprisoned and the site of Marie Antoinette’s last stay of execution, he said of the prison: “Nothing can be imagined more gloomy…It made me melancholy to look at it”. His diaries of March 1796 further demonstrate his disdain for the violent excesses of Jacobin rule. In these discussions of the Jacobins, the term is taken to mean the French party which had governed prior to the Directory, who had placed ultimate emphasis on the supremacy of ‘the people’, as evidenced by their moves to increase the franchise and reform popular education. In Britain, the generic term ‘Jacobin’ was sometimes used interchangeably with ‘radical’.

---
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At the time of Tone’s writing, the Jacobins were looked back on as the architects of conflict in Europe and the Great Terror. Tone had been told that “it was the jacobin party who expected to come in, not the terrorists, but the true original jacobins who had begun the Revolution”. While little has been made of this remark in scholarship, the quote is illuminative of Tone’s view that the violent “terrorist” Jacobins had corrupted the “true original” purpose of steering France away from tyranny. In describing those who had begun the Revolution as the “true original Jacobins”, he references the earlier period of French radicalism prior to its misapplication under Robespierre. Indeed, the Constitution of Year III, the legislation most recent at the time of Tone’s writing, was more similar to the constitution introduced in 1791 as it sought to steer the course of the Revolution back towards more moderate, less violent principles.

Tone saw the Directory as being true to the less chaotic ideals that had first shaped the Revolution in 1789, because the government of 1795-99 had curbed violence but remained committed to foreign expansion and spreading republican values abroad. The comments above are not made in his letters to government figures, but in his private diaries. He reports that if the ‘original’ Jacobins “were in power, he was sure they would give us 10,000 men”. “I should be glad the jacobins were to come again in to play,” he adds, “for I think a little more energy just now would do the French Government no harm”. His hopes for “more energy” from future French parties reflected his frustrations at the negotiations in Paris, in which he had felt unable to convince military or political figures to aid Ireland with sufficient manpower. In his relatively frequent meetings with the Foreign Affairs department, which he spent giving them information on how to set about an invasion of Ireland, he had experienced first-hand their disorganisation. His comments came in the context of the France’s financial difficulties, hence the prospect of further change of government.

As seen in his early views on the monarchy, Tone’s response to the French Revolution was relatively conventional in terms of an Irish Patriot stance. He supported constitutional change but opposing the Terror, which many deemed Robespierre’s corruption of civic virtue. Another school of thought, epitomised by Fox’s strand of the Whigs in England, held that while the violence of the Revolution was regrettable, Europe’s monarchies should take the blame for opposing what had initially been a
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peaceful transition of power and any acts which would instigate the downfall of absolutism, violent or otherwise, were to be encouraged.\textsuperscript{657} Modern historiography has focused on the distorted morality of the “Incorruptible” Robespierre. He had transformed from one of the Revolution’s great reformers, advocating austerity, universal male suffrage, and toleration of Protestants and Jews – some of which fell in line with Tone’s thinking – into a cult-like figure fashioning an increasingly narrow version of republicanism. The true nature of his political mission caused great division at the time among Whigs in Britain. For Robespierre, the Terror was the ultimate “emanation of Virtue” and the guillotine a necessity. In spite of his admiration for the Revolution’s emphasis on virtue, this was where Tone drew the line.\textsuperscript{658}

Thus, while the French republic provided an initial model which could be followed in Ireland, Tone recognised within it a number of problematic elements. What impressed him most were the Directory’s aspirations to transport republican values to other nations, something which held promise for Ireland. That seems to have informed his writings, particularly those which were drafted specifically to be read by the French government. It should not be taken at face value, therefore, that he was swayed by elements of the Revolution that had preceded the period in which he was in France, such as attacks on Church property starting with Talleyrand and heightening under the Committee of Public Safety. Thus, while the French Revolution is likely to have made some impact on his political thought, it should not be seen as the primary influence. In any case, his interpretation of how its events unfolded was far more nuanced than has previously been considered. While it has been acknowledged elsewhere that Tone’s feelings on the Revolution were complex, this chapter’s consideration of his views on different phases of the Revolution between 1790 and 1796 (when he arrived in France) enhances historical understandings of his relationship with French ideas. By analysing his views on monarchy, attacks on religion, and Jacobin violence more thoroughly, it has been shown that he was not just a standard, non-Burkean Whig, but equally that there was very little in his ideas which could be traced exclusively to French Enlightenment thinking.

Tone’s time in Paris (1796-98)

Tone had evidently kept up with contemporary French affairs from afar, and much of his consideration of different elements of the Revolution was already in place by the time he arrived in Paris in February 1796. It was relatively commonplace for Irish political exiles to go to Paris, and
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indeed this pattern would be repeated in the summer of 1798 amidst the rebellion. This period of his exile was chiefly focused on the practicalities of gaining French assistance and measuring the challenges of a post-revolutionary society, rather than engaging with French ideas, even if the Directory’s continued emphasis on citizen duty, volunteerism, and militarism appealed to him. His argument to the French authorities was that it would be beneficial to reduce Britain’s power due to an “irreconcilable opposition of interests” between the two countries, and that this could be achieved by separating Britain from Ireland, thereby diminishing its resources.659 The intensity of the rivalry between England and France meant this was an obvious argument to appeal to the latter.660

When Tone first set foot in the French capital, some of his initial activities were those of a visitor, rather than a political exile. Sylvie Kleinman has explained the practicalities and logistics of Tone’s time there, taking into account his ability to speak French and the logging of his experiences in his diaries.661 There is a great deal of symbolism in Tone’s visit to the Pantheon, coming within his first month in Paris, which would imply that seeing the resting place of the philosophes was one of his priorities. Until 1791, when it was turned into a secular building, the Pantheon had been the Church of Ste-Geneviève. From that year onwards, it became a place to house great thinkers, many of whom were credited with the ideas of the revolution, including Voltaire and Rousseau. His decision to attend their resting place suggests some familiarity with their works, though equally it would not have taken much in-depth interest for him to hail the Pantheon as “a depository of the kind, sacred to every thing that is sublime, illustrious, and patriotic”.662

He noted too, that “two at least of their mighty dead” had been removed from the building: “[Jean-Paul] Marat, whom I believe to have been a sincere enthusiast, incapable of feeling or remorse, and Mirabeau, whom I look upon to have been a most consummate scoundrel”.663 Marat (1743-1793) had been a radical Jacobin, and Mirabeau (1749-1791) had argued for a constitutional monarchy but saw his reputation ruined by scandal. His comments against these two figures echoed the policies of the French government, who had disinterred Mirabeau and Marat from the Pantheon in November 1794 and February 1795 respectively, with Mirabeau’s bust also attacked in the Jacobin club and figures of...
Marat smashed in public places by Jacobin crowds, to be replaced by heads of Rousseau. Both Marat and Mirabeau had by then been denounced as traitors to the Revolution, calls which were led by Robespierre, though it was he who had insisted upon Mirabeau’s original burial there. Tone had evidently taken this sentiment on board, since he added to these denunciations in his private diaries – meaning that they were not, on this occasion, written for the reception of the Directory. It is perhaps unsurprising that he makes this comment on Marat’s ‘enthusiasm’ given his opposition to the Revolution’s violent disintegration, Marat having encouraged the September Massacres in 1792, albeit regretting them afterwards. As for Mirabeau, not only were there suspicions of corruption of the kind Tone had opposed so vehemently among MPs in Ireland, he was never going to be embraced because of his defence of the monarchy and his arguments that kings generally ruled in the interests of the people.

Tone was so impressed by the Pantheon that in his diaries, he commented on his hopes to emulate it “if we have a Republic in Ireland”, though “we must not, like the French, be in too great a hurry to people it… We already have a few to begin with: Roger O’Moore, Molyneux, Swift, and Dr. Lucas, all good Irishmen”. This list of Irish Patriots is hugely significant if Tone believes they would be the heroes of the new republic. Nevertheless, he may have been attempting to carve out an invented tradition of Irish intellectual republicanism within which these writers did not actually apply. As discussed in greater detail in Chapter One, these Patriot writers from earlier in the eighteenth century were not republicans at all and argued only for greater Irish autonomy. Swift, for example, despite his campaigns on behalf of the Irish people in works such as the Drapier’s Letters (1724-5), would likely not have taken kindly to being described as a founding pillar of an Irish republic, as evidenced by his complex identity as an Anglo-Irishman and his associations with both the Tories and the Church of Ireland. He saw himself as predominantly connected to England, rather than Ireland. Swift’s penchant for Republican Rome would have appealed to Tone, but his patriotism extended only to demanding more parliamentary freedom for Ireland and never progressed towards republicanism.
Likewise, Tone cites Charles Lucas, the physician and political writer, most politically active in the 1760s. Lucas opposed measures by the British privy council and parliament to overrule the Dublin parliament on matters of Irish domestic policy. It was a campaign similar to the one Tone would pick up on himself in the late 1780s and early 1790s to reform the representative system and ensure the freedom of the Irish House of Commons. It is this element of Lucas’ political life upon which Tone focuses, not his reputation for anti-Catholicism. Even in light of historian Seán Murphy’s partial rehabilitation of Lucas’s “bigotry”, Tone would still not have ostensibly agreed with many of his arguments, such as Catholics paying quarterage to support Protestant trade. That would have been difficult to ignore, even if Lucas is grouped with Swift, in this context, as a Patriot who campaigned against Britain’s interference in Irish affairs.

O’Moore is perhaps the most accurate inclusion in Tone’s list, having been one of the main architects of the 1641 rebellion led by the Catholic gentry as they tried to take control back from the English administration. It had transpired into attacks on English and Scottish settlers too, adding the Protestant sense of insecurity over Catholic concessions. The O’Moore family’s land had been seized in the preceding century, one factor which inspired his role in the rebellion, which was aimed at overturning Protestant power in Ireland but retaining the connection with the British Crown. A further writer who Tone lists as one of these “good Irishmen” is Molyneux, who had stated that Henry II intended for Ireland to have its own parliament and for it to be independent of Westminster, but still under the Crown. As discussed previously, Molyneux remained prominent in the imaginations of those looking to continue the battle for Irish legislative freedom, so regularly cited by pamphleteers and writers. Molyneux’s was among the most articulate arguments against the legal precedent for Westminster legislating for Ireland – with many British MPs believing they had the right to do so. Tone stated in his memoirs that “the influence of England was the radical vice of our Government”, a conclusion he believed he had drawn himself but conceded he “might have found it in Swift and
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Molyneux”, Irish Patriot arguments underpinning his core beliefs about the relationship between the two countries.678

When the names drafted in his Irish Pantheon are considered then, it appears that what Tone really referred to as a ‘republic’ was not far estranged from the kind of political system envisaged by a fairly conventional Irish Whig. He does describe it as a ‘republic of Ireland’, nevertheless, rather than simply using the term ‘republican’ – suggesting he did envisage this society to be without the British monarch. His earlier comments, in which he expressed some sympathy with Louis XVI, appear focused on the king’s fate as an individual, rather than the demise of his political function. Indeed, one theme that becomes apparent from his brief summaries of his time in Paris is that he does not always engage with the political scene at an intellectual level, often distracted by the symbolism of events rather than fully analysing the ideas behind them.

After all, the chief reason for his time in Paris was not necessarily to engross himself in contemporary affairs, but to gather support for an Irish rebellion. In his second memorial to the Directory, written in February 1796, he hoped to secure French support by promising an insurrection which would be “executed by the people of Ireland”, but one which would benefit from 20,000 men given by France.679 The rebellion would be the beginning of “separating that country [Ireland] from England” and what is more, “establishing her as an independent republic in strict alliance with France”.680 A functioning relationship had not been possible whilst maintaining any links with Britain, leading to the breakdown of Patriot vision for a kingdom which enjoyed a unique position not as a colony but as a partner. Crucial to the establishment of the new republic then, was the “reputation” which would go hand-in-hand with a military takeover. If these combined forces of Irish rebels and French soldiers could take hold of Dublin’s infrastructure – the Treasury, Post Office, Banks, and Custom House, and the parliament house are cited here – then Tone believed “we should have the reputation which would result from such a commencement”.681 The architects of the new regime, while enjoying the status associated with military success in republican societies, would nevertheless rely on popular consent, as taking charge of Ireland’s civil apparatus would inspire confidence from its people. In order to achieve that, Tone advocated a bloodless revolution without violence, “without striking a blow, as in fact there would in that case be no organised force to make resistance” – hence why such a vast number of men was needed. Not only would this not have emulated the French Revolution, it was
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closer to Whig rhetoric on the Glorious Revolution, further suggesting that his plans for revolution were not exclusively influenced by developments in France.\footnote{Just as Tone believed revolution could be achieved “without a blow”, the ‘bloodless’ characterisation of the Glorious Revolution was central to the Whig tradition. Lionel K.J. Glassey, “In Search of the Mot Juste: Characterizations of the Revolution of 1688-89,” in \textit{The Final Crisis of the Stuart Monarchy: The Revolutions of 1688-94 in Their British, Atlantic and European Contexts}, ed. Tim Harris and Stephen Taylor (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2013), 1–33; Steven C.A. Pincus, \textit{1688: The First Modern Revolution} (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009), 21.}

**Volunteerism, patriotism and the military**

Where Tone’s writings during his time in Paris discuss the practicalities and merits of revolution, they also contain a persistent emphasis on the need for an Irish rebellion to be borne out of duty to the state. In his memorial to the French government, there are several examples of Tone drawing on the idea of military service as an obligation to the nation. From the early 1790s, the sans-culottes volunteers of the French Revolutionary armies had provided a clear example of this type of patriotic sentiment, joining up to both smaller ‘conventional’ volunteer movements and more mainstream armies to fight for the revolutionary cause. Yet Tone’s plans for the Irish militia to “join the standard of their country” and for the “people at large” to “flock to the Republican standard”, could also reflect his pre-existing admiration for the Roman republic, where citizens were required to complete military service.\footnote{Tone, “Second Memorial to the French Government on the Present State of Ireland.” f. 94} Such an emphasis on military service had been reinvigorated in late eighteenth-century France, but it was not peculiar to this era – see the speech of Sarpedon in Homer’s \textit{Iliad} (XVI), or indeed examples in the Jewish tradition – but it took on a new significance in eighteenth-century political thought.\footnote{Homer, \textit{The Iliad}, trans. Rodney Merrill (Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 2007).Joseph M. Bryant, \textit{Moral Codes and Social Structure in Ancient Greece: A Sociology of Greek Ethics From Homer to the Epicureans and Stoics} (New York: State University of New York Press, 1996), 29–30. In Britain, discussions about militias were partly a product of the unstable union with Scotland and were seen as an alternative to Scotland contributing to an expensive standing army: John Robertson, \textit{The Scottish Enlightenment and the Militia Issue} (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers, 1984), 11–13, 214.} The French Revolution had at least brought new contemporary perspectives on the relationship between ‘the people’ and military duty, notably in the wake of the August 1793 \textit{levée en masse}, a time of mass conscription but one which held that the people were defending the Republic of their own free will.\footnote{Alan Forest, \textit{Conscripts and Deserters: The Army and French Society During the Revolution and Empire} (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), 29–34; Alan Forest, “La Patrie En Danger: The French Revolution and the First Levée En Masse,” in \textit{The People in Arms: Military Myth and National Mobilization Since the French Revolution}, ed. Daniel Moran and Arthur Waldron (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 8–33; Alan Forest, “Recruiting the Soldiers,” in \textit{The Soldiers of the French Revolution} (Durham: Duke University Press, 1990), 58–89; Alan Forest, “The Insurgency of the Vendée,” in \textit{Small Wars and Insurgencies in Theory and Practice, 1500-1850}, ed. Beatrice Heuser (New York: Routledge, 2017), 800–813; Owen Connelly, “The Terror: Politics and Army Reform, 1793-94,” in \textit{The Wars of the French Revolution and Napoleon, 1792-1815} (New York: Routledge, 2012), 40–45.} Military service was therefore one of the most successful manifestations of
patriotic sentiment, with ‘military republicanism’ extolling the superiority of citizen armies over the seemingly outdated professional armies which had defended Europe’s monarchies.686

The success of the French army in the 1790s was, by its supporters, put down partly to its revival of ancient republican military principles. The appeal of using French soldiers for an Irish rebellion was that they “had actually seen hard service and who would be capable of training and disciplining the Irish army”, which suggests much of the latter would not be made up of professional soldiers but volunteers.687 This would also serve another of Tone’s purposes. He could portray Britain quashing the rising as an act of “tyranny”, as by employing troops against the people, that country was “bringing Ireland under the yoke of British tyranny even more than she is at present”. At the same time, he could also warn France that failing to provide adequate numbers would render “all prospect of [Ireland’s] emancipation at any future period impracticable”, as well as costing French “men and money”.688

In laying out his plans for Ireland’s volunteers, Tone also reaffirms his views on the potential of using property as a tool for rewarding political allies. He recommends “protection of property to all who should demean themselves as good citizens and friends to the liberties of their country, with strong denunciations against those who should support or countenance the cause of British tyranny and usurpation”,689 There is an obvious parallel between Tone’s “denunciations” and the treatment of perceived ‘enemies of the people’ which had taken hold under Robespierre’s Committee of Public Safety. In line with Jacobin rhetoric, Tone was here suggesting that transgressing from the common aim, or ‘general will’ was equivalent to undermining the people entirely. In this same document, Tone describes Great Britain as an “enemy of the republic”, having taken its side in Europe’s battle between the old regimes and a new world order. Tone contrasted these “enemies” with typical republican good “citizens”, encouraging “every individual who should distinguish himself by his zeal, courage and ability” to be recommended to “the future Legislature of their country”.690 Tone wanted Ireland’s own national convention to be made up of “men of a certain rank in life and situation as to property (for instance the actual members of the Catholic Committee), who must be those who would naturally form the convention”.691 These were men who had demonstrated their suitability for government through their existing social and political standing. Likewise, soldiers would be rewarded
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for their service to the nation with “a provision in land or otherwise at the end of the war, according to the rank of each”. His plans for the Irish military are therefore based predominantly on classical republican values rather than being framed by the French example, even if he may have attempted to suggest the latter’s influence in his writings for the Directory. In an Irish context, a precedent had also been set by the confiscations of Jacobite land under the Williamite regime in the 1690s.

As demonstrated in his views on volunteerism, Tone viewed military duty as key to moulding the kind of virtuous citizens who could be trusted with such freedom. The final three essays which warrant discussion from his time in France are his addresses from December 1796, all written on the same day. The first To the Irishmen now serving abroad the British navy, the second To the militia of Ireland, and the third, To the people of Ireland all advocated a political system where each citizen would be tied to the state by military duty. In this seamless blending of soldiers and ordinary civilians, in his To the Irishmen now serving abroad the British navy, he declared that Irish independence would be secured thanks to those citizens willing to welcome the French invasion, as “the people who have received those gallant soldiers as brothers and friends have given a decided proof of their love for liberty”.

In this document, Irishmen serving in the British navy are also referred to as “countrymen”, evoking a sense of national duty by further urging them to “serve your country and to make your fortunes”. These Irishmen are reminded of the potential power and status available to them were they not subjugated by Great Britain. In fact, Tone is so eager to promise a republic in which it would be personally advantageous to defend the nation that he contradicts his more prevalent republican arguments against commerce. Indeed, he urges his readers to think “independant [sic] of your individual profit, think of the service you will render your country, who by your means will recover perfect freedom of commerce and become one of the most powerful maritime states of Europe”. This also means the image of Tone as a romantic national thinker should be further undermined, given that his arguments were partly based on the potential for wealth and commerce, rather than national identity or sovereignty, a distinctly un-romantic standpoint. Even if he had opposed this type of commercial thinking in America, here he argues for commercial empire as a positive thing, and perhaps distinct from the potentially despotic territorial imperialism associated with France, for
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example. His discussions of “militia” reiterate a sense of national emergency. In Ancient Rome, there was debate regarding whether a person’s devotion to the republic needed to be militarily expressed or whether it was sufficient for citizens to embody stoicism and virtue. In the case of Tone’s interpretation, civic duty was both a self-reliant, moral way of life, but also something that necessitated action.

Similarly to the terms he uses to address these navy men, he addresses the militia as “brave soldiers!” and implores them to “quit then the columns [sic] of your tyrants and join the warlike and victorious standard of the French.” Much of Europe was experiencing a resurgence in ancient republican ideas about military service throughout the 1790s in response to the success of the French model, which had relied heavily on the patriotic devotion of its people. While the French militias were small and did not require the same level of service from members, this was one factor that encouraged the move of many states towards forming ‘national armies’ of their own, as opposed to traditional standing armies, a shift from the professional to the volunteer. This held peculiar relevance for Ireland, given that so many of its citizens served in the British army and navy. There was also a tradition of volunteerism, at its most fervent in the northern counties. The Irish Volunteers would not necessarily have been receptive to Tone’s ideas. Many of them had been involved in reform movements of preceding decades and were not radicals or revolutionaries. In fact, many of them would go on to fight against the United Irishmen in 1798 and many would join the yeomanry.

By the time of Tone’s writing, he was essentially addressing groups which were prohibited following the clampdown on radicalism. The 1793 Gunpowder Act had served as a death knell to the Irish Volunteers by preventing the importation of gunpowder and weapons. He nevertheless views such volunteer groups – perhaps not the Irish Volunteers specifically - as an essential part of a post-revolution Irish society. In one subtle difference between these addresses, he refers to Great Britain as a “common enemy” when writing to the people, and as a “natural enemy” when writing to the militia. The purpose of this is twofold: to convince “the people” that they held an interest in protecting Ireland against a foreign power, regardless of their own religion or identities, and secondly, because by describing a “natural enemy”, he suggests it is inevitable that the militia will be called into action.

That Tone was preparing to rely on the aid of the militia adds further weight to his earlier ideas about a ‘people’s army’, which he had honed during his time in America. Thus, he wrote these addresses to the militia and to the Irish people at a time when he was predominantly corresponding with the French army. Tone was in regular contact with Henri Jacques Guillaume Clarke, a prominent Franco-Irish
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general. Clarke’s parents were Irish, and he had many close allies within the Irish Brigade of the French army. 698 Tone wrote to him 13 times between May 1796 and September 1796, chiefly to ask for favours and to arrange meetings with him. These letters reiterate that Tone was, at least at this stage, most concerned with the practicalities of ensuring French support and with day-to-day life in Paris. For instance, in his first letter, he asked for Clarke’s assistance in keeping him in the city amidst a law that meant foreigners had to leave. 699

He also sought the same assurances from Charles Delacroix, French Minister for Foreign Affairs under the Directory [November 1795-July 1797]. 700 Later, he requested assistance with money from Clarke, and on a separate occasion, on June 14, 1796, he expressed his concerns at a report, which he was admittedly dubious about, that “a landing has been effected in Ireland to the number of 15,000 men”. 701 Clarke allayed Tone’s fears that an expedition had been sent to Ireland prematurely, and without necessary discretion for a landing, although he concedes his audience with the general lasted “two minutes”. 702 While Tone’s correspondence with these prominent figures is often matter-of-fact, in one letter to Delacroix (September 17, 1796), he thanked the minister for his assistance in Paris, shortly before leaving for Rennes, signing off with the message: “My country is indebted to your patriotism and your zeal for the cause of freedom”, a further indication that he saw the expansion of French republicanism into sister republics as a progressive step. 703

Much of Tone’s writing in Paris attempted to convey his views on post-revolutionary France back to the Irish people, defending the French government against accusations that their original guiding principles had been lost somewhere along the way. Firstly, in a Proclamation to the People of Ireland, (June 1796), Tone insisted that “the principles which govern the conduct of France…have been unvaryingly manifested since the revolution”. 704 That considered, the fact that Tone reiterates “the most inviolable respect for persons and property”, to be preserved by the army, is significant, particularly as it draws on concerns about the Revolution that were widespread in Britain and

701 Wolfe Tone, “Diary 14-23 June 1796,” June 14, 1796, Tone Papers, MS 2049, f. 76, Trinity College Dublin.
703 Wolfe Tone, “Proclamation to the People of Ireland,” June 9, 1796, AF IV, carton 1671, Archives Nationales. Moody, McDowell, and Woods note that Clarke requested this as an abridged document only to include its most important points. Moody, McDowell, and Woods, The Writings of Theobald Wolfe Tone, 1763-98: America, France and Bantry Bay, August 1795 to December 1796, II:196.
Ireland. It is this that drives Elliott’s conclusion that “Tone opposed any general attack on property, and throughout the negotiations dismissed any idea of restoring land confiscated from the Catholics.” It represents a contradiction of his earlier comments on confiscating land from the Church of Ireland, which might have been restored to Catholics who had seen land confiscated after the Williamite wars. It also suggests, on the one hand, that his sincerity might be questioned, or at least that he was telling the Directory one thing, and the Irish people another. Tone, and the United Irish movement more generally, did not want to be seen as working counter to the interests of the upper classes. Instead, he describes the “sole object” of a French invasion as “the establishment of your independence…not to reduce you to a state of dependence upon France, but to break the chains which have so long bound you in subjection to England”. Thus, he appears to regard France’s sister republics as ‘independent’, regardless of whether they were obtained through military force. He believed Ireland could enjoy a similar relationship with France, having not been permitted this sense of autonomy by Britain.

Secondly, Tone defended the Revolution again in his Address to the Peasantry of Ireland, written in October 1796. Believing that negative public opinion had been influenced by the violence of the Revolution, he argued this was a result of deliberate efforts “in order to mislead and misinform you on the subject of the French revolution”. He adds: “They have endeavoured to impress upon you with horror at the idea of the execution of the king, of the banishment and plunder of the nobility and especially of the clergy”. While acknowledging that “in the course of the revolution many horrible acts of cruelty and injustice have been committed” and that the Committee of Public Safety had “sacrificed without distinction the innocent and the guilty” in the Terror, Tone suggests the outcome for the peasantry was still positive. Taxes “in favour of the poor” had been abolished, which he hoped was the point which would resonate most strongly with peasants in Ireland. He names specifically the corvée, the gabelle, and the taille, which concerned unpaid labour, salt, and land respectively.

The purpose of this document is evidently to outline the merits of a republic which rewarded those who worked on the land, just as Jefferson had envisaged in America. Tone compares France before the revolution, when “the king, the clergy, the nobility and gentry possessed at least four fifths of all the land in France; the farmers and peasantry there, as with yourselves, were loaded with rents, taxes
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and tythes” to how the peasantry had advanced following the king’s demise.\textsuperscript{712} This represents a clear change in his thinking on the monarchy from the early stages of the French Revolution to the writing of this address in 1796. Tone had initially supported a system of constitutional monarchy in his earlier political life. Given that “all these heavy taxes and impositions went to the king,” he poses the question, “I leave you to judge whether the peasants at least have any reason to regret his loss”.\textsuperscript{713} Whereas he often appears to interpret the French model as contrary to his more classical opinions on more prominent members of society being represented, here he hails the Revolution for its “abolition of all the unjust and oppressive distinctions which existed in France and a declaration that all men were free and equal in the sight of the law.”\textsuperscript{714}

Tone’s stint in Paris forced him to evaluate which elements of the French system he truly wanted to emulate in Ireland. He gave due consideration to the practicalities of rebellion, seeing the merits in volunteerism and emphasising the role of citizens in defending the republic. Yet the society he envisages, dependent on militias, and one in which the peasantry would be the main beneficiaries from fundamental political changes such as the abolition of some taxes, and with the king’s removal opening the door for increased representation, had been fine-tuned during his time in America and from his previous engagement with English and Irish republican thought. As such, he hand-picked certain elements of French political thought that already fitted in with his existing ideas. The only real exception to this was in his stance on the monarchy, which hardened once he had seen first-hand the benefits of its removal upon France’s third estate.

Conclusion:

It has long been accepted in scholarship that eighteenth-century French politics constituted a major influence on Tone’s political development. At the outset of this chapter, it was stated that it would attempt to build on the conclusions of Elliott and Smyth. Smyth points to the Irish Patriot tradition playing the most important role in Tone’s development, but this study in its entirety aims to demonstrate that his ideas cannot necessarily be attributed to one specific political backdrop. Elliott, meanwhile, argued that Tone took little from the early stages of the French Revolution because he was closer to a conventional Irish Whig. However, it has been necessary to deconstruct his political thought to refine this conclusion. More precisely, while Tone did engage with elements such as French anti-monarchism, or at least the shift towards constitutional monarchy, his strand of republicanism was not solely based on the French example. Where Tone’s ideas, both before and during his time in Paris, could to some extent be traced to the French Revolution, many of his
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positions and arguments are in fact better compared to a combination of ancient republican and Whig ideas. As such, this chapter has sought to redress the over-emphasis on the intellectual links between Tone and France. In a similar way to how he was shaped by his time in America, he was inspired by ideas which corresponded with his ancient republican values, such as the French influence on military duty and civic virtue. Notably, he shied away from other discourse which emphasised universal rights. He also made several references to the Revolution having been corrupted by the radical democratic agenda of the Jacobins, which can partly be explained by his contact with the Directory as the government tried to move towards more moderate republicanism.

A running theme from Tone’s writings during his exile in Paris is that he was impressed by the model of the French citizen, something which was to embody the four classical components of the cardinal virtues, justice, prudence, courage, and temperance. He argued for a system in which each citizen would be incentivised to defend the nation. Yet these virtues were already being expressed in his early writings. Though there is not an abundance of evidence dating prior to the beginning of the French Revolution in 1789, he had already spelled out many of these ideas clearly in his *Sandwich Islands* memorandum of 1788. It may be suggested, therefore, that the French backdrop re-affirmed or helped him to refine many of his previously held classical republican ideas, but did not directly inspire them.

In bringing universal male suffrage to the forefront of political discussion, the implication of the French Revolution was that the vote should be accessible to all and the wider population could then advance themselves and decide how best to use it. Indeed, Tone differed from mainstream French revolutionary political thought, for instance Sieyès’ radical redefining of ‘the nation’, in a number of ways. He seemed to believe in maintaining the three estates, even if he advocated improved conditions for the peasantry. Moreover, he contradicted French thinkers, notably Rousseau, on the idea of direct democracy, instead arguing first that the franchise should be extended only to the Catholic gentry. What he was arguing for was a more effective system of representative democracy, supposing that a virtuous government would more accurately reflect the wishes of the people – but Tone does not argue for ‘the people’ to hold ultimate control. Thus, where much of the popularised rhetoric surrounding the Revolution, for example that of Paine, emphasised rights, Tone’s republicanism was more centred around ancient ideas of duty.
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Though on one occasion, in his February 1796 *Second Memorial to the French Government on the Present State of Ireland*, he appears to borrow from the early republicanism of the French Revolution on the issue of property redistribution in the event of an Irish rebellion, this idea does not appear consistently enough in his writings, especially given his prior views, to suggest any real intellectual commitment to it on his part. Indeed, the *Proclamation to the People of Ireland* which appeared subsequently still argued for the protection of private property upon a French landing in Ireland.\(^{717}\)

Insofar as Tone did believe in land redistribution, it was as a means of following the classical republican example of using property as a reward for military service. Of all the French revolutionary governments, it was the Directory his ideas seemed closest to, although the circumstances in which he wrote make it difficult to weigh up genuine beliefs against political expediency. There are clear attempts in his correspondence to make an Irish invasion more appealing to the Directory as he sought to emulate their own policies in his plans. To conclude, Tone’s time in Paris did not dramatically alter his political ideas, but rather helped to refine them. Whilst Tone took very little from the French model in terms of his political thought, he used his time there to gauge the practicalities of organising, and subsequently maintaining, a revolution.

\(^{717}\) Tone, “Proclamation to the People of Ireland.”
Chapter Five: Tone’s final years (1796-98)

The final period of Tone’s life has been crucial to constructing his legacy, driving his image as the “recognised founder of Irish republican nationalism.” Tone spent his last two years preparing for a French-backed invasion but ended up playing little active part in the rebellion of 1798. At the beginning of 1797, he had returned to Europe with the rest of the fleet that had failed in the first expedition to Bantry Bay. The mission had been botched, thwarted partly by the misfortune of adverse weather conditions, but also by insufficient preparations. The prominent Jacobin General, Lazare Hoche, who had led the voyage, invited Tone to remain part of his staff, though he himself now turned his attentions to the Rhine. Tone’s own travels around northern Europe were shaped partly by Hoche’s journey, with his family subsequently arriving in Hamburg. The Directory were reluctant to commit more men to the Irish revolutionary cause in the light of the unsuccessful 1796 invasion, at a time when French forces were already under-resourced and had more pertinent focuses elsewhere.

By April 1797, Tone had reached the Batavian Republic and had begun to consider the merits of a Batavian expedition to Ireland instead. Yet his encounters with Dutch troops left him underwhelmed in comparison to his allies in the French army and as a result, he continued to contact French military officials while in the Hague. This final period of his life saw numerous setbacks to Tone’s plans for a rebellion, not least Hoche’s failure to convince the French government of the merits of another expedition to Ireland before his eventual death from consumption on 19 September 1797. While Tone was making little progress in France, preparations for the rebellion continued in Ireland, led by other members of the United Irish leadership.

Rebellion broke out in Ireland in May 1798. Sporadic revolts grew into a prolonged period of more serious agitation, until the unrest was suppressed in the September of 1798. Some of these insurrections were centrally planned by the United Irishmen, and others were more spontaneous disturbances which grew out of local agitation. As far as the more organised campaign was concerned, defeat at the Battle of Vinegar Hill on 21 June 1798 signalled the end of the United Irishmen’s hopes of securing political independence from Britain. Tone’s activities in Europe meant that he was far removed from the Irish rebellion itself, as evidenced by the lack of any clear
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correspondence with rebel leaders back in Ireland, unless we are to suppose that important documents may have been lost. Tone had no direct relation to these events, and only the French intervention could really have been attributed to him. It turned out to be a relatively minor element of the rebellion, French troops joining forces with local rebels in August 1798.

These events have received a great deal of scholarly and popular attention. One of the first published historical accounts of the 1798 rebellion, albeit one prone to exaggeration and likely informed in its characterisation of sectarian violence by the author’s fear of further concessions to Catholics, came from information recorded by Sir Richard Musgrave in 1801. Historiography once again began to centre on 1798 in the second half of the twentieth century, when there was an increased focus among scholars on local peculiarities in the rebellion. For example, insurgency was at its most successful in the county of Wexford, as well as in the north, where Henry Joy McCracken led a largely Presbyterian agitation in Antrim. Debate has also centred on to what degree the rebellion was structured well enough to succeed. Popular history, such as that of Daniel Gahan, depicts more thorough organisation from United Irish figures, as opposed to a spontaneous series of uprisings around the country.

Yet the biggest development in the historical study of 1798 was the shift, facilitated by various scholars, towards approaching the rebellion from a ‘history-from-below’ angle. The point of contest, taken up in a series of works around the bicentenary of the rebellion, appeared to centre on
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how seriously the political, religious, and economic grievances of the rebels should be taken, or whether the different phases of fighting might be more easily explained as outbursts of chaos, often rooted in sectarianism, and local disputes.\textsuperscript{728} Inevitably, the year of 1998 also brought significant popular interest in this particular dynamic due to the Good Friday Agreement, the end of the Troubles making the topic all the more relevant. The idea that Catholics and Protestants had fought alongside each other appealed to the majority who proved in favour of the Agreement.

While this new emphasis on the masses presented challenges for historians, not least in the availability of viable source material, it has allowed the events of that year in Ireland to be characterised in more nuanced ways. The question of the extent of the political understanding of the masses has been discussed by both Nancy Curtin and Jim Smyth, historians who have pointed to the level of populist radicalism in the 1790s.\textsuperscript{729} Alongside this increasing focus on the thousands of rebels, it has also been possible to see the 1798 rebellion as more about politicisation than sectarianism. Where much of the local violence had previously been considered sectarian, in the 1990s Kevin Whelan and Marianne Elliott both contributed to a deeper understanding of the Jacobite ideas that took hold among groups of civilians.\textsuperscript{730} Elliott’s \textit{Partners in Revolution} thus proved a key moment in the historiography of 1798, especially regarding the character of Defenderism and the importance of ideological links to France in the movement. For example, disturbances in Armagh could therefore be seen as politicised rather than merely sectarian. In this way, it has sometimes been beneficial to veer away from focusing on the United Irish leadership in order to achieve a broader view of the rebellion’s dynamics on the ground, though in the context of this research, it is still useful to assess whether the rebellion achieved Tone’s non-sectarian aims.

There is a consensus, at least, that the rebellion, from beginning to end, was multi-faceted, whether that took the form of rebels against the militia, tenants against landlords, or indeed a proxy-war between France and Britain taking another turn with the arrival of French troops.\textsuperscript{731} What has not

been examined in similar depth, however, is Tone’s own views of the rebellion, and whether it fulfilled his aims: “To subvert the tyranny of our execrable government, to break the connection with England, the never-failing source of all our political evils, and to assert the independence of my country”.732 This is all the more surprising as his legacy in Irish culture is directly linked to the events of 1798, even if he was physically present in Ireland for very few of them. In addition, Tone left behind a variety of sources providing evidence of his views on the rebellion, chiefly his diary entries between 1797-1798, his letters to Generals Hoche, Bonaparte, and the Dutch General Daendels (1762-1818), his letters to his wife Matilda, and finally his speech from his court martial in Dublin. His last writings and speeches are of particular importance, as for a political figure whose ideas evolved so significantly over a decade, they present a case for his final mindset.

Elliott and Boylan have both traced Tone’s path from reformer to revolutionary, asking the question of how a moderate reformer at the start of the decade had progressed towards advocating violence to achieve his aims.733 Dunne alleges this was predominantly a result of his exile, and that “expulsion from the colonial society where he had failed to find an effective role and which had proven so resistant to change, led him to a final and over-riding commitment to destroy the real basis of Ascendancy power, the English connection”.734 Tone’s failure to enact change certainly swayed him towards revolution, and indeed he may well have felt disheartened at not having been able to follow a more conventional political path. However, it is important not to overstate these personal sentiments at the risk of downplaying the coherence of his intellectual journey. This chapter will discuss Tone’s interpretation of events in the final years of his life, up until his death on 19 November 1798. It will build upon the argument of the overall thesis that ancient republicanism shaped Tone’s hopes of establishing an Irish republic, as he sought to organise a rebellion which polarised virtuous citizens against tyrannical government. Such an ambition was particularly evident in his late writings, which emphasised self-sacrifice and duty as he faced up to his impending execution. Indeed, there are echoes in his writings of Cicero, on the moral responsibility of government, and of Polybius in his views on the inherent instability of democratic regimes.735
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Tone's final speech, given in front of a court martial before being convicted of treason, will also be used to provide a window into his attitudes towards how the rebellion transpired, especially in light of his prior comments against violence. Much of Tone's late commentary appeared to reflect his lifelong political obsessions rather than the realities of Ireland’s social and religious dynamics. His anti-sectarian message is reiterated consistently throughout his pamphlets and diaries over the course of several years, yet the rebellion could hardly be characterized as unambiguously anti-sectarian. With Tone’s ideas of particular interest in the context of 1798, this chapter will therefore discuss the later stages of his life and the conclusions that can be drawn about his republican interpretation in these final years. Discussing this period of his life helps to contextualise his political thought by the time of the 1798 rebellion, the event with which he has been so heavily associated.

Preparing for rebellion

Two key stages of Tone’s preparations will be considered – the first, his spell in the Batavian Republic (from April 1797), and secondly, his time in Paris. He first went to Paris in early 1796 but returned on several occasions as part of his European travels. Tone envisaged a popular rising, but one which would be abetted by a well-organised military unit, contrary to what he found in the Batavian Republic. His time there also honed his ideas on certain constitutional questions, such as the relationship between the state and the clergy, which he believed should be one of mutual independence. Likewise, in this period in exile (post-1796), he also began to consolidate his ideas on the freedom of the press, which he felt should not be allowed to mount attacks on governments that were chosen by the people. Thus, while the last two years of his exile did not significantly reshape his broader political outlook, they did push him to develop more complex and nuanced views on some of the specific issues which would affect a post-revolutionary Irish society.

Day to day, Tone spent a significant portion of his time in coffee houses, or drinking wine, mixing in circles with other radicals in Paris. In his northern European travels, he was more productively engaged, serving in the French army. The sources from this period of his life are somewhat piecemeal, though it is possible to speculate that some of them have not survived. While he wrote relatively often, it was typically concerning private matters. Between January and December of 1797, for instance, there are just 29 diary entries, and some of these were done in arrears. He also made few
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comments on his time in the Rhine, or Cologne, though this reinforces the idea that Paris and the Batavian Republic were of more significance to him personally.

Tone’s diaries between the end of 1796 and 1797 reveal his attempts to secure foreign backing for a rebellion. Between the start of 1797 and May 1798, when the uprisings began, he wrote most often to his wife Matilda – there are 29 records of correspondence between them – with the Generals Daendels (16) and Hoche (8) the next most frequent recipients. The first evidence of any correspondence with any of the rebels involved in the rebellion is found in two April 1798 letters to his brother Matthew Tone (1768-1798), who was still in France and not yet back in Ireland. Tone appears to have been relatively cut off from the United Irish leadership, instead corresponding with Hoche, Bonaparte, and Daendels. Many of these letters reflect his fascination with their respective military operations, which may also be attributed to his time in the French army and its example of the citizen-soldier, fitting the classical model. One limitation of Tone’s correspondence with military figures is that he seems more concerned with the practicalities of co-ordinating a rising than with theorizing about republican rebellion, though there are still a number of clear signs of how he engaged with contemporary and historical republican ideas.

**Tone in the Batavian Republic:**

Hoche had retained Tone’s services in the French army in early 1797 and as his own headquarters moved to the Rhine, so did Tone. Finding himself in the Batavian Republic in April 1797, it began to dawn on Tone that Dutch forces would not provide a possibility of diverging from his original hopes of French assistance. It appears that he travelled relatively extensively, including to the Hague, Amsterdam, Utrecht, and Groningen. While there was certainly a unique, Dutch tradition of republicanism upon which to draw, Tone considered it had been superseded by the young French republic. The first suggestions of this can be found in his diary entry from 21 April 1797, just a
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739 In his chapter The Dutch Republic and the Idea of Freedom, Herbert H. Rowen argues that for much of the eighteenth century, it was seen as “the home of liberty”, a freedom which in itself was “inextricably associated with the republican character of their government”. Herbert H. Rowen, “The Dutch Republic and the Idea of
couple of months before he ventured to the Hague with Hoche. Having been unimpressed by his experience of Dutch troops, he noted “the French plan is better in all respects”. France, as the more powerful military state, provided a more realistic support base. During this period, Tone kept up with current affairs in Britain and Ireland via English newspapers found in coffee-houses, a method he was largely reliant on given that he seems to have received few letters. In the actions of General Lake, who had been commanding British forces in Ulster since December 1796, he saw a “tyranny exercised over the people of the north”, Lake having ordered the people of the province to surrender privately-held weapons, consequently having a significant impact on United Irish activity in the province. This British crackdown on radical activity was relatively successful, though Tone may not have realised this from his contacts. His diary entry from 25 April 1797 reveals his pleasure to hear that “several United Irishmen, whose names are however not mentioned, have been acquitted”. As examined in Chapter Two, the wider clampdown on radicalism in the mid-1790s had a significant impact on the movement and would prove to be a factor in the rebellion’s ultimate failure in 1798, due to the United Irishmen’s weakened organisation.

Tone’s assessment of Dutch political arrangements was informed not only by his experiences in France, but also in Ireland and America. One of the constitutional questions of most interest to him was “whether the Dutch people should or should not be obliged by the Constitution to pay the clergy”. Having been so recently in France and America, two very different societies in terms of the role of religion, he noted that “in France, where there is no religion, there is no salary settled by law for the priests,”, whereas “in America, where there is a great deal of religion, there is no salary settled by law for the clergy”. Furthermore, in Ireland, “the voluntary subscriptions of their hearers” paid for Catholic priests and Dissenting ministers. That was not strictly true, as Presbyterian members of the clergy did in fact receive a ‘Regium Donum’, a yearly payment to supplement their income brought about by William III as a reward for their loyalty to the crown during the war of 1690 and not rescinded thereafter. In any case, Tone took the view that payment of the clergy was not a matter for government and that the two should be separate, a factor in the conspicuous absence of religion in his plans for a new Ireland. This was consistent with his previous work for the Catholic Committee, where he had argued against Ireland’s majority Catholic population having to pay tax to support a Church to which they did not adhere. It is noteworthy, nevertheless, that he discusses it again in 1797,
which suggests it was brought to his attention again by the corresponding situation in the Batavian Republic.

By advocating no state religion – and these comments were likely sincere because found in his private diaries – Tone’s view was closer to the French example, as churches were being closed down from 1794 onwards. He must have been conscious of how this would relate to Irish Catholics, who were burdened with paying tithes to a church to which they did not subscribe.\textsuperscript{745} There was less need for religion to be used as a guiding force, when nations ought to be guided by “all sense of virtue, principle, or even common decency”.\textsuperscript{746} In considering the Dutch example, Tone concluded that a more civic notion of virtue was a more potent force in society than state-imposed religious morality.

While in northern Europe, Tone maintained an interest in French newspapers. His views on the freedom of the press had changed as a result of his experiences in Europe. In his first comment on the subject, back in his 1790 \textit{Review of the Conduct of Administration}, he supposed that if “any good citizen was to plant himself on the sacred ground of the liberty of the press”, it could be used to oppose corrupt administrations, whose own “restrictions on the press, would lend themselves to tyranny”.\textsuperscript{747} Thus, to begin with he was clearly favouring freedom of the press. However, by 1797, after reading a French royalist publication, he was scandalised by “the indecent attacks that are made with impunity on the Government”.\textsuperscript{748} Consideration of press freedom, and how it related to government, became more evident in his private diaries and public writings at this stage of his life. When the government truly represented the people, criticism of that government amounted to a “scandalous and abominable” attack on the people themselves.\textsuperscript{749} In this regard, Tone’s views were in line with the authoritarian measures of the Thermidorian Convention who, following the fall of the Jacobins, had used their Constitution of the Year III (1795) – the constitution most immediately preceding Tone’s arrival in France – to place “just limits” on the power of the press so long as the Revolutionary Government remained in charge.\textsuperscript{750}
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Tone reiterates in the same diary entry from April 1797 that “in the only government emanating from the choice of the people, liberty should be made the instrument of her own destruction.”\textsuperscript{751} Whereas in his Review (1790), he had argued for press freedom, he did not accept that this had been achieved in Britain. The British government had overseen a severe clampdown on radical publications, including the suppression of the *Northern Star* in Ireland, which then ceased publication. Even after his time in France, Tone did not advocate limiting the press entirely. Yet he did hold that censorship should have a place in democratic society. Press freedom, he argued, should be restrained “within just and reasonable limits”, and if Ireland’s rebellion were to be successful, its new government should not be undermined, so long as it was “properly organised and freely and frequently chosen by the people”.\textsuperscript{752} In the same diary entry, he added that it was in fact, “the interest and the security of the people themselves”, that the “government which they have chosen should not be insulted with impunity”. Thus, while the treatment of the *Northern Star* was “tyrannous and unjust”, the same laws which saw its suppression Tone “would in a free republic preserve and even strengthen” for a government worth protecting.

His diaries from 1797 add further weight to the idea that he took his views from a range of sources which were not always predictable. Voltaire, the obvious source on press freedom, receives limited attention in Tone’s memoirs at this time. Returning to an inn on his travels, he cites Voltaire’s humorous advice, “*Ou bien buvez; c’est un parti fort sage*” [Or else, drink, that’s a very wise choice], while between May 3\textsuperscript{rd}-6\textsuperscript{th}, he was impressed with a theatre company’s “translation of Voltaire’s *Mérope*”, his Greek tragedy.\textsuperscript{753} There are no other direct citations of Voltaire. These fleeting references show Tone was familiar with his work, but he did not appear to borrow from his ideas about press freedom. Neither did Tone appear to have been impressed by eighteenth-century writers’ praise for Britain’s famed freedom of the press.\textsuperscript{754} However, by the 1790s, this glowing consensus was being undermined by the suppression of radical publications, hence Tone viewing Britain as a negative example. Once again, therefore, Tone emerges as an independent thinker positioned at the margins of mainstream discussions – and one who unwittingly placed himself in line with a more authoritarian brand of eighteenth-century republicanism, which in fact bore some resemblance to Jacobinism. This shift appears to have come as a result of his time in France, where he had encountered a more authoritarian way of dealing with the press even compared to what he had experienced in Britain and Ireland. Though he generally took little from his time in France in terms of
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his political philosophy, this was one exception.

Thus, Tone moved away from his initial views that clamping down on the freedom of the press would lend itself to tyranny, by restricting the validity of the claim to monarchical societies only. It is also worth considering his wider views on tyranny at this point of his life. There was a long tradition of opposing monarchical tyranny in Britain, for example. Milton had contended that monarchy would always have a tendency to stray towards tyranny, best understood as the corruption of virtuous governance. As Hobbes had put it, this was an inevitable consequence of “a perpetual and restless desire of power after power”. Milton’s Satan is a clear example as he exerts authority over hell and seeks to expand his power further, in “transcendent glory rais’d above his fellows, with Monarchal pride”. In an apparent reference to the trials of high-profile radicals in England during the mid-1790s, which he described as a “mockery of justice”, Tone expressed the view that the monarchy was responsible for the corruption of the entire state apparatus. In this April 1797 diary entry, he added that “the King names the judges and the sheriffs, because the sheriffs pack the jury”. The King’s role in these processes may have been overstated here in this entry, but it serves Tone’s point that it led to a system which “in practical execution it is tyrannical, and as I have already said, I do not see why tyrants alone should be protected by the laws”. Tyranny was, in essence, the corruption of oligarchy, according to Aristotle’s six-fold types of government, and was brought about, inevitably, by tyrants. There were contrasting examples in ancient republicanism of monarchies not necessarily being viewed as tyrannical, instead dependent on the individual leader. Montesquieu, for example, praised the English aristocracy as a buffer between monarchy and tyranny. As we have seen, though, Tone progressed towards the former view having initially defended the role of the Crown in his earlier writings.
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In addition to the monarchy, individual citizens were capable of corrupting the nation too, via luxury. During Tone’s time in the Hague in July 1797, upon learning that the French government was now prepared to sanction a three-month, 15,000-man expedition to Ireland, he reflected once again that Ireland’s “necessity for a revolution” had been caused by “the luxury of the rich and the extreme misery of the poor”. This was a clear elaboration on the classical republican opposition to indulgence, which deterred citizens from fulfilling their duty and in this case, Tone implies, inflicting “misery” on the masses. There was an enormous background to the idea, as Tone put it in the summer of 1797, that poverty was “honorable”. In the eighteenth century, it had perhaps been most famously theorised by Montesquieu, who had argued in *Spirit of the Laws (1748)* that modern European monarchies were threatened with the corrupting influence of luxury. Indeed, Montesquieu had said that “so far as luxury is established in a republic, so far does the spirit turn to the interest of the individual”.

In order to remain uncorrupted, therefore, citizens ought only to possess what was essential, lest they be deterred from sacrificing themselves for the nation. Tone’s admiration was reserved, therefore, for officers such as the Dutch General Daendels, who was “as brave as Caesar”. In the same way, in ancient Rome, soldiers were initially required to pay for their own equipment – hence why only those with property could serve – but this would eventually change as the system moved towards financial rewards and the creation of mercenaries. “For people who have to have nothing but the necessities, there is left to desire only the glory of the homeland and one’s own glory,” Montesquieu added. “But a soul corrupted by luxury has many other desires; soon it becomes an enemy of the laws that hamper it. As soon as the Romans were corrupted, their desires became immense.” Scottish thinker Adam Ferguson gave one of the best summaries of how luxury was thought about in the eighteenth century, his *Essay on the History of Civil Society (1767)* citing its “moral effects”, associating it with monarchical societies and arguably it was thereby incompatible with democracy, with Tone’s message typical of these ideas.

---
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If Tone was mulling over republics’ tendencies to fall into tyranny and corruption, it was because the question of the character of Ireland’s post-revolutionary society was becoming urgent, as Hoche still envisaged an invasion taking place within the month, during the summer of 1797. Tone had been alarmed by the manner of other French invasions, having read newspaper reports of Bonaparte’s address to the government of Genoa, which he found “most grossly improper and indecent, as trenching on the indispensable rights of the people”.770 Genoa had been provided with French assistance for several decades, but what Tone objected to was a letter published in the Moniteur on 27 June, 1797, on Bonaparte’s behalf, instructing that a provisional government be installed in Genoa.771 “If Buonaparte [sic] commanded in Ireland and were to publish so indiscreet a proclamation as that,” Tone warned “it would have the most ruinous effects; that in Italy, such diction might pass, but never in Ireland,” a place where “we understood our rights too well to submit to it”.772 French aid in terms of “troops, arms and money necessary” would assist the Irish people to “assert their liberty”, Tone recalls from a meeting with Hoche and a man referred to as “Lewines’, a representative from Ireland.773 Thus, it would be regular citizens who would be establishing an independent state, one which Tone feared could be subjugated by French troops. Herein lies another suggestion that he was cautious of accepting French republicanism, and its supposed universalism, as beneficial to Ireland, perhaps wisely so given France’s hegemonic advances elsewhere. He therefore only sought their assistance as a means to an end, not because he wanted to replicate the French model.

The information Tone received while on his travels in France and the Batavian Republic was not always accurate and as a result, some of his analyses of developments in Ireland were built on uncertain factual grounds. For example, in mid-1797, on the basis of some fairly early signs of insurrection, Tone wrote in his memoirs that the rebels back in Ireland had been on the verge of taking the whole capital, “and by seizing the persons of half a dozen individuals they would have paralysed the whole government, and in my opinion, accomplished the whole revolution by a single proclamation”.774 At that stage, the United Irishmen were, in reality, facing considerable challenges, with steps being taken to clamp down on unrest, such as thousands of weapons being seized in the north to stop the Society from distributing them.775 Nevertheless, his responses to these events shaped his ideas about rebellion. Whereas before, Tone was keen to emphasise the concept of rebellion as a
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civic duty, he later admitted in a letter to Matilda in August 1797 he would only “hazard my life with pleasure for her [Ireland’s] independence so long as I saw a shadow of a possibility of success”.776 Instead, going into exile would be an act of self-sacrifice in itself, as “neither as to many of us, would the passage be open for us to return”.777

Just a few months after these comments in his letter to his wife Matilda, he showed support for an expedition to Scotland in his correspondence with first, General Hermann Wilhelm Daendels, and then to General Bonaparte, in November 1797.778 This was notable in that he had previously stopped short of any wholesale acceptance of French universalism – or at least French imperialism in a universalist guise, as it was widely viewed from the mid-1790s for the rest of the decade.779 He told Daendels of a “revolutionary spirit” in Glasgow and Paisley. This is one occasion that supports C. Desmond Greaves’s narrative, which is generally somewhat anachronistic, that Tone’s republicanism was sensitive to class struggle.780 Tone felt this revolutionary atmosphere had come about due to the “distress and misery produced among the working class by the suspension, or at least the great diminution of these labors [sic] which furnished them with the means of living”.781 It was a viewpoint he may have taken from Scottish writers within Scotland itself, especially as there were regular communications between the United Irishmen in the north of Ireland and radicals in Scotland.782 Among their shared grievances were “a general enlistment of the militia in Scotland”, massacres of peasants, and “English domination”.783 For the second time, he referenced the “revolutionary spirit” there and intimated that it had come to Scotland “several times since the establishment of the French Republic”, an attempt, if nothing more, to convince the General of the merits of universal republicanism.784

Tone’s time in the Batavian Republic appears to have indirectly confirmed his commitment to French assistance, a point of interest given that this would be, in essence, his contribution to the 1798 rebellion. Scholars have, on the whole, paid little attention to his time in the Batavian Republic, but it was a spell
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that reinforced some crucial convictions, such as his commitment to utilising French rather than Dutch aid, and one which allowed him to reflect on other constitutional questions such as the relationship between church and state and moreover, the freedom of the press. That these debates were framed for Tone through the lens of republican views on concepts such as tyranny, luxury, and virtue.

**Tone in Paris:**

It was always the aim of the Tone family to return to France. Matilda and their children too, were in exile but were not following him on his various travels. After America, whereas Tone went to France, his wife arrived in Hamburg. Her plans suffered some disruption due to ill health, which prevented her from travelling at some point in 1797. From Paris, Tone felt better placed to direct plans for an invasion. Both before and after his travels in and out of France, he had a number of significant encounters, firstly with Paine and later, upon his return, with Napoleon. That he was keen to set up these meetings is further evidence of his aspiration to mix in high-profile or intellectual circles, even if he found fault with both men.

It is likely Tone’s meeting with Paine took place thanks to James Monroe, American ambassador in Paris, who knew them both, and who was told of Tone’s arrival in the city following his departure from America by John Beckley, first clerk of the United States house of representatives. Tone recounted the meeting in a diary entry of 3 March 1797. Nevertheless, this appears more a meeting of like minds than an event which challenged Tone’s ideas. There were certainly points on which the two diverged, Tone describing him as “vain beyond all belief” due to his “wonders for the cause of liberty, both in America and Europe”. For example, Paine read to Tone extracts of his reply to the Bishop of Landaff, Richard Watson, who had written *An Apology for the Bible* in response to Paine’s *Age of Reason*. In a series of ten letters, Watson had picked apart Paine’s attack on the Bible’s alleged historical inaccuracy regarding the authorship of its various books. Paine had advocated a form of Deism based on the appreciation of creation. Paine, Tone noted, “seems to plume himself more on his theology than his politics, in which I am not prepared to agree with him, whatever my

---
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private opinion of the Christian religion may be”. Religious debates were evidently of much less significance to Tone who, unlike many thinkers of the late eighteenth century, did not overtly emphasise the need for religious belief to be rational. This represented a clear point of divergence between Tone and the French sceptical Enlightenment and the subsequent direction of the French Revolution. In spite of these differences, Tone contrasted his meeting with Paine with some of his other associations in Paris, namely with other Irishmen whom he described as “sad vulgar wretches, and I have been used to rather better company in all respects”.

Likewise, Tone viewed his meetings with Napoleon Bonaparte in early 1798 in much the same way, viewing the encounters as a social affair without reflecting much on the political significance of these meetings. As Elliott notes, he reserved special admiration for French generals, especially Hoche. As a consequence, Tone was particularly disappointed by his failure to convince Bonaparte of his plans for an expedition, as the general was far less enthusiastic about the Irish project than Hoche had been. Hoche was an admiring, but also a great rival of Bonaparte’s and as such, his death had implications beyond the internal politics of the French generals. The two generals had been competing in a fiercely competitive environment in the French military, even if they rarely met; dating back to the time when Bonaparte was commanding in Italy in 1797, both had been striving for influence over the Directory and Boylan suggests in his biography of Tone, their rivalry spurred each other on in their respective military campaigns. As far as Tone was concerned, Hoche’s death in September 1797 proved a significant obstacle to any realistic hopes of meaningful French aid in the forthcoming rebellion. Elliott even contends that because the two generals shared such a rivalry, Hoche resented Tone seeking Bonaparte’s aid and this made him all the keener to promote the Irish invasion - though this comes with a note of caution not to over-emphasise that point.

Since Tone was keen to use these connections to facilitate a French-supported rebellion, on 12 November, 1797, he wrote to Bonaparte, who was at that time in command of the ‘army of England’ - a force stationed close to the Channel amid considerations to invade England. Under his alias ‘James Smith’, which he often used during his time in France, Tone offered his services to Bonaparte’s forces. He also corresponded with General Louis Alexandre Berthier on the same day.

---
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asking him to forward a letter to General Bonaparte, which implies he considered it a matter of some importance. Tone was mistaken in his belief that Bonaparte would prioritise campaigns in Britain and Ireland in the immediate future. On 21 December 1797, he recounted his first impressions of Bonaparte, which were not entirely favourable:

He is about five feet six inches high, slender and well made, but stoops considerably. He looks at least ten years older than he is, owing to the great fatigue he underwent in his immortal campaign of Italy. His face is that of a profound thinker, but with no marks of that great enthusiasm [sic] and that unceasing activity by which he is so much distinguished; it is rather to my mind the countenance of a mathematician than of a general…so much for his figure and manner.

Immediately apparent is that Tone was struck by the fact Bonaparte did not physically embody a great soldier, hence there being “no marks” of his prestige upon him, but he was keen to recall his impressive campaigns which made the general so “distinguished”, particularly his role in Italy. Tone enjoyed associating with such a famed figure, but quickly became disenchanted after finding Bonaparte unable to muster much interest in Irish affairs and focused instead on military campaigns in central and southern Europe. Left to his own devices and in Hoche’s absence, Bonaparte’s interest in Britain and Ireland was, at this stage, limited and he preferred to focus his efforts on Austria and, by the time the 1798 rising began, Egypt.

Before his encounter with Bonaparte, Tone erroneously believed he had the power to sway the French military towards intervention in Ireland, as he had done in the recent past. This was despite occupying an ultimately minimal role in the army and holding little political influence at home. That Bonaparte, for whom Tone had so much admiration, remained unconvinced was to prove a dent to his self-image. This was, after all, a man who lamented in his diaries on his thirty-third birthday that at the same age “Alexander had conquered the world”, compared to his own minor achievements, despite having “as good disposition for glory”. Tone recalled that he had given Bonaparte a copy of his First Memorial to the French Government on the Present State of Ireland (1796), in response to which he was “perfectly civil however to us, but from anything we have yet seen or heard from him, it is
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impossible to augur anything good or bad.” It was frustrating to inspire so little response, not least because it damaged the way Tone perceived himself, something which was being built partly on the excitement of mixing with senior military figures. By December, he had met “the greatest man in Europe three times, and I am astonished to think how little I have to record about him.” Yet he also claimed he was “now a little used to see great men, and great statesmen, and great generals and that has in some degree broke down my admiration”, though he still considered it “droll that I should become acquainted with Buonaparte”. 

His view of Napoleon would be shaped further by the French occupation of Rome under Pius VI in February 1798, with General Louis-Alexandre Berthier – to whom Tone had written the previous year – proclaiming a Roman Republic. The onlooking Irishman described the event as “of a magnitude scarce, if at all, inferior in importance to that of the French Revolution”. His interest was borne partly of his views against the institution of the Catholic Church, which were discussed in the context of his earlier writings – though not against ordinary Catholics, for whom he saw himself as an advocate – but were amplified by the possible implications of the Pope’s seemingly imminent downfall. Of the peace that Bonaparte had agreed with the Pope in February 1797, Tone argued, “many people thought at the time, and I was of the number, that it was unwise to let slip so favourable an opportunity to destroy forever the papal tyranny”. This is undoubtedly his fiercest comment against the papacy and unsurprisingly, it was omitted from William Tone’s *Life* edition. As radical as such a statement appeared, as Tone’s ideas against the institution of the Church hardened over time, the idea of the Pope’s downfall only confirmed his belief in a collective shift in consciousness that was transporting Europe away from tyrannical leadership, “a special providence guiding the affairs of Europe at this moment, and turning everything to the great end of the emancipation of mankind from the yoke of religious and political superstition under which they have so long groaned”. This reference to a “special providence” also hints at Tone’s belief in the concept of determinism – that events were directly caused by forces other than free will – still at that time a widely-held world view.
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Tone referred to the idea of “Providence”, which “for its own wise and great purposes, the happiness of man and the complete establishment of civil and religious liberty, seems to have utterly taken away all sense and understanding from the Pope”. Though it is possible the term “providence” could be used as a figure of speech, it is far more likely that Tone would have been well acquainted with the concept because of his Irish Protestant upbringing. Moreover, it also had links to the republican tradition, especially to Machiavelli, who had begun to frame politics as directed by divine providence. These debates on the contrasting interpretations of determinism and free will naturally had repercussions for political liberty, and whether governments could be justified by rational law, as determined by God. If Tone’s comment on “providence” is taken at face value, the passage provides a very rare occasion where Tone alludes to his own religious beliefs. An acceptance of providence seems to have fuelled Tone’s acceptance not of existing governments, but of the idea that European politics was on an inexorable march towards revolutionary change. This was epitomised by the second invasion of the papal states, which he referred to as a “second contest with the Republic” between Pope Pius VI and Berthier, following the former’s peace with Bonaparte. Tone’s embracing of ‘providence’ is striking, therefore, as his arguments, particularly those against the Catholic Church, were typically founded on secular logic rather than religious belief.

In light of these nuances in Tone’s ideas, the time he spent preparing for the 1798 rebellion in Paris and elsewhere in northern Europe should be seen as a significant moment in his political development. From a practical point of view, his meetings with Paine, Bonaparte and his correspondence with Hoche were also instrumental in this period of his life, given the role they played in better honing his plans for rebellion. It is in this period, upon his return to Paris, that some of his most notable views came into play, notably his hardening stance against state religion following the occupation of Rome under Pius VI and, perhaps paradoxically, his seeming lack of interest in the religious debates in which Paine was engaging.
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The rebellion

For Tone, the real significance of the rebellion in Ireland lay in its opportunity to cement the ties between Irish citizens and the state, a means of separating the ‘good citizen’ from the treasonous, not dissimilar to what the Jacobins had advocated in the French Terror. Those such as the Protestant gentry who had refused to align themselves with the rebels had failed to act upon their duties, Tone portraying the insurrections of the summer of 1798 as a decisive battle against a tyrannical government. The rising represented an opportunity to establish a state founded upon republican values, though it also provided further insight into Tone’s legitimisation of armed struggle. While Ireland had been experiencing sporadic unrest in the earlier part of the year, this consolidated into something more tangible in March 1798. The United Irishmen hoped that the rebellion would be short-lived, and its aims would be achieved quickly. In Wicklow and many of the southern counties, fighting was characterised by guerrilla warfare, whereas in Down, Henry Munro’s forces enjoyed some success in a more organised campaign, before ultimately succumbing to defeat at the Battle of Ballynahinch. Rebels were also defeated at New Ross, Arklow, and Buncloody.814

The French assistance that arrived in August under the leadership of General Jean Joseph Amable Humbert (1767-1823) was nowhere near in the numbers that Tone and Hoche had originally planned for.815 The Directory had been unable to commit sufficient forces initially due to Bonaparte’s expedition to Egypt, instead sending three separate bit-part forces.816 Tone had remained in France negotiating for this expedition while many of the key events of the rebellion in Ireland, as discussed above, were unfolding. Due to his isolation from the main operation and the delays in sending significant French forces – the first force that arrived had just 900 men – other members of the United Irishmen had all but given up on the prospect of French assistance.817 As a consequence, the rebellion unfolded as an uncoordinated set of events. When the French expedition eventually landed in Ireland in August at Kilcummin in County Mayo, they established an unsuccessful ‘Irish Republic’ which, in spite of what its name might imply, was not a nationwide phenomenon and was in fact centred in the west. Having landed in Connacht, the province proved a poor choice of power base because of its lack of urban centres and its remote location making it difficult to reach. The small force, reliant on the aid of local peasants, lacked both numbers and supplies, the United Irish movement having been
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especially weak in the west. Their arrival also came too late in the course of the rebellion to have any real impact. Tone himself only reached Ireland in October 1798, alongside approximately 3,000 French soldiers attempting to land at Lough Swilly in Donegal. By then, British forces had reclaimed control and were waiting to intercept the ship when it docked. He was arrested and was briefly imprisoned in Derry before being taken to Dublin to be tried.

Between March and November of 1798, the most crucial months of fighting, Tone’s correspondence with the United Irish leadership was extremely limited. On the evidence available, Tone’s knowledge of events unfolding in Ireland was gained largely from newspapers. Tone was able to glean some information from a letter to Matilda from his brother Matthew, himself a participant in the rising, in August 1798. Matthew Tone detailed the operation in County Mayo, which had taken in a French force of over 1000 men with over 6000 weapons. He elaborated on troubles with the weather but signed off with optimism, “we will be masters of Connaught in a few days. Erin go braugh. [Ireland forever]”. The French General Jean Hardy, who arrived in Donegal with a larger force, had provided an address to the United Irishmen, dated 7 August 1798, which gave more alarmist details. It warned of scenes where they would find “your houses, your properties, wrapped in flames by your pitiless enemies”, though it promised nonetheless that “your blood, shed for the sacred cause of Liberty, shall cement the independance [sic] of Ireland”. It seems likely, however, that this address may not have reached Tone, since it was intended for the United Irish leadership and would therefore have been directed to Ireland, where most of them were to be found.

The only element of the rising which was under Tone’s control, therefore, was the organising of the French contingent. As a result, the bulk of his correspondence in the run-up to and during the rebellion was made up of letters to and from military officials, not to other United Irish leaders. Tone’s connections with the military were wide-ranging. There are six letters to Daendels, six to General Barthélemy Louis Joseph Schérer, two to General Charles Joseph Kilmaine, and 14 to Adjutant-General Olivier Macoux Rivaud, one to General Emmanuel Grouchy, two to General Charles Joseph Kilmaine, and one to Admiral Eustache Bruix. In this period, he also wrote to Matilda 26 times and to Matthew Tone three times. Though Tone’s garnering of French support was not

---
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enough to make the rebellion successful, it does help to explain why he subsequently retained a symbolic importance among the United Irishmen and in the rebellion because of this mission and because of his earlier leadership and role in founding of the organisation. Tone’s prominence is also upheld in an account of the French expedition by government informant Michael Burke, and in the reports of his alleged treachery in the Londonderry Journal. 822

While Tone’s information on the rebellion’s developments was only sporadic, his diary entries and private correspondence to Matilda and Matthew Tone are nonetheless illuminative of which parts of the rebellion he felt had stayed true to his original principles, and those which had not, such as the failure to overcome sectarian infighting in the north. Whereas violence could be justified on the part of the rebels, he was alarmed at “a proclamation of Lord Camden’s, which is tantamount to a declaration of war, and the system of police (if police it can be called) is far more atrocious than ever it was in France, in the height of the Terror”. 823 This came towards the beginning of the unrest in mid-1798, Lord Camden – the Lord Lieutenant and therefore, in essence, representing the British interest in Ireland – taking action to clamp down on the rebels because of a fear of French influence; while Camden remained unconvinced about the extent of France’s potential aid, he feared the possibility of an expedition was sustaining Catholic unrest. 824 As such, Tone noted how “several regiments of the militia have refused to march against the people”, defying British orders to violently suppress mounting unrest – a sign, Tone believed, that “if England must renounce at last her sovereignty, at least she will desolate what she cannot subdue”. 825 His commentary here clarifies his views on using violence to achieve political aims.

Writing to Matthew Tone in April 1798, he also admitted he was “not surprised at the event of combat”, taking consolation in Russell’s claim that “we are certainly the bravest nation in Europe”. 826 It is certainly easy to imagine how Tone’s recent experience of revolutionary France would have led him to view violence as an inevitable state of republican revolution, hence why he was “not surprised” at the unrest. States descending into violence was also an idea linked to an ancient republican understanding of the decline of governments as part of a wider collapse of virtue in society – just as Cicero, whom Tone had read at Trinity College as a compulsory text, had argued. 827
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Aside from the rebellion turning violent, which Tone did not necessarily oppose, but had not planned for, he was particularly concerned about news that prominent United Irishmen had been arrested. Even in the early stages of the rebellion, in March 1798, Tone had bemoaned the “unspeakable loss of so many brave and virtuous citizens” and “woe be to their tyrants”. That came in response to hearing that “the English government has arrested the whole committee of United Irishmen for the province of Leinster”, which he described as “the most terrible blow the cause of liberty in Ireland has yet sustained”. It would be impossible to “replace the energy, talents and integrity” of key figures such as Arthur O’Connor, as these men epitomised the virtue associated with the model republican citizen. Tone feared the rate of arrests suggested “very strong suspicions of treachery”. Several of his personal friends, including Thomas Addis Emmet and William James MacNevin, were detained at this stage, with warrants issued for the arrests of other influential United Irishmen including Lord Edward Fitzgerald, Joseph McCormick, and William Sampson. Tone effectively viewed the rebellion, therefore, as a battle between those who had stayed true to republican ideals, and those who were willing to align themselves with British interests.

This was particularly true when it came to the landed gentry. The rebellion had brought considerable social upheaval in the form of renewed tensions over land, pitting the peasantry against the landed gentry once more. From his previous writings in America, such as his 1796 *Memorials on the State of Ireland*, it is evident that Tone held clear views on property law, believing in the protection of property rights and advocating political representation based on land ownership. In the case of the latter, his views could be traced to a number of republican sources, most immediately America’s revolutionaries, but also Aristotle’s theory of timocracy, which held that only those who held property were able to engage in politics.

Land was a key issue at stake in 1798. Yet Tone’s accusation that the English interest in Ireland had tried to exaggerate the possibility of land redistribution, in order to “terrify the Irish gentry out of their wits and…. to crush the spirit of the people” seems an attempt to downplay the likelihood that land
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responsibilities of government, Tone having consistently advocated a government that would be representative of the interests of the Catholic majority. Cicero’s *De Re Publica* (51 BC) held that a republic was the most effective system to ensure peace; thus, for Tone, peace could not be guaranteed until the republic had been secured. Tone, unlike Cicero, was a military man, enjoying his career in the French army and perhaps therefore even more likely to accept the violent disintegration of the existing Irish political apparatus.
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would be seized. Tone targeted the complex identities of the Irish gentry, inferring they were “miserable slaves” who had misinterpreted the United Irish message by portraying the rebels as levellers. Instead, by bringing about Irish independence, the rebellion sought to secure “an object in which surely the men of property are the most interested”. He alleged they were only not party to this cause because “if they had one drop of Irish blood in their veins, one grain of true courage or genuine patriotism in their hearts, they should have been first to support this great object” and they were therefore the reason why the revolution had not been achieved without “a shock, or perhaps one drop of blood spilled”. Once more, as discussed in Chapter Two, Tone’s understanding of Irish identity was based more on civic ideas of participation than on ethnicity. Thus, members of the gentry could not be considered properly ‘Irish’ so long as their interests clashed with so many of the Irish population, as their relationship with the wider nation was tarnished.

Tone suggested that by aligning themselves with British interests, they had “desert[ed] the first and most sacred of all duties, the duty to their country”. In reality, many members of the Irish Protestant gentry, despite ostensibly enjoying both land and power, felt frustrated at the prevailing influence of Westminster. However, by not actively opposing British rule, Tone felt they were “disdaining to occupy the station they might have held among the people and which the people would have been glad to see them fill,” and as such, “they left a vacancy to be seized by those who had more courage, more sense and more honesty”. The United Irishmen could thus blame both the Catholic and Protestant gentry for their new aims, “a distribution of property and an agrarian law”. Though Tone opposed this and suggests other members had diverted from their original principles, as “in June 1795, when I was forced to leave the country, they entertained no such idea”, he warned that “the Irish gentry may accuse themselves” for neglecting to fulfil their duty to the nation. In contrast, those United Irishmen who sacrificed themselves during the insurrection, notably Fitzgerald, were “gallant”. Fitzgerald died after mounting an attack on Dublin, but because of his self-sacrifice, “his career is finished gloriously”, and “his memory will live forever in the heart of every honest Irishman”. Tone even suggested he would “rather be Fitzgerald as he is at this moment, wounded, in his dungeon, than Pitt at the head of the British Empire”. The Cork militia, on the other hand, were “villains” for “bearing arms against their country” following their engagement at Prosperous in County Kildare in May of 1798. A British garrison comprised of the Cork militia and a Welsh regiment were defeated by a few dozen rebels, the first notable victory of the rebellion. Yet at the
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core of this militia movement, as it had been throughout the eighteenth century, was a mission among its advocates to make Ireland’s volunteers patriotic and invested in the state.\textsuperscript{839}

In spite of the rebels enjoying some success, notably in June when they had defeated a division led by the English Colonel Walpole at Tubberneering, Tone made several references to the heavy losses suffered.\textsuperscript{840} Referring to that occasion, he wrote that “from the blood of every one of the martyrs of the liberty of Ireland will spring, I hope, thousands to revenge their fall”.\textsuperscript{841} His phrasing, notably “the liberty of Ireland” is distinctly republican, as he does not describe them as martyrs of Ireland itself, which would have been a more identity-focused interpretation. Thus, we gain further insight into his views on the legitimisation of violence, which he saw primarily as the result of the authorities’ vehement crackdown. His diary entry from June 18 reported on fighting at Leinster, Kildare, and Wexford, taken from what he had read in French newspapers. Though “at Nenagh the English whip the most respectable inhabitants in the open streets till their blood flows into the kennels”, he warned them not to be deterred.\textsuperscript{842} Based on his experience in the Low Countries, he recalled that “the 18,000 victims sacrificed by Alva [Fernando Alvarez de Toledo, duke of Alva] in the Low Countries in five years and on the scaffold did not prevent the establishment of the liberty of Holland”. The rebellion’s violent turn was of particular interest to Tone because of his personal links to those involved.

Following the execution of John Keogh’s son Cornelius – Keogh having worked closely with Tone in the General Committee of the Catholics – he asked, “how many other valuable lives will be sacrificed before the fortune of Ireland be decided?” In an August letter to Matilda, he also took it as “some comfort that our friend Simms is out of the scrape”.\textsuperscript{843} Robert Simms had been adjutant-general of the United Irishmen in Antrim, leading part of the rising in Antrim and Down, which had lasted just a week and escaping without serious injury. It appears Tone viewed the rebellion’s violence as an inevitable, if regrettable, stage of the state’s disintegration, a means of framing the revolt in republican discourse about duty and “sacrifice”.

It is natural that historians who have focused on Tone specifically have largely discussed his role in the French expedition, though Elliott points out that his role in the wider rebellion was “public knowledge”, and that he knew the rebellion was all but over by the time he went to Ireland – as such,
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he “embarked for Ireland that summer in the knowledge that defeat and death were inevitable”. By taking Tone’s commentary of the rebellion into account it is possible to appreciate more fully how he interpreted the event, and how it fitted into his existing ideas and aspirations. This analysis has demonstrated in new ways how Tone constructed an image of the rebellion in line with core republican values of virtue and dedication to the state, propagating an insurrection undertaken by patriots in order to overthrow a tyrannical government. It has also given further detail on his views on republicanism’s violent turn within Ireland, which has formed a crucial part of his legacy. His writings from mid-1798, the last year of his life and thus the culmination of his political journey, are pivotal to understanding how he understood these events as they are effectively his most concrete physical links to local revolts in Ireland.

Tone’s court martial and death (November 1798)

Tone had arrived back in Ireland on board the Hoche ship, named after the deceased General, which landed at Lough Swilly on 3 November 1798. The expedition had been intercepted and he was arrested as soon as he disembarked at Buncrana. He was briefly incarcerated for two days in Derry before being taken down to Dublin, where his court martial took place on November 10. Tone used the opportunity to offer his interpretation of events such as the Scullabogue massacre of largely Protestant civilians (June 5, 1798), and the execution of 36 men accused of being rebels by British forces at Dunlavin Green (May 26, 1798) in front of the court martial, before being convicted of treason. Courts martial were not ordinarily used for civilians, but an exception was made due to the extraordinary circumstances of the rebellion and as Tone was associated with the French army. Sentenced to hang, it is generally accepted that he cut his own throat on November 12, taking a week to die.

The documents available from this period of his life include texts of his speeches from his court martial, his final letters to members of the Directory in France, and to other members of the United Irishmen. Inevitably, the amount of source material available from this time was limited by the fact he had been detained. These writings and speeches, which were maintained as part of his family collection, will be used to illustrate his mindset in his final weeks, with a particular emphasis on his discussions of military self-sacrifice.

The court martial:
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Tone’s court martial speech has been instrumental in constructing his enduring legacy. In what have become some of his most often-recited words, he used the speech to restate his understanding of national independence. There are a handful of different versions of Tone’s speech, one recorded in full and published in a pamphlet a matter of days afterwards, and the others taken from shortened minutes of the trial. The following comments are drawn from the extended version, entitled *Proceedings of a Military Court held in Dublin Barracks* (1798), unless otherwise referenced. Tone had been granted the opportunity to give his address, with short interruptions when he was cautioned for his inflammatory comments.

In his speech, he described the rebellion as an “attempt in which Washington succeeded and Kościuszko failed – the deliverance of my country”. In 1794, Military leader Tadeusz Kościuszko had led an uprising against Russia and Prussia, a year after the Second Partition of Poland had proved a significant step towards the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth being annexed into Imperial Russia and the Kingdom of Prussia. Tone’s knowledge of the Polish example is particularly telling, even more so than the American model given the latter’s global prominence and his time in Philadelphia. As Róisín Healy notes, the Polish rebellion of 1794 had resonated with Irish radicals, particularly Tone. There were some differences between their respective situations, notably that Poland had been a sovereign state before partition in 1772, whereas Ireland could not make the same claim despite having its own Parliament; yet Poland, despite ostensibly having this control, could do little to prevent imperial encroachment. Whereas Tone wanted to undo the power of the aristocracy, in Poland it was the aristocrats themselves, including Kościuszko, who were trying to counter Russian influence.
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Where there was a similarity was that Polish patriots had been basing their aspirations of freedom upon classical republicanism from the sixteenth century onwards.\footnote{Anna Grzeskowiak-Krwawicz, *Queen Liberty: The Concept of Freedom in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth* (Boston: Brill, 2012), 85–101.} Furthermore, in the same way that Tone had earlier spoken of “Providence” with likely religious and determinist connotations, he described Ireland’s fight for national independence as a “sacred cause”, with reference to Poland and America.\footnote{“Tone’s Address to the Court Martial,” November 10, 1798.} This may have provided a further indication that he viewed transatlantic republican movements, in whatever form they took, as having the potential to progress human society towards an inevitable goal. That may be telling of his understanding of the purpose of the Polish uprising.\footnote{It may also be noteworthy that he echoes the wording of General Jean Hardy’s Address to the United Irishmen, if indeed he had received the document which had been published in August 1798.} Kościuszko’s revolt was in fact founded on ideas of universal rights and territorial integrity. There were clear parallels between the anti-imperialist nature of his attempted revolution and the United Irish rebellion, which was an attempt first and foremost to remove British imperial influence in Ireland. Kościuszko had also played a role in the American War of Independence as one of a number of influential foreign military figures backed by French assistance, fighting on the side of the revolutionaries.\footnote{George W. Kyte, “Thaddeus Kościuszko at the Liberation of Charleston,” *The South Carolina Historical Magazine* 84, no. 1 (January 1983): 11–21. Francis C. Kajencki, *Thaddeus Kościuszko: Military Engineer of the American Revolution* (Texas: Southwest Polonia Press, 1998).} Tone judges Kościuszko as having “failed”, discounting his previous revolutionary achievements and judging him only on his inability to secure Polish national liberation. Tone was relatively familiar with Polish contemporary affairs as this was not the first time he had used this example, having cited America, Poland, and France as models of progress in the area of individual liberties in *An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland*.\footnote{Tone, “An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland,” 31.} There is a further intellectual link between Tone and Kościuszko, the latter having been a close ally of Thomas Jefferson, with whom Tone also shared many ideas about agrarian republicanism as detailed in Chapter Three.\footnote{Gary Nash and G.R.G. Hodges, *Friends of Liberty: Thomas Jefferson, Tadeusz Kosciuszko, and Agrippa Hull* (New York: Basic Books, 2009).} It is unsurprising, therefore, given his background that he also mentioned Washington to the court martial. During Tone’s time in America, he had not been particularly impressed with Washington, who he thought of as an unrelatable, “high-flying aristocrat”.\footnote{Tone, “Letter to Thomas Russell,” September 1, 1795, f. 3.} Yet he acknowledged in his final public speech that Washington “succeeded” and would have in fact shared many of Kościuszko’s principles on
individual rights and the independence of small nations.\textsuperscript{860}

The most overt parallel between Polish and American concepts of freedom, and those which Tone hoped to instil in Ireland, was the idea of the nation being shaped by ‘the people’. The speech also provided an opportunity for Tone to explain why, in light of his views on ‘the people’ establishing their own republic, he had applied for French support. He deemed Irish liberation movements, including the United Irishmen “too weak to effect her independence without assistance”.\textsuperscript{861} This was a development on his earlier understanding, expressed in 1790, that Ireland was a “powerful kingdom, rich in all the gifts of nature” and well-equipped to fend for itself.\textsuperscript{862} In the eight years between these two statements, he had developed the conviction that “the connection of Great Britain” was “the bane” of the nation’s happiness, the primary obstacle which prevented Ireland from operating as it should. In another version, it is written in greater detail: “its prosperity, its liberty, and its happiness”, also echoing the “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”, the unalienable rights, laid out in the US Declaration of Independence.\textsuperscript{863} A nation’s ‘happiness’ was central to the purpose of ancient republics, above wealth and imperial ambition. Thus, this proved a powerful counter to arguments in favour of Britain and Ireland continuing their existing political relationship.

The second major point of discussion in Tone’s final speech was on the violence of the rebellion, a theme which, as discussed, was prevalent in his writings during the unrest too. He acknowledged “very great atrocities” on both sides, insisting that “a fair and open war” had been his intention, yet it had “degenerated into a system of assassination, massacre, and plunder”.\textsuperscript{864} The bloodiness of the rebellion was captured in some of its worst atrocities, such as the massacres at Scullabogue Barn and at Dunlavin Green. At Scullabogue, between 100-200 local men, women, and children suspected of loyalist sympathies were contained in a barn in order to stop them actively supporting British forces. The barn was later set alight by a party fleeing the nearby Battle of New Ross.\textsuperscript{865} At Dunlavin Green, 36 rebels were executed by firing squad.\textsuperscript{866} Despite having no direct relation to these events, at his trial Tone felt the need to acknowledge that the rebellion had diverged from his ideals:
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If in consequence of the measures in which I have been engaged misfortunes have been brought upon this country, I heartily lament it, but let it be remembered that it is now nearly four years since I have quit Ireland and consequently I have been personally concerned in none of them.867

While seeking to distance himself from some of the rebellion’s atrocities, he depicted the rebellion as a necessary means to an end of establishing an Irish republic. Tone’s court martial speech was among the most demonstrative evidence of his republican ideals, utilising the examples of Polish and American revolutionaries to further his arguments for freedom from imperial power and more generally, the power of the people.

**Tone’s death:**

Tone’s final act, his probable suicide by cutting his throat rather than being hanged by his enemies, sought to replicate the honourable death of a Roman soldier. Having brought out three commissions to show the court, Tone had hoped to use them as evidence “that I stand here as a French soldier and must consider myself, and trust I shall be considered by you, precisely in the situation of a French émigré in France.”868 He added that as his situation was “a military one”, and as he was being tried by court martial, he expected “a military execution”. He noted that France had the “noble mindedness to vouchsafe Sombreuil and Charette the death of a soldier,”, even in the case of its enemies, such as the Royalist general Charles François de Virot marquis de Sombreuil, though he had actually died by the guillotine. In a letter to the Executive Directory on the same day, Tone informed them that he had been sentenced to death, accusing the English Government of having “decided not to respect my rights as a citizen and as a French officer”, hence his suicide rather than being executed as a criminal.869

Tone’s legacy has overcome significant social and religious taboos about suicide, which was not only a sin in the eyes of the Church, but also against Irish law. If anything, as scholars have commented, his perceived martyrdom has only fuelled his image among modern Irish republicans.870 It is also
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illuminating of the fact that his own values were more directly indebted to Roman republicanism than Irish social conditioning, as laid out by the law and the Church. There has been some minor debate about the manner of his death, perhaps as a result of these social conditions, but there is little to contradict newspaper reports of “Mr Tone recovering of the wound which he inflicted upon himself” after cutting his throat with a small knife.871 In Life, his son William reports his final words, “I am sorry I have been so bad an anatomist”, which would appear to confirm the manner of his death, not least because his family would have had little incentive to misrepresent it in this way.872 Elliott speculates that this debate was borne of the nationalist community rewriting history to some extent and struggling to come to terms with Tone having committed the ‘final sin’.873 Yet Tone himself viewed suicide as an admirable act, describing the “voluntary death” of the radical spy William Jackson as something which “must command the respect of the most virulent persecutor”.874 The debate about Tone’s death is an important part of a wider point about his legacy. Whereas his image has been moulded to fit Irish expectations, he was in fact much keener to adhere to republican traditions, even suicide. This was what ultimately defined him.

Tone’s self-inflicted death came from a belief that he had “sacrificed for the Republic, all that is dearest – my wife, my children, my liberty, my life”.875 In this there was a Roman sense of dignitas, whereby his military exploits could not be separated from his moral duty to his family. He wrote to United Irishmen Thomas Addis Emmet, William James MacNeven, Arthur O’Connor, and John Sweetman, on November 10, urging them to look after his “utterly destitute” children, imploring them to do so “as Irishmen, as men of honor”.876 Despite his exile, he evidently retained close links to the United Irish leadership, Emmet writing to Thomas Russell shortly before the court martial in November 1798 that it was “impossible for anyone to be more concerned or more anxious than we all are about the fate of Tone”.877 Tone had interpreted self-sacrifice not simply as a willingness to die for the nation, but in having deprived himself, as “for a series of years did I maintain in honorable poverty the sentiments I now profess”.878 This was in accordance with his views on the ills of luxury and its ability to corrupt, as examined earlier.
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Putting together a picture of the last weeks of Tone’s life, it becomes clear that by his final year, he remained committed to classical republican ideals about citizen virtue, embodied in the rebellion via self-sacrifice and military discipline. Tone had imagined himself a republican soldier leading a volunteer movement that would transform Ireland into a small but prosperous, independent republic. That the immediate consequences of the 1798 rebellion prompted quite the opposite, hastening along the Acts of Union in 1800, has been well-noted, and as it transpired, he was far removed from most of the action on the ground. The most significant event of Tone’s military and political career had not hitherto been viewed as a manifestation of classical republican ideals and this new interpretation allows both Tone’s political thought, and the rebellion itself, to be seen in a clearer light.

Conclusion

The realities of Tone’s disconnection from the 1798 rebellion, the event of his life with which he has been so strongly associated, have left wider questions unanswered about the final years of his life. This chapter has sought to illuminate some of those issues, namely by placing new emphasis on his time in the Batavian Republic, and by contextualising his ideas between 1797-98 in line with his wider republican thought. The end of Tone’s life was not simply about the 1798 rebellion; indeed, it is more effectively understood as the period when he constructed his vision for Ireland as a post-revolutionary society.

This chapter brings together historiography on the 1798 rebellion, and research on Tone, for the first time. His isolation from the United Irishmen at this time – evidenced by his limited correspondence with them – and his relative inaction relating to the rebellion itself, may explain why this has not been attempted before. It is important to consider Tone’s views on a rebellion which he played such an important role in starting, even if he was not present for the majority of it.

By examining in detail Tone’s ideas in the run-up to the rebellion, it has been demonstrated that by his final years, especially from 1796 onwards, Tone was in possession of a coherent political philosophy. Dunne’s essay had sketched out some of this philosophy, and suggested that what took the hardest hit with the failure of 1798 was Tone’s “theory of politics … his belief that his colonial society could be reshaped to give those excluded, like himself, an acceptable role and identity”. However, even if Tone’s ideas did not bear immediate fruit, this does not mean they should be dismissed as ill-thought-out. For instance, in northern Europe he made nuanced arguments on how the clergy should be sustained and the Church’s relationship to the state, as well as how the freedom of the press should be limited to prevent attacks on well-functioning governments. Where Elliott has
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described him as a “typical product of the Enlightenment … anti-clerical, though a believer in a deity”, it should be questioned whether this is an effective entry point into his political ideas despite his references to providence. Tone may indeed have been typical of the late eighteenth century, but such was the variety of ideas associated with the ‘Enlightenment’ that it is too complex to be used as shorthand for his development. Moreover, to define Tone as such does not do justice to the breadth and complexity of his engagement with various strands of contemporary political discourse.880 His experiences in the Batavian Republic and his encounters with Dutch troops were key to sharpening his own political synthesis, particularly regarding his expectations of the model republican citizen. Tone’s political thought has ultimately too often been thought of as an abstract idealism about national independence, and more recent attempts to recast him as ‘typical’ of the Enlightenment have not sufficiently delved into the nuances of his positions.

One challenge to this attempt at analysing his political thought has admittedly been piecing together some of his contradictory views. Indeed, at various points he meandered between extolling the principle of universal human rights and dismissing France’s other revolutionary efforts. Most importantly, this chapter has demonstrated that Tone viewed the 1798 rebellion through the lens of republican thought, and more specifically, through the lens of seventeenth-century English republican discourse about tyranny. Furthermore, his time in the French army hardened his fascination with the military and added to his conviction that it would be ordinary citizens who were to overthrow that tyrannical system in Ireland. The most consistent theme throughout his final writings and speeches is one of national duty and sacrifice, clear manifestations of civic virtue which he believed he had embodied in his last years and ultimately, in his death.

Conclusion

Dunne commented in 1982 that “the neglect of Tone by historians is part of a wider phenomenon – the lack of critical analysis of Irish nationalist ideologies”.\(^8\) This may, at least in part, be attributed to the fact that it has been assumed he came up with little that was new. As Elliott put it, “Tone was a distiller of ideas rather than an original thinker”.\(^2\) Regardless of whether Tone constructed a wholly coherent and original synthesis out of different strands of eighteenth-century political and philosophical discourse, he remains a pivotal reference point in the development of modern Irish republicanism.

The aim of this research was to better ascertain the intellectual and philosophical underpinnings of Wolfe Tone’s political ideas, given that historians have thus far largely approached his life from a narrative biographical standpoint, looking at his life as a whole. The thesis has placed new emphasis, where it was previously lacking, on Tone’s engagement with classical republicanism, tying together European and transatlantic aspects of political thought and shaping them for a peculiarly Irish context.

Tone is primarily remembered in popular memory as a precursor to nineteenth-century Irish nationalism, and he remains central to Irish republican culture. Therefore, a full understanding of his political ideas has implications beyond the historical field, for broader questions of identity. While historians have already suggested that Tone was in many ways a typical eighteenth-century thinker, this research has argued that this characterization deserves to be explored in much more depth and detail. The thesis has drawn a number of conclusions about Tone’s ideas which do support some of the comments offered by biographers such as Dunne, Elliott, and Boylan. While Dunne was hesitant about “over-systematising” Tone’s ideology, he acknowledged that a “quite large body of writings reveals consistent patterns and clear lines of development in his thinking”.\(^3\) This research owes a significant debt to the work of these preceding writers and while it was not the explicit purpose of this research to construct a portrait of Tone the man, their insights on the more biographical elements, such as the reasons he was drawn into politics, his desperation for an income in Britain, and his unhappiness in America, have proved highly valuable.

However, this thesis has also attempted to challenge existing preconceptions about Tone and put forward new interpretations of his writings. In his journey from a conventional Irish reformist arguing for increased legislative independence, to a revolutionary trying to orchestrate a rebellion against
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British rule, it had been suggested, for example by Cronin and Roche, that what has since been characterised as the radical Enlightenment was among the most significant influences in Tone’s development. In fact, it has here been argued that the label of “Enlightenment” hardly does justice to the broad array of sometimes contradictory influences which helped inform Tone’s views. Arguably, Tone was an ‘Enlightenment thinker’ primarily by coincidence and era and was most inclined to engage with the seventeenth-century revival of ancient republicanism.

These conclusions have been reached by analysing a wide variety of Tone’s writings, from his most famous published pamphlets such as Spanish War! and An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland, to diary entries, his shorter essays and private correspondence with fellow radicals, his family, and other political and military leaders.

Observations

Examining Tone’s works over a number of years has opened up several avenues for exploring the nuances of his political thought. Though not strictly biographical, this study of Tone has largely been conducted chronologically, firstly for the purpose of clarity, and secondly, in order to gauge shifts in his philosophical and political outlook. One unexpected consequence of following this method was the emergence of a coherent pattern in his writings, one which showed him to be well acquainted with pre-1789 republicanism, thus significantly discounting the impact of events in France upon him. Instead, his early writings from the 1780s showed a clear familiarity and consistent engagement with classical republican values.

In Chapter One, Tone’s early writings in Britain and Ireland were detailed to analyse his responses to debate about the constitution and systems of government. Much of Tone’s own commentary focused on the Glorious Revolution as well as on the regency crisis, both of these having implications for mixed government closer to home. He had first begun to analyse the relationship between the Westminster and Dublin parliaments in his 1790 Review of the Conduct of Administration. The text drew upon not only contemporary debates, but also on seventeenth century Lockean ideas about popular consent and government accountability to its citizens. Such questions were all the more pertinent in the light of the 1782 constitution in Ireland, legislation which Tone deemed to have failed. The constitution had on paper granted Ireland greater legislative freedom. In reality, as Tone explained in Spanish War!, there were important limitations which could not be overlooked. Namely, Ireland was still at the mercy of Westminster regarding its foreign policy and would have had little
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choice but to partake in the impending conflict with Spain. In highlighting these paradoxes, Tone was,
by his own admission, following in the footsteps of several early patriot writers, particularly Swift.
Yet he was also keen to take on board the ongoing pamphlet wars, led by Paine and Burke, using the
rhetoric of the former, who had extolled the ‘rights of man’ in his publication of the same name, to
make his arguments.

Having detailed Tone’s formative years, including his education at Trinity College and Middle
Temple, one of the major new discoveries of the second chapter was that Tone’s very understanding
of Irish identity was based on citizen-state relations. Thus, he did not see the Irish people as linked
to the land through historic, linguistic, ethnic, or cultural ties, in the way that Herder had set out, but
instead through citizenship and ties of allegiance, similar to the city-states of Ancient Rome and
Greece. This is arguably among the most important points clarified by this thesis, given the
implications for how he is historicised. Tone first used republican values of virtue, bravery and spirit
to link peoples and nations in his Sandwich Islands Memoranda, written in 1788 and again in 1790.
These texts depicted an archetypal Roman-inspired utopian military colony of a few hundred citizens,
not natives but taken from elsewhere and implanted, who would operate as volunteers. Such rhetoric
can also be found consistently in a number of his shorter essays, On the State of Ireland in 1720, On
the State of Ireland in 1790, On the Necessity of Domestic Union, and his Address to the Roman
Catholics of Ireland.

As his ideas progressed, he began to use a similar logic to address the Catholic question, seeing them
first and foremost as citizens, rather than defining them by religious denomination. The suppression of
radicalism was identified as an important stage in Tone’s development, the clampdown on seditious
activity from the mid-1790s leading the United Irishmen to be forced underground. This interface of
Tone’s life, between leaving Ireland and arriving in America, is pivotal. Just as historiographical
trends are leaning towards emphasising a European-Atlantic Enlightenment, it has here been
demonstrated that there were important factors in Tone’s political development both before and
during his exile.

Since the purpose of neither Elliott nor Dunne’s work is to analyse Tone’s philosophy, there is yet to be an
alternative explanation provided for why Tone did not think of national identity in the Herderian sense.

Enlightenment Spreads to America,” in The Empire of Reason: How Europe Imagined and America Realised
the Enlightenment (New York: Phoenix, 2000), 15–40; Jonathan Israel, “Europe and the Remaking of the
Chapter Three went on to position Tone’s republicanism against that which he found in America during his exile. Ancient ideas, as utilised by contemporary American political figures, informed his way of thinking about property, popular consent, and agrarianism. The period of his life spent in Philadelphia provides circumstantial evidence that he was not solely seeking to emulate the French republic in his plans for Ireland, as he saw the newly-formed US republic as an alternative model for representative democracy, its founders having tried to emulate the system found in Britain. Tone’s placing in Pennsylvania is of particular interest in the context of his religious tolerance, the state also impressing Tone because of its ability to function within its own means and without debt. Though it was far from peculiar that he should have ended up in America when forced to leave Ireland, his ideas provide an interesting comparison to those which were prevalent in the United States at that time. Writings such as his Memorandum on the State of Ireland are illuminative of his views on popular consent and sovereignty. These were of particular relevance given George Washington’s sanctioning of the Jay Treaty in spite of considerable public opposition.

America could also be framed as an example of a post-revolutionary quasi-democratic society due to Locke’s prominence in its political thought, together with revolutionary concepts such as ‘no taxation without representation’ which Tone could in turn utilise on behalf of Irish Catholics. His engagement with Lockean principles, which Elliott speculates he had moved away from by then, also appears to have still been informing his views on property.888 The individualist rhetoric surrounding land ownership in America, property serving as a tie between citizens and the state, were taken on board by Tone. When this is combined with his leaning towards Jeffersonian agrarianism, he adopted a relatively novel take on property for an Irish Patriot, one which was clearly distinct from the republicanism which had been prevalent in France in the early 1790s advocating land redistribution. The two contrasting stances can be found in his various letters, and it is of note that his correspondence with French officials introduce ideas contrary to his previous views, perhaps intentionally. Yet republican debates in America were also divided on economic matters. Tone was concerned by Federalist commercialism and was particularly clear in his stance against debt, his own ideas more closely aligning with those of Jefferson, who believed that farmers were a state’s most important citizens. The wealth associated with those elements of American society that followed the British example – both its commercialism and its aristocracy – came at a price of virtue and peace. By opposing these, Tone was essentially rejecting not only British rule in the colonies, but the entire British model of society, a subversion of English republican views of itself as an advanced, pioneering nation.

888 Elliott, Wolfe Tone, 85.
In a similar way to how ancient republicanism experienced a revival courtesy of eighteenth-century American thinkers, the same was true in France, with writers like Mably and Rousseau at the forefront of its resurgence. Several years before the French Revolution, Tone had already become familiar with many of his core republican values as a result of his classical education at Trinity College, where much of his studies were undertaken in Latin and he became versed in ancient writers such as Cicero. The starting point for Chapter Four was the wealth of literature on the French Revolution’s impact on Ireland and as a result, the assumption which has followed that it was the driving force behind Tone’s journey towards revolution. However, once a comparison of his ideas alongside some of the key concepts of eighteenth-century French political thought was conducted, it could be demonstrated that he took very little from *philosophes* or other famous French thinkers. For instance, he was hesitant to embrace Rousseauian direct democracy, instead advocating a representative system and at some points even suggesting the franchise should remain restricted dependent on class and wealth. His primary problem with Ireland’s existing government was British influence and the corruption of the executive and Commons, not the system of representative government per se - particularly if it could be adapted to properly incorporate Catholics.

As was typical of many reformists in Britain and Ireland, Tone also took issue with some elements of how the French Revolution had unfolded, notably its descent into violence and its attacks on religion. It has been little noted that in his *Second Memorial to the French Government on the Present State of Ireland*, he did suggest to the Directory that church lands would be seized as one means of financing an independent Ireland.\(^889\) However, as explored, he more often spoke on the need to protect freedom of religion and property rights. It is quite possible that his comments against the Catholic Church have been overlooked due to his reputation as a unifying figure campaigning on behalf of the Catholic people, with his son also editing out derogatory writings about the institution of the Church from *Life.* Meanwhile, Tone did admire other elements of the French Revolution, praising the militias of both the French and American political scenes, perhaps unsurprisingly given the culture of volunteerism in Ireland. He discussed the importance of a ‘people’s army’ - rather than the existing ‘Irish militias’ which were in effect controlled by British forces - in a number of his later essays, *To the Militia in Ireland, To the Irishmen now serving aboard the British navy,* and in his *Address to the Peasantry in Ireland.*\(^890\)

---

Finally, Chapter Five explored key developments in Tone’s final years, with an emphasis on the 1798 rebellion. Despite Tone’s distance from the action and the fact he only arrived in Ireland towards the end of the unrest, it has nevertheless come to define his legacy. Indeed, the main role he played, which was to secure French assistance, did not prove decisive. Analysing in more depth than has previously been attempted his political thought while in the Batavian Republic, and latterly in France, allowed a clearer depiction of his ideas by the end of his life. Many of these enduring ideas, such as the rebellion serving as a way of differentiating ‘good’ citizens from bad, were the cumulative result of the influences discussed in the preceding chapters.

New findings

It was stated at the outset that the only comprehensive modern biography of Tone, the first edition published by Elliott in 1989, is not a study of his ideas, but rather a thorough account of his life. Not only has Elliott contributed the authoritative biography, but it should be noted that her work was also the only to mention Tone’s ancient republicanism. However, it has been argued throughout this thesis that insufficient emphasis has been placed on this element of his political thought. It was in fact, it is here contented, the defining factor in his development and vision for an Irish republic.

As the first study focused specifically on his political thought, this thesis has benefitted from the narrative biographies by Tone scholars such as Boylan and Elliott. In doing so, it has found new ways of understanding Tone which to some extent contradict both Dunne and Elliott’s image of a frustrated aspiring politician, discouraged by his early setbacks and embittered by exile, and whose ideas were unoriginal and inconsistent. Indeed, by analysing Tone’s writings following the approach of the ‘Cambridge School’ of intellectual history, it has been possible to draw a number of new conclusions. These can be grouped into two categories: areas of Tone’s thought which have not been sufficiently analysed, and secondly, those which have been misinterpreted.

Chiefly, Tone’s engagement with classical republicanism has not been given due attention. The key values of virtue and duty, stemming originally from ancient societies and reintroduced into mainstream European thought in the Renaissance period and subsequently via the English and French traditions, were central to his political philosophy. Thus, Tone was influenced by a more complex web of ideas than simply the French revolutionary thought of his contemporaries, or the more local tradition of Irish Patriotism.

891 Boylan, Wolfe Tone; Elliott, Wolfe Tone.
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Such a complex intellectual background has yet to be navigated. For instance, despite the significance of Tone’s exile in America and the similarities between their arguments against aristocracy, Britain’s commercial model, and the circumstantial evidence for him having read Jeffersonian literature, his ideas had not previously been compared with Jefferson’s. Jefferson was indeed key in reintroducing ancient republican ideas into post-revolutionary America, and Tone wrote on the above topics during his time in Philadelphia. Likewise, it also appears likely that the policies of religious tolerance Tone found in Pennsylvania, as epitomised by the Quaker constitution and its emphasis on religious freedom and stances against persecution of minority groups, would have appealed, even if his own views on these subjects were already well-honed by 1795.

Thus, several areas of Tone’s political development have warranted further discussion. Nevertheless, there are other areas which have prompted serious analysis, but which have arguably led to misinterpretation. Indeed, this research has shown that doubt may be cast on a number of previous assertions. Chapter Two demonstrated that Tone should not be understood as a pre-romantic ‘nationalist’, with the obvious caveat that such an ideology did not yet exist at any rate. Instead, his views were based on ties of citizenship and republican values, as opposed to ethnic or cultural links to the nation.

By pinpointing Tone’s ideas more specifically, it was also possible to establish that the republic which he envisaged was essentially an amalgamation of English, French, wider European and transatlantic republican traditions, not solely inspired by the French Revolution as predominantly argued by historians such as Kearney.893 This was most apparent in his persistent arguments for representative, rather than direct, democracy. His works meander, though the same can be said of French political events, between accepting the universalism espoused in the French revolutionary mission to spread republicanism through its sister republics, towards becoming increasingly one-nation focused. Much of what he did appear to borrow from the French model broadly corresponded with wider ancient republicanism. Indeed, not only was this deconstructed in Chapter Four, Chapter One placed him more precisely as under the influence of the Glorious Revolution, falling in line with Whig thinking on concepts such as Lockean popular consent. It is a point worth reiterating not least because much of this thinking was demonstrated in his private and public writing in the years prior to the French Revolution. Surprisingly, therefore, only Elliott has previously placed much emphasis on his republican education at Trinity and the role this played in his early development.894

894 Elliott, Wolfe Tone, 20.
The final chapter rounded up Tone’s later years and attempted to recontextualise his role in relation to the rebellion. Given that he was isolated from events on the ground, his significance lay in his securing the French invasion and arguably therefore in moving the United Irish movement towards the French model of republicanism from 1796 onwards. It was perhaps in his final year, prior to his suicide, as the rebellion began to gather momentum, that he most expounded his views on civic virtue, seeing the insurrection as the pinnacle of self-sacrifice and devotion to the nation.

Ultimately, this research has primarily contributed to our understanding of Tone in two ways. It is the first prolonged analysis of his political thought specifically, counteracting the tendency to dismiss his political thought as lacking in depth or placing too much emphasis on his lack of originality. This study should therefore help to differentiate his ideas from other members of the United Irishmen so we can better understand contrasting policies amongst the leaders of the movement. Secondly, it has cast new light on the nature of his ideas. By examining various political contexts and intellectual traditions, it has positioned him not as a product solely of the French Revolution, but as an eighteenth-century radical peculiarly placed to combine different philosophies. Without fully appreciating the extent of his engagement with the ancient republican elements of these traditions, it is impossible to understand fully the model of society which he was trying to achieve.

Challenges and unanswered questions

This thesis has attempted to avoid the pitfalls of relying on Tone’s own writings as an honest reference point for his ideas. From a practical view, questions may be raised about his penchant for twisting information to suit his audience, as well as the inconsistencies – such as on property, the nature of the French Revolution, and the Church - between his public and private correspondence and those writings which were for a British and Irish audience as opposed to the French. At best, these texts have provided insight into an occasionally misinformed radical, at worst one determined to adapt his interpretation of events to his own agenda. His correspondence with the Directory, and in particular with Napoleon, show a preoccupation with political status, not that it should negate their usefulness altogether. It is also worth considering that the fact he was willing to sacrifice some of his own personal ideas in order to secure military assistance – or at least that he was keen to adhere to the Directory’s own vision for post-revolutionary societies – is also revealing of his practicality. Tone may have viewed these exchanges merely as a way of securing military aid, even if it meant contorting his own ideas.

Regarding William Tone’s compiling of his father’s works, while giving us an overall picture, that is not to say that each individual document ought to be seen as a gateway into Tone’s ideas. Many of his
shorter correspondence tell us very little, and *Life* never claims to be a complete collection.\(^895\) When many of Tone’s writings were lost in between his death and *Life*’s first publication in 1826, it is impossible to measure the insight that was lost with them and moreover, there is the possibility that his family may have omitted other texts, as discussed.

There have also been a number of challenges presented regarding which methodology would best suit constructing an intellectual history. One initial method used was similar to Smyth’s 2012 article, *Wolfe Tone’s Library*, which had attempted to gauge the different thinkers who influenced him by measuring who he had cited.\(^896\) In order to build upon Smyth’s work, it was found that Paine was cited the most, followed by Burke and Swift. Inevitably, one factor that led to the abandonment of this strategy was the failure to align these citations with the ideas discussed, not least with prominent Patriot influences such as Molyneux only being referenced once. Locke, meanwhile, is only named once, but to downplay his impact would be to overlook Tone’s persistent engagement with seventeenth-century English republicanism. Hence, the methodology used has largely followed the Cambridge model of intellectual history, recontextualising Tone’s ideas so as to better understand the intent behind his writings.

**Research impact, memory, and Tone’s public legacy**

One of the greatest challenges involved in reassessing Tone’s ideas has been to avoid falling into the trap of discussing the separate issue of public memory. While Tone’s wider legacy should not be conflated with how his life has been recorded by historians, the two are somewhat interlinked. Part of the reason behind Tone’s enduring significance for scholars is the fact that his cultural influence remains immense, from the number of sports clubs and associations named after to him to the music of the rebel group *The Wolfe Tones*. At the 2004 commemorations at Tone’s burial place at Bodenstown, which have taken place every year since 1992, Gerry Adams described modern-day Sinn Fein as “Irish Republicans in the tradition of Tone”.\(^897\)

Tone’s work towards securing political independence from Britain has laid the foundations for later Irish republican movements and has contributed to this legacy. However, the Tone who occupies such a significant place in Irish cultural memory is primarily the Tone of “romantic Ireland” depicted in Yeats’ *September 1913*.\(^898\) That Tone’s most active years politically coincided with the start of a

\(^895\) Tone, *Life*.
romantic era of intellectual, musical, artistic, and literary movements is partly responsible for this
tendency to approach Tone as an icon of popular history. Indeed, Elliott ends her biography with an
entire chapter devoted to the “cult of Tone”.899 It is this Tone which inspired Thomas Davis and the
Young Irelanders, the father of Irish republicanism hailed by Padraig Pearse at his graveside in
1913.900 Pearse himself has played his own part in ensuring Tone has been remembered in such a
way, as “clear and precise and worthy of the concept of nationality”.901 These two topics – the
historiography surrounding Tone and how he has been remembered in public memory – ought to be
treated as two different areas of study even if they are sometimes inevitably entwined, with this thesis
having focused on the former.

There is a growing amount of literature concerning how 1798 has been remembered, or even
misremembered, in Ireland. roy Foster contends that following the initial trauma of the rebellion’s
violence, which caused a neglect of public memory, the centenary in 1898 witnessed the height of
public commemoration – yet Foster also notes that, courtesy of the twentieth century scholarship on
the rebellion, there now exists a situation whereby “1798 has been repackaged, and the intentions of
the principal actors prioritized above the actual outcome of events”.902 Guy Beiner has recently
contextualised the challenges of remembering 1798 amidst the Troubles, in particular the
appropriation of the United Irishmen by the nationalist community. In the north, therefore, “the
memory of the United Irishmen had no place in an official memorial culture that equated Ulster with
unionist Northern Ireland” and all the while, “state support in southern Ireland [sic] for
commemoration of the 1798 rebellion only exacerbated suspicions of creeping irredentism”.903 Peter
Collins approaches commemoration of 1798 in a similar way, contrasting the issue in the north and south.904 One by-product of this research is that it may, in some small way, contribute to a greater
understanding of the most prominent figure connected with 1798, particularly with the majority of the
literature in this area focusing on the United Irishmen as a whole rather than Tone specifically.
Historians have begun to see the United Irishmen not as architects of a kind of ‘proto-nationalism”

900 P.H. Pearse, “An Address Delivered at the Grave of Wolfe Tone in Bodenstown Churchyard - 22 June
902 Roy Foster, “Remembering 1798,” in *History and Memory in Modern Ireland*, ed. Ian McBride (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2001), 85. Also see: Tom Dunne, *Rebellions: Memoir, Memory and 1798* (Dublin:
Lilliput, 2010).
903 Guy Beiner, *Forgetful Remembrance: Social Forgetting and Vernacular Historiography of a Rebellion in
Ulster* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), 447. Elliott also notes these issues for Ulster unionists, but also
other elements of republican communities once Tone had been ‘claimed’ by “men of violence”. Beiner,
*Remembering the Year of the French: Irish Folk History and Social Memory*.
904 Peter Collins, *Who Fears to Speak of “98”?: Commemoration and the Continuing Impact of the United
Irishmen* (Belfast: Ulster Historical Foundation, 2004), 84–155.
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preceding the Irish republicanism of the nineteenth century, but as conventional eighteenth-century radicals, a trend followed in this research with regard to Tone.

In seeking to construct the clearest picture to date of Tone’s political thought, it is hoped this study will provide one avenue into better understanding the origins of modern Irish republicanism, and in particular, physical-force republicanism, through one of its most recognisable architects. Tone holds his own significance within Ireland, but this thesis also serves to use his ideas as a window illustrating the impact of various political contexts on Irish radical groups. These new interpretations, especially regarding classical republicanism, add an important dynamic to the way we understand how ideas could be moulded and adapted in late eighteenth-century reformist and revolutionary movements.

Possibilities for Further Research

The extent to which Tone’s space in Irish public memory and identity is dependent on inaccurate representations of his ideas is a possible avenue for further research, but there remain other unanswered questions. For instance, our understanding of the dynamics of 1790s Irish republicanism could be enhanced by similar studies on other members of the United Irishmen, particularly those key figures such as Russell and Drennan. Instead, recent trends have veered away from the eighteenth century again, with scholars of Irish republicanism reviving an interest in the 1916 rebellion and its ensuing events because of the 100-year anniversary.

It would be worth discussing the extent to which Tone’s personal relationships, whether with other United Irishmen, or with his direct family, contributed to his political development. This has received comparatively little attention in the course of this thesis in order to avoid replicating the existing studies of Dunne and Elliott, both of whom have chosen to focus on his private life to a greater extent. For example, Elliott notes that his relatively early marriage to Matilda Tone shaped his personal ambitions as he struggled to provide for her. Yet nothing has been said about the possibilities of Matilda’s intellectual influence, not least because of a lack of documents from her life. Only in the last two decades has she begun to receive any real attention at all, beginning with Curtin and more recently, Brundage. Likewise, it can be assumed that the religious background of Tone’s parents

---


played a role in his counter-sectarianism, but little more thought has been given to the role they played in his development.

Concluding Remarks

Overall, this thesis has demonstrated how the consensus on Tone ought to be revaluated to better reflect the complexities and nuances of his political thought. In fact, Tone provided an in-depth and insightful sustained criticism of British government policy in Ireland. He created a relatively innovative brand of republicanism based on ancient principles by applying them to the Irish context. His writings reveal him to have been partly in tune with the contemporary British, Irish, American, French political scenes, providing a clear example of how eighteenth-century thinkers revitalised classical republicanism, but also expressing some distinct views too. Thanks to the sheer volume of work he left behind, which has been placed under renewed scrutiny in the two decades since the bicentenary of 1798, we now have a better understanding of the philosophical underpinnings of Irish republicanism in the last decade of the eighteenth century. As the ‘father’ of modern republicanism on the island, Tone continues to occupy a unique place in the Irish national imagination when questions about identity remain as pertinent as ever.

she proposes her as having taken a leading role in the collecting and editing of Life, having notable input into its direction.
Appendix A: Collection of published works by Theobald Wolfe Tone during his life*


A Review of the Conduct of Administration during the Seventh Session of Parliament: Addressed to the Constitutional Electors and Free People of Ireland on the Approaching Dissolution - Published by Order of the Northern Whig Club. Dublin: P. Byrne, 1790.

Spanish War! An Enquiry How far Ireland is Bound, of Right, to Embark in the Impending Contest on the Side of Great Britain, Dublin: P. Byrne, 1790.

Belmont Castle: or Suffering Sensibility, Dublin: P. Byrne, 1790.

An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics of Ireland, Belfast: Society of United Irishmen, 1791.


X.Y. to the Editor of the Northern Star.” Northern Star, July 13, 1792.

To the Peep O’Day Boys and Defenders. Northern Star, July 18, 1792.

X.Y. to the Editor of the Northern Star. Northern Star, July 23, 1792.

A Derry Farmer to the Editor of the Northern Star. Northern Star, August 15, 1792.

X.Y. to the Editors of the Northern Star. Northern Star, August 29, 1792.

John Keogh and Tone to the Friends of Peace and Harmony at Newry. Northern Star, September 5, 1792.


A Protestant Freeman of Dublin to the Corporation of Dublin. Hibernian Journal, September 21 1792.

X.Y. to the Editor of the Northern Star. Northern Star, 22 September 1792.

A Protestant Freeman of Dublin to the Corporation of Dublin. Hibernian Journal, September 24 1792.

Declaration of the Catholics of the County of Louth. Northern Star, October 24, 1792.
Declaration of the Catholics of the County of Down. *Northern Star*, November 7, 1792.

Resolutions for the Northern Whig Club. *Northern Star*, November 7, 1792.

To the Militia of Ireland, 1796 – Copy held in Archives Nationales, Paris, Archives du Directoire Exécutif, AF III 186 B, dossier 859.

To the Irishmen now serving aboard the British navy, 1796 - Copy held in Archives Nationales, Paris, Archives du Directoire Exécutif, AF III 186 B, dossier 859.


*Some of Tone’s works and correspondence were later published posthumously, for example in:


*The Letters of Wolfe Tone*, Edited by Bulmer Hobson. (Dublin: Martin Lester, 1920).
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